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Webb, Daniel Martin (Ph.D., Chemical and Biological Engineering)

Hybrid Dynamic Modeling and Identification

Thesis directed by Prof. W. Fred Ramirez

A new technique for identifying hybrid mechanistic/empirical dynamic models

was demonstrated, as well as several new techniques for improving the speed and con-

vergence properties of the iterative dynamic programming optimal control algorithm.

A hybrid dynamic model is a mechanistic model developed using an understand-

ing of the underlying system combined with an empirical model, typically a neural

network. Models of this type have been used for several yearsin bioreactor model-

ing research because the conservation equations and reaction stoichiometry are usually

known but the reaction kinetics usually are not. The neural network part of these hybrid

dynamic models is challenging to identify because there is not a direct link between the

neural network weights and the error (measured vs. predicted states).

A new more general technique for identifying these systems was introduced

where the neural network outputs are treated as controls in an optimal control prob-

lem, and the optimal control objective function minimizes the error between measured

and predicted states. Once the neural network outputs are found using optimal control,

the neural networks can be trained as usual. This method identified a model where one

state had only five data per run without using a state estimator.

Iterative dynamic programming (IDP) was the optimal control algorithm chosen

for this technique because of its lack of model restrictions, but it suffers from two seri-

ous problems for this application: computational expense and noisy control trajectories.

A new two-step method was proposed where basic IDP is used to solve the problem to

some tolerance, then a modified IDP is used to solve the problem to a higher tolerance.

The modified IDP used in the second step includes control filtering and/or damping
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methods which quickly reduce control noise. Several new methods were developed

for control smoothing as well as an improved algorithm for stagewise linear continu-

ous controls and a new algorithm for stagewise linear discontinuous controls. These

methods decreased computation time several orders of magnitude for the Park-Ramirez

bioreactor optimal control problem with 50 control stages.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The original goal of this study was to improve modeling techniques for optimiza-

tion and control of industrial fed-batch bioreactors. The bioreactor modeling problem

is a very difficult one because any model of the process is always a very crude approx-

imation of the real biological system.

While some (Domach et al., 2000) have attempted highly detailed mechanistic

models, these models are not typically useful in an industrial setting because the sim-

plifications and assumptions necessary to create the modelsdon’t hold in an industrial

setting. For instance, in the stationary phase there are mechanisms of growth inhibition

and cell death that are not well understood, so purely mechanistic bioreactor models

typically do very poorly in the stationary phase.

Some others (Xiong and Zhang, 2005) have gone to the other extreme and created

purely empirical models, such as neural network models. While these purely empirical

models will be successful if enough data are available, theyshare the weakness of all

empirical models of poor extrapolation. In addition, even though the mass and energy

balances are known for this problem, these models throw thisfundamental information

away. The model will recapture this information from the data, but only where sufficient

data are available.

A middle ground between these two modeling philosophies is the hybrid dynamic

model (Psichogios and Ungar, 1992). In a hybrid dynamic model, a mechanistic model
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is combined with an empirical model. This can be in parallel (for example, a neural

network could represent an error term that is added to a mechanistic model), or in

series (for example, a neural network could represent a reaction rate term in a set of

reaction mass balance equations). A series model where reaction rate terms are replaced

with neural networks was called a parameter function neuralnetwork by Tholudur and

Ramirez (1996) because the neural networks capture the dynamic model parameters in

conservation equations.

An interesting and difficult problem is how to identify theseparameter func-

tions, especially if data are noisy or limited or both as is often the case with biological

systems. Good results were obtained by Tholudur et al. (1999) by creating curve-fits

through the experimental data, obtaining the state derivatives from the curve-fits, and

using this to solve directly for the values of the parameter functions. This technique

is useful, but is not possible if any states are unmeasured. Amore general technique

is introduced in Chapter 6 where the hybrid model identification problem is treated as

an optimal control problem. This leads to difficulties of itsown, because the optimal

control problem can be ill conditioned and computationallyexpensive in the general

case.

The iterative dynamic programming (IDP) optimal control algorithm of Luus

(1990) described in Chapter 3 was chosen to solve the identification optimal control

problem because of its robust behavior and lack of restrictions on the system. However,

IDP is generally very computationally expensive and sometimes leads to active (noisy)

controls, and both of these problems are harmful for the identification problem.

To reduce the active control and speed problems, a new two-step procedure is

introduced where regular IDP is used to solve the problem to some specified tolerance

or number of iterations, then a modified IDP is used to solve the problem to some

additional tolerance or number of iterations. The modified IDP used in the second step

includes control filtering and/or damping methods which reduce the control activity
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much faster than regular IDP.

Chapter 4 explores improvements to the first part of this two-step process by

considering the effect of control tolerance on achievable optimal control performance,

introducing several new methods for adaptive control region adjustment, and discussing

methods for deciding when to stop IDP.

Chapter 5 develops the second part of the two-step IDP procedure by comparing

several new and existing methods for control smoothing withIDP. An improved im-

plementation of stagewise linear continuous control discretization is given, as well as

a new algorithm for stagewise linear controls that allows discontinuity at each control

stage boundary.

The model of Park and Ramirez (1988) is introduced in Chapter2. This model

was designed for optimal control studies in order to maximize secreted heterologous

protein from a yeast system. The mechanistic version of thismodel is used as the

optimal control problem to illustrate efficiency and smoothing in Chapters 4 and 5. The

hybrid version of this model, with reaction rate terms replaced with neural networks, is

used to illustrate the optimal control identification technique in Chapter 6.

Chapter 6 explores the hybrid dynamic model identification problem. The current

methods are described along with their limitations, which leads to the proposal of the

new Webb-Ramirez technique where the hybrid model identification problem is treated

as an optimal control problem, with the parameter function values as the controls. The

practical consideration of maintaining feasible states with this method is discussed, fol-

lowed by an example of the method using artificial data from the Park-Ramirez model.

The effect of IDP parameters on the first part of the method is studied, then both parts

of the method are used to identify the parameter function neural networks from the ar-

tificial data. Finally, the optimal controls of the mechanistic and the identified models

are compared to further test the quality of the identification.

Chapter 7 presents a flux-balance model for an industrial scale fed-batch bioreac-
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tor. This model addresses the original goal of improving industrial fed-batch bioreactor

performance but is not directly related to the hybrid model approach in the other chap-

ters. The flux-balance model is a mechanistic model based on the model by Lin et al.

(2001) which was designed to model growth ofE. coli along with respiratory condi-

tion and acetate production. This model attempts to predictthe glucose and oxygen

flux through the cell respiratory chain in order to predict oxygen starvation leading to

acetate production, along with the changes in yields that goalong with a shift from

aerobic to anaerobic growth.

Software implementation of everything described in this work is available under

the GNU GPL free software license (Free Software Foundation, 1991) at

http://danielwebb.us/research.

Main contributions to the state of the art

• Introduced and demonstrated a new technique to identify hybrid dynamic mod-

els using an optimal control algorithm.

• Improved the iterative dynamic programming (IDP) algorithm in several ways:

∗ Developed a new two-step procedure to quickly obtain the optimal per-

formance index and a smooth control profile (Section 3.7 and Chapter

8).

∗ Added three new ways to adaptively shrink the control region(Section

4.5).

∗ Demonstrated a new test for early stopping (Section 4.5.3).

∗ Demonstrated a new test control that extracts performance sensitivity for

each stage and control (Section 4.6).

∗ Introduced a new stochastic filter that improves smoothnesswith much
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less effect on the performance index than the current filtering technique

(Section 5.1.4).

∗ Demonstrated a new type of test control that greatly speeds convergence

for smooth problems (Section 5.1.6).

∗ Improved the algorithm for stagewise linear continuous controls so that

multiple state grids can be used (Section 5.2).

∗ Introduced a new algorithm for stagewise linear discontinuous controls

for problems where many control discontinuities are expected (Section

5.3).

∗ Demonstrated a new way to use variable stage lengths requiring one less

dimension than the previous method (Section 5.4).



Chapter 2

The Park-Ramirez bioreactor model

The Park-Ramirez bioreactor model (Park and Ramirez, 1988)describes cell

growth and heterologous protein production and secretion for genetically-engineered

yeast. It has been widely used (Franco-Lara and Weuster-Botz, 2005; Balsa-Canto

et al., 2005; Sarkar and Modak, 2004) in optimal control studies because it has multiple

separate singular arcs.

The state equation is the set of ordinary differential equations

Ẋ = µX−
q
V

X

Ṡ = −YµX+
q
V

(Sf −S)

ṖT = fPX−
q
V

PT (2.1)

ṖM = φ(PT −PM)−
q
V

PM

V̇ = q
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where

X is cell concentration

S is substrate (glucose) concentration

PT is total protein concentration

PM is secreted protein concentration

V is system volume

Y is the substrate yield per cell growth

µ is specific cell growth rate

fP is specific protein production rate

φ is specific protein secretion rate

q is substrate feed rate

Sf is substrate feed concentration

Initial conditions (timet0) are

X(t0) = X0

S(t0) = S0

PT(t0) = 0.0 (2.2)

PM(t0) = 0.0

V(t0) = V0

and the kinetic parameters are

µ =
21.87S

(S+0.4)(S+62.5)
(2.3)

fP =
Se−5.0S

0.1+S
(2.4)

φ =
4.75µ

0.12+µ
(2.5)

Figures 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 are graphs ofµ, fP, andφ respectively. Table 2.1 gives

the parameter values for all model parameters used for this study.
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t0 0

X0 1.0g
L

S0 (optimal control) 5.0g
L

S0 (identification) 0.1g
L

V0 1.0L
Sf 20.0g

L
tf 15.0hr
q 0.0≤ q≤ 4.0 L

hr

Table 2.1: Park-Ramirez model parameters.
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Figure 2.1: Kinetic parameterµ for the Park-Ramirez bioreactor model.
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Figure 2.2: Kinetic parameterfP for the Park-Ramirez bioreactor model.
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Figure 2.3: Kinetic parameterφ for the Park-Ramirez bioreactor model.
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The optimal control problem for this model is to maximize thetotal mass of

secreted protein at the final time. The optimal control performance indexΦ (see Section

3.1) is thus

Φ = PM(tf) ·V(tf). (2.6)

Figure 2.4 is the optimal control for the Park-Ramirez bioreactor model. The so-

lution is a period of growth at the maximum growth rate atS= 5.0g
L , a zero feed period

until S falls to the maximum protein production concentration ofS= 0.1g
L , a period

where feed maintains the maximum protein production concentration, and finally a pe-

riod of maximum feed rate to stimulate as much protein secretion as possible before the

final time. The optimal performance index for this problem is32.76g to four significant

figures. The performance index will be reported without units for the rest of the study.
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Figure 2.4: Optimal control of the Park-Ramirez bioreactormodel.

The optimal control problem for the Park-Ramirez model willbe used in Chap-

ters 4 and 5 to illustrate a new two-step approach to solving the optimal control problem

using iterative dynamic programming, and the hybrid version of this model with kinetic
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parameters replaced with neural networks will be used to illustrate a new hybrid model

identification technique in Chapter 6.



Chapter 3

Iterative dynamic programming

In this chapter, the optimal control problem is described, an overview of cur-

rent solution methods is presented, and the basic iterativedynamic programming (IDP)

optimal control algorithm is introduced.

3.1 The optimal control problem

We will consider the continuous dynamic model described by the vector differ-

ential equation
dx
dt

= f(x,u, t) (3.1)

wherex is an(I ×1) state vector,u is an(J×1) control vector, andx(t = 0) is known.

Each control has a fixed bound. The performance index is defined as

Φ = ψ(x(tf)) (3.2)

whereψ is an arbitrary function andtf is the final time.

The optimal control problem is to choose the control policyu(t) in the time

interval 0≤ t ≤ tf that minimizes or maximizes the performance index. Although the

performance index is only a function of the final states for algorithmic simplicity, this

is still a general formulation since any performance functionψ can be transformed into

a function ofx at the final time using pseudo state variables. The terms ‘minima’ and

‘local minima’ will refer to extrema and local extrema for the rest of the study, whether

the performance index is being maximized or minimized.
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3.2 Overview of solutions to the optimal control problem

There are two basic types of methods for solving the optimal control problem: in-

direct methods and direct methods. Indirect methods (Bryson and Ho, 1975; Ramirez,

1994) use the classical necessary conditions for optimality. Direct methods discretize

the infinite dimensional problem into finite elements and fall into three basic types:

control parametrization methods (Kraft, 1985), where onlythe controls are discretized,

collocation methods (Neuman and Sen, 1973; Tsang et al., 1975), where both the con-

trols and the states are discretized, and iterative dynamicprogramming. A non-linear

programming technique such as sequential quadratic programming is used to find the

parameters for the discretized model for control parametrization methods. There have

also been attempts to use stochastic techniques such as genetic programming (Upreti,

2004) although these methods are not commonly used.

3.3 Introduction to IDP

Iterative dynamic programming (IDP) is an optimal control algorithm that ex-

tends the concept of Bellman’s dynamic programming (Bellman, 1957) to the optimal

control problem for discrete or continuous systems (Luus, 1990). In general, IDP is

a very robust algorithm that places fewer restrictions on the system and is simpler to

use than other algorithms (Luus, 2000). IDP only requires that the model be inte-

grable, while control parametrization methods must extract sensitivity information us-

ing derivatives. IDP does not take derivatives of the model or use costate or sensitivity

equations. Luus and Bojkov (1994) found that IDP consistently found the global opti-

mum for a bifunctional catalyst problem when control parametrization using sequential

quadratic programming found numerous local optima.

The main weaknesses of IDP relative to other optimal controlmethods are high

computation cost and non-smooth control trajectories (Tholudur and Ramirez, 1997).
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Fikar et al. (1998) compared IDP with control parametrization methods for two distil-

lation problems. IDP took approximately 4 and 12 times as much computer time as

control parametrization methods for the two problems. Thisshould not be surprising

since IDP is a stochastic approach instead of a gradient approach. For systems where a

large number of stages are needed the difference between IDPand control parametriza-

tion is likely to be even greater. While a stochastic approach will never match the speed

of a gradient approach for a smooth problem, the speed improvements introduced in

this study narrow the performance gap between IDP and gradient methods. These two

weaknesses of IDP are especially harmful to the solution of the Park-Ramirez biore-

actor optimal control problem and to the solution of the hybrid dynamic identification

problem examined in Chapter 6, so the changes to IDP exploredin Chapters 4 and 5

focus on reducing these problems.

The basic idea behind IDP, like any application of dynamic programming, is to

break up the optimal control problem into a series of simplersubproblems which are

then solved separately. This is done by breaking the optimalcontrol problem into a

multistage decision problem with the control as a time-series sequence of decisions.

This work is presented as a practical explanation of the IDP algorithm and im-

provements to it. The derivation of IDP from dynamic programming principles is cov-

ered more fully by Tholudur (1998), and the authoritative reference for the IDP algo-

rithm is the book by Luus (2000). The explanation here will start by describing the

basic IDP algorithm with stagewise constant controls in Sections 3.4–3.6, then develop

several modifications in the following chapters.

3.4 Basic IDP algorithm

The foundation of dynamic programming and IDP is Bellman’s Principle of Op-

timality (Bellman, 1957):
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An optimal policy has the property that whatever the initialstate and
the initial decisions are, the remaining decisions must constitute an
optimal policy with regard to the state resulting from the first decision.

In other words, if you know where you need to end up, you can start at the end

and work backwards. This concept allows you to break up a verydifficult problem into

many smaller, less difficult problems. In the case of the optimal control problem, the

problem is broken intoK stages of lengthL, and the controls for the last stage are found

first. The last stage start and end times are known, but the states at the beginning of the

last stage are not. The two questions to answer are “what states to begin the last stage

with?” and “how to choose the controls to try for the last stage?”

3.4.1 State and control grids

At the start of each iteration of IDP, two grids are created, one for states and one

for controls. The control gridTestControlGrid is chosen first: for each stage, each

of R test controls is chosen using some random distribution centered on the previous

iteration optimal control. The exception to this is that thefirst test control uses the

previous iteration’s best control. The “best control” at the start of the algorithm is

arbitrarily chosen, such as the midpoint of the control limits.

Once the control grid is chosen, the model is integrated fromstart to finish for

each ofS state grids to create theStateGrid data structure. The control fromTest-

ControlGrid used for a state grid integration is the corresponding control from the test

control grid (ie. controls for the integration to findStateGrid state point 2 come from

TestControlGrid test control 2). Therefore, there must be at least as many test controls

as state grids.
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3.4.2 Finding the best control for a state grid at each stage

OnceTestControlGrid andStateGrid are created there are options for the con-

trols to use and the states to start the last stage with. For each state grid, the states

stored inStateGrid are used as the initial condition for the last stage. The model is

integrated from the start of the last stage to the final time, once for each of the possible

test controls inTestControlGrid , and the one that results in the best final performance

index is stored inOptimalControlGrid .

The algorithm then moves back to stageK−1. The initial state condition for each

state grid is obtained fromStateGrid at stageK−1. For each state grid, all test controls

in TestControlGrid are evaluated to integrate the model across stageK −1. Since we

only want to choose between the test controls for the currentstage, the previously found

optimal for the state grid closest to the current system state is used to integrate across

stageK. The test control with the best final performance index is stored inOptimal -

ControlGrid .

The algorithm continues working backwards through the stages, integrating just

the current stage for each of theS state grids using theR possible test controls and

then continuing to the model final time using previously found best controls.Optimal -

ControlGrid is built up for each state grid and stage in this manner.

3.4.3 Iteration optimal

Once the best controls for all state grids are found and stored inOptimalControl -

Grid , the model is integrated from start to finish to find the iteration optimal control.

As each stage boundary is passed, the state grid closest to the current system state

is chosen to be the state grid for that stage. The control fromOptimalControlGrid

corresponding to that state grid is used for that stage. These controls are saved in

OptimalControl and are the iteration optimal control.
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3.4.4 Continuing iterations

After each iteration, the allowed range for controls is reduced by the control

region contraction factorγC. Typically γC is in the range of 0.90 to 0.98. After a

certain number of iterations, the control region is increased using a region restoration

factionγR, which brings the control region partway back to its original size. The control

region size thus follows a descending saw pattern, which Luus (2000) used instead of

a single continuously decreasing control region to preventpremature collapse of the

control region. TypicallyγR is in the range of 0.6 to 0.9. A group of iterations between

restoration is called a pass.

3.5 IDP basic algorithm - subalgorithms

The complete IDP algorithm is broken into several sub-algorithms in this pre-

sentation. Several variations of the algorithm presented in this work have common

subparts, and this allows the presentation of each variation to be complete and precise

without redundancy.

Algorithm 1 Initialization algorithm
1. Choose the number of test controlsR
2. Choose the number of state gridsS
3. Choose the initial control region size rj ,0 for each controlj
4. Choose the region contraction factorγC

5. Choose the region restoration factorγR

6. Choose the number of iterations per passA
7. Choose the number of passesB

3.6 Stagewise constant IDP

The complete IDP algorithm for stagewise constant controlssimilar to the one

given by Luus (2000) is started by executing the pass algorithm (Algorithm 2), which

calls Algorithm 5 for each iteration. The code implementingthis algorithm is described
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Algorithm 2 Pass algorithm
1. Execute Algorithm 1 (initialization algorithm)
2. for passb from 0..B−1 do
3. for each controlj from 1..J do
4. for iterationa from 0..A−1 do
5. Set control region size rj = γa

Cγb
Rr j ,0

6. end for
7. Execute Algorithm 5, 7 or 8 (single iteration algorithm)
8. end for
9. end for

Algorithm 3 Grid generation algorithm
1. Divide the time interval[0, tf] into 1..K time stages, each of lengthL
2. for stage 1..K do
3. Center control region rj for each controlj on the previous iteration optimal

control (or rj ,0 if the first iteration)
4. Set the first test control inTestControlGrid to the previous iteration optimal

control for this stage
5. for test controlj from 2..R do
6. Set TestControlGrid for this stage and test control using the uniform

distribution within the control region rj

7. end for
8. end for
9. for state grid from 1..Sdo

10. for stage 1..K do
11. At beginning of stage, record states inStateGrid for this state grid
12. Choose controls fromTestControlGrid corresponding to this state grid
13. Integrate to the next stage
14. end for
15. end for

Algorithm 4 ExtractOptimalControl from OptimalControlGrid algorithm
1. for stage 1..K do
2. At the beginning of the stage, pick the state grid inStateGrid closest to the

current system state
3. Find the control inOptimalControlGrid corresponding to the state grid from

the previous step
4. save the control inOptimalControl
5. Integrate to the next stage using the control
6. end for
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in Appendix A.

Algorithm 5 Iteration algorithm for stagewise constant controls
1. Execute Algorithm 3 (TestControlGrid andStateGrid generation algorithm)
2. for each stage backward fromK..1 do
3. for each of theSstate gridsdo
4. Choose the state condition at the start of the stage fromStateGrid
5. for each of theR test controlsdo
6. Integrate the current stage using test control fromTestControlGrid

7. for each of the remaining stagesdo
8. Choose the state grid inStateGrid whose state is closest to the

current system state
9. Choose the controls fromOptimalControlGrid correspond-

ing to the state grid in the previous step and integrate to the
next stage

10. end for
11. If performance index is the best of the test controls being evaluated,

store test control inOptimalControlGrid for this stage and state
grid

12. end for
13. end for
14. end for
15. Execute Algorithm 4 to extractOptimalControl from OptimalControlGrid
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3.7 A two-step method for efficient IDP

In the early iterations of the solution process when the control region is large,

IDP is more robust than gradient-based algorithms because it tests many combinations

of control paths, instead of just finding the overall downhill direction and following it.

Once the performance index is close enough to the optimum that local minima are not a

concern, the tables turn. Gradient-based algorithms oftenconverge increasingly rapidly

to high precision as a solution is approached. IDP, on the other hand, still converges

slowly because there is no assumption of smoothness near thesolution.

A naïve solution to this problem is to use IDP until the performance index fails to

decrease for some number of iterations, then stop. This is not feasible for problems with

low control sensitivity (such as both the problems in this study) because the controls

remain far from the optimal controls until the performance index has converged to very

high precision.

Another potential solution is to use IDP until the performance index is close to

the solution, then use a gradient-based algorithm to convergence. However, IDP can

solve problems that gradient-based algorithms can’t, so this still does not fully solve

the problem.

The method advocated here is a two-step procedure: first using basic IDP with

adaptive region size updates (Section 4.5) until sufficiently close to the solution (Sec-

tion 4.3), then using one of the control smoothing techniques from Chapter 5 until

controls are stable. The first step is needed because the smoothing methods in Chapter

5 often lead to local minima, and the second step is needed to speed convergence of the

control profile. This two-step approach retains the advantages of IDP while making it

computationally more competitive with gradient-based algorithms.

The two-step method will be developed throughout Chapters 4–6, then a sum-

mary of the method and recommendations will be presented in Chapter 8.
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Iterative dynamic programming efficiency

IDP is a computationally expensive algorithm, requiring millions of complete

system integrations to find the optimal control for problemswith low control sensitivity

such as the Park-Ramirez optimal control problem. This chapter deals with general

ways to speed up the IDP algorithm that are applicable to the basic IDP algorithm and

both steps of the two-step procedure introduced in Section 3.7.

4.1 Choosing IDP parameters

Understanding how IDP parameters affect computation cost is important in order

to reduce it. The limiting step in IDP is the model integration while evaluating each

test control (steps 6 and 9 in Algorithm 5). To simplify the analysis, all integration will

be considered equivalent for an equal amount of time. For example, 15 integrations of

the model betweent = 14 andt = 15 will be considered equivalent to one integration

betweent = 0 andt = 15. This assumption could be inaccurate with a variable stepsize

integrator since some control paths may require a smaller average stepsize than others.

However, it is approximately correct and allows an estimateof the order of computa-

tion for each parameter. It also allows a better comparison than processor time when

comparing results using different programming languages,different processor speeds,

and different processor architectures (see Section 5.7).

There are five parameters that affect computation time with the basic IDP al-
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gorithm: number of passes (B), number of iterations (A), number of state grids (S),

number of test controls (R), and number of stages (K). The number of equivalent inte-

grationsIeq follows directly from the IDP algorithm and is given by

Ieq = B ·A

(

S·R
K−1

∑
k=0

1−
k
K

)

(4.1)

which simplifies to

Ieq= B ·A

(

1+
K(K −1)S·R

2

)

. (4.2)

4.1.1 Number of passes and iterations

The number of passes and iterations can more effectively be chosen by using

adaptive region size determination (see Section 4.5).

4.1.2 Number of state grids

Luus observed that even some very difficult problems can be solved with one

state grid (Luus et al., 1992), although a basic fed-batch bioreactor problem needed a

minimum of 23 state grids to solve (Hartig et al., 1995) and a problem so simple it

can be solved by common-sense reasoning required 25 state grids (Luus, 1998). In

another study, Bojkov and Luus (1993) concluded that more than three state grids did

not increase the convergence rate or chance of finding the global optimum. Obviously

only one state grid should be used if possible.

4.1.3 Number of test controls

In the early work on IDP (before the multi-pass method was introduced), the

number of test controls was balanced with the region contraction factor to prevent early

region collapse. With adaptive region size (Section 4.5), the number of test controls

is balanced with the number of history iterations to preventearly region collapse. In

general, a small number of test controls is likely to be more efficient (Luus, 2000).
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This study uses 5 test controls for the Park-Ramirez optimalcontrol problem and 6 test

controls for the hybrid Park-Ramirez identification problem.

4.1.4 Number of stages

The most important IDP parameter with respect to computational cost by far

is the number of stages. This is true not only because of the number of equivalent

integrations in Equation 4.2, but because of the effect described in Section 5.1 where

problems with low sensitivity have increasingly active control policies as more stages

are used.

4.1.5 Number of controls

Although not strictly a parameter of IDP but a parameter of the optimal control

problem, it should be mentioned that the single most important parameter with respect

to computation is the number of controls. Bellman (1961) called the effect of the num-

ber of controls on computation the “curse of dimensionality.” This curse can be simply

illustrated by imagining sampling 10 points along a line (a one-dimensional space).

To get equivalent coverage of a ten-dimensional space, 1010 sampling points would

be required. The beauty of IDP is that it reduces this curse somewhat by limiting the

allowable control domain using state grids, but the curse isstill with us. Imagine an

optimal control path for a single control that is only accessible from 1% of the control

region. To reach that path with a high probability, the number of iterations times the

number of test controls should be several hundred before theregion is reduced beyond

the path. If there were three similar controls, the number ofiterations times the number

of test controls would need to be in the millions.
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4.2 Parallel implementation of IDP

Although the implementation used in this study is a single-processor implemen-

tation, one way to speed up IDP is to create a parallelized version of the algorithm

(Hartig et al., 1999) which runs on multiple processors. IDPis most easily parallelized

in two ways:

• Each state grid evaluation (step 3 of Algorithm 5 for stagewise constant con-

trols) is performed on a separate processor.

• Each test control evaluation (step 5 of Algorithm 5 for stagewise constant con-

trols) is performed on a separate processor.

For most problems which require only one state grid, only thesecond option makes

sense. However, a large number of test controls is less efficient than a small number, so

the expected return on investment for parallelization willbe approximately one order

of magnitude for problems with a single state grid and two orders of magnitude for

problems with many state grids.

Using a parallel version of IDP may make sense if a computational cluster is

available using standard parallelization libraries such as PVM (Sunderam et al., 1994)

or MPI (Gropp et al., 1996) since these clusters typically contain 10 to 100 processors.

As of this writing, multiprocessor single machines typically have 8 or less processors,

but there are designs announced by chip manufacturers that will supposedly produce

tens or possibly even hundreds of processor ‘cores’ on a single processor die. If these

products do come to market, a parallelized version of IDP will probably be needed to

take advantage of these multiple cores.
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4.3 Control precision and error

In an industrial setting, a control can only be set within a certain tolerance. In

the case of a fed-batch bioreactor such as the Park-Ramirez optimal control problem,

controlling the substrate feed rate to within a few percent would be considered good

control. A reasonable question to ask is: “how much will control tolerance affect the

achievable performance index?” For example, for online optimal control it makes no

sense to obtain the optimal performance index to within 0.01% if control precision

limits the attainable performance index to within 1% of the optimal.

To explore how imperfect control affects the Park-Ramirez optimal control prob-

lem, two cases were examined: noisy controls and control offset. To test how control

noise affects the performance index, the optimal control profile was obtained normally,

then a second control profile was created by adding Gaussian noise to the first. The

system was simulated with both sets of controls to find the final performance index for

each case and obtain the relative performance index error. Figure 4.1 shows the relative

error in performance index caused by control noise. Substrate feed noise of 2% will

lead to a performance index error of approximately 1%.

Another common problem in an industrial setting is control offset. To examine

the effect of control offset on performance index, the optimal control profile was ob-

tained normally, then a second control profile was created byadding a relative offset

to the first. The system was simulated with both sets of controls to find the final per-

formance index for each case and obtain the relative performance index error. Figure

4.2 shows this result. Control offset of 2% will lead to a performance index error of

approximately 0.1%, indicating that control offset is probably less serious than control

noise for this problem.

An analysis of the control error’s effect on achievable performance index is one

way to decide how many iterations to use for the first step in the two-step procedure.
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Figure 4.1: Effect of Gaussian control noise on performanceindex error for the Park-
Ramirez optimal control problem. The standard deviation ofthe Gaussian noise is the
control value times the relative control noise.
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Figure 4.2: Effect of relative control offset on performance index error for the Park-
Ramirez optimal control problem.
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For this study, a relative control noise of 2% will be assumed, so during the first step

of the two-step procedure the basic IDP algorithm will be runfor enough iterations to

get within 1% of the optimal performance index. The number ofiterations needed to

do this will be found in Section 4.5.

4.4 Integrator tolerance

A custom Runga-Kutta 4/5 integrator was used for the model integration. It is

important with all integrators to choose appropriate errortolerances so that the proper

balance is struck between solution accuracy and speed. The procedure for obtaining

reasonable integrator tolerances used here was:

(1) Start with a very small absolute tolerance so that relative tolerance dominates

at all times during the integration.

(2) Choose a reasonable relative tolerance, balancing speed and accuracy.

(3) Increase the absolute tolerance if needed.

An absolute tolerance of 10−11 was initially chosen. At this small value, relative tol-

erance will dominate throughout the model integration. When examining the effect of

integrator relative tolerance, there are three important questions:

• How does the relative tolerance affect the performance index?

• How does the relative tolerance affect the control profile?

• How much computation is used versus relative tolerance?

Figure 4.3 shows the performance index for simulations run 100 iterations using a

wide range of integrator relative tolerance. Surprisingly, the final performance index is

nearly identical except for the case where relative tolerance is 10−1. The computation
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Integrator Relative Tolerance
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Figure 4.3: Effect of integrator relative tolerance on performance index for the Park-
Ramirez optimal control problem.
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Figure 4.4: Computation time vs. integrator relative tolerance for the Park-Ramirez
optimal control problem. Absolute tolerance was 10−11.
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times corresponding to the simulations are given in Figure 4.4 and demonstrate the

importance of picking the integrator tolerance wisely.

Figure 4.5 shows the effect of integrator relative tolerance on a stagewise lin-

ear continuous solution of the Park-Ramirez optimal control problem. In line with the

finding that the performance index is very insensitive to integrator relative tolerance,

the control profile also seems to be very insensitive. Based on these results, an in-

tegrator relative tolerance of 10−4 was conservatively chosen for all solutions of the

Park-Ramirez optimal control problem.

Once relative tolerance was chosen, the computational effect of absolute toler-

ance (Figure 4.6) was found to be insignificant, so the absolute tolerance was left at

10−11.
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Figure 4.5: Effect of integrator relative tolerance on solutions to the 25 stage Park-
Ramirez optimal control problem. Each subplot in the grid shows substrate feed rate
vs. time.
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Figure 4.6: Computation time vs. integrator absolute tolerance for the Park-Ramirez
optimal control problem. Relative tolerance was 10−4.
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4.5 Adaptive control region size

4.5.1 Adaptive control region size methods

The basic IDP algorithm uses a predetermined control regionsize sequence,

which often leads to many iterations where no progress is made because the region

is either too large or too small. Mekarapiruk and Luus (1999)proposed that the region

size for a control at each stage be equal to the change in that control during the previous

pass, shown as Equation 4.3. Also, a lower limit for region size was chosen to keep the

control region from collapsing to zero.

The Mekarapiruk-Luus method is evaluated at the end of each pass and is

r∗j ,k =
∣

∣

∣
ustart

j ,k −uend
j ,k

∣

∣

∣
, j = 1, . . . ,J and k = 1, . . . ,K (4.3)

where r∗j ,k is the new control region size for the next pass,u j ,k is the value of controlj

at stagek, ustart
j ,k is the best value ofu j ,k at the start of the previous pass anduend

j ,k is the

best value ofu j ,k at the end of the previous pass. This method has three weaknesses:

• It only changes the region size once per pass, and some problems can be solved

in so few iterations using the two-step method that this results in irregular re-

gion size updates. This is a minor cost for most problems currently being stud-

ied, but if problems with very expensive model evaluation were being studied

this could be important.

• It only contracts the control region and never expands it. Itis conceivable that

the ideal control action at a given stage could increase at some time during the

solution. This effect is in fact observed during the solution of the two problems

in this study.

• It has been observed by watching animations of IDP progress that controls tend

to “bounce,” especially when pivot point test controls (Section 5.1.6) are used.
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It is possible for a control to have the same value at the startand end of a pass

while bouncing to other values during the pass. With the Mekarapiruk-Luus

method the region size will collapse permanently to the minimum in one pass

if this happens.

Three similar new methods are proposed here for adaptive control region size

update. All store a history of the optimal control for the previous AH iterations and

update the region size after every iteration. Passes are notused for these methods. All

methods also have a minimum relative control region size anda maximum decrease

in region size per iteration for each control and stage. The minimum relative control

region size is

r j ,min = αr · r j ,0 (4.4)

where rj ,min is the minimum region size for controlj, αr is the minimum relative region

parameter, and rj ,0 is the initial region size for controlj. For this studyαr is always

0.001. The maximum decrease in region size per iteration is

ra+1,min
j ,k = ra

j ,kexp

[

ln(βr)

AH

]

(4.5)

where ra+1,min
j ,k is the smallest allowed region size for the next iteration and βr is the

minimum fraction the region size can contract inAH iterations. For this studyβr is

always 0.01. This allows the region to shrink most of the way to the minimum region

size inAH iterations.

The Maximum Delta Method chooses the new region size to be themaximum

change of a control between any two consecutive iterations during the history, specifi-

cally

ra+1
j ,k = kr ·MAX (

∣

∣

∣
ua−n

j ,k −ua−n−1
j ,k

∣

∣

∣
),

n = 0, . . . ,AH −2; j = 1, . . . ,J; k = 1, . . . ,K. (4.6)
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The Average Delta Method chooses the new region size to be theaverage change of a

control between all pairs of consecutive iterations duringthe history, specifically

ra+1
j ,k = kr ·AVG(

∣

∣

∣
ua−n

j ,k −ua−n−1
j ,k

∣

∣

∣
),

n = 0, . . . ,AH −2; j = 1, . . . ,J; k = 1, . . . ,K. (4.7)

The Span Method chooses the new region size to be the maximum range of a control

between any two iterations during the history, specifically

ra+1
j ,k = kr

(

MAX (ua−n
j ,k )−MIN(ua−n

j ,k )
)

,

n = 0, . . . ,AH −1; j = 1, . . . ,J; k = 1, . . . ,K. (4.8)

For all three methods, ra+1
j ,k is the new control region for the next iterationa+ 1 for

control j and stagek, kr is the region contraction factor,ua
j ,k is the value of controlj

at stagek for iterationa, J is the number of controls,K is the number of stages, AVG

is the average operator (iterated only over then index), MIN is the minimum operator

(iterated only over then index), and MAX is the maximum operator (iterated only over

then index).

The Mekarapiruk-Luus method has only one parameter (iterations per pass) but

to allow equivalent comparison with the three new methods itwas also assumed to use

a region contraction factor and was multiplied bykr as with the other methods. Also,

AH will mean the iterations per pass for the Mekarapiruk-Luus method.

4.5.2 Adaptive control region parameters

The adaptive control region size methods replace the fixed region contraction

(γC) and restoration (γR) factors withAH andkr , so it is helpful to study the effects of

these two parameters. In general, it is known that usingγC andγR that cause the region

to contract too rapidly will lead to local minima being found. It is expected, then, that

combinations ofAH andkr which cause the region to contract too rapidly will also lead
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to local minima. The expected effect is that if region contraction is too aggressive poor

solutions will result, but if the region contraction is too slow it will be less efficient.

To compare the four methods and determine suitable values for the parameterskr

andAH for the Park-Ramirez optimal control problem, several parametric studies using

five values ofAH and five values ofkr were performed. Table 4.1 shows the number

of iterations required to reach 99% and 99.9% of the optimal performance index for 25

stages, and Table 4.2 shows the number of iterations required to reach 99% and 99.9%

of the optimal performance index for 50 stages.

The case with 25 stages does not have a clear pattern to predict when local min-

ima will be found, although most of the local minima are foundwith the Mekarapiruk-

Luus and the Span methods, which are the two methods most similar conceptually.

The problems with the Mekarapiruk-Luus method are mostly expected to cause over-

contraction of the control region which can lead to local minima or less efficient solu-

tion because the region is at its minimum for much of the run.

The case with 50 stages follows the expected trend of finding local minima when

the number of history iterations is small, although thekr does not always have a large

effect. Interestingly, for the 50 stage case the Mekarapiruk-Luus method works as well

as the new methods despite its poor performance in the 25 stage case.

In Section 4.3, it was decided that step one of the two-step procedure should

obtain the performance index within approximately 1% of theoptimal performance

index. The Mekarapiruk-Luus and Span methods were ruled outfor this because they

found several local minima in the 25 stage case, and the Maximum Delta method was

chosen over the Average Delta method because it seems more predictable in the 50

stage case. However, this selection was somewhat arbitrarysince all of the methods

were fine withAH = 27 orAH = 35.

Based on these results, 40 iterations using the Maximum Delta method with

AH = 27 andkr = 1.5 was chosen for step one of the two-step procedure. The full
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TargetΦ
0.99Φoptimal 0.999Φoptimal

M
ek

ar
ap

iru
k-

Lu
u

s AH

9 14 20 27 35
0.7 29 23 23 24 24
1.0 24 24 23 24 24

kr 1.5 21 24 25 24 24
2.0 — 26 26 24 24
4.0 37 29 30 24 24

AH

9 14 20 27 35
0.7 82 65 57 62 62
1.0 86 68 64 81 69

kr 1.5 — 67 75 81 72
2.0 — 95 — 82 75
4.0 — 87 — 100 79

A
ve

ra
g

e
D

el
ta

AH

9 14 20 27 35
1.0 24 25 24 24 24
2.0 25 24 24 24 24

kr 4.0 22 23 24 24 24
8.0 29 25 24 24 24
16.0 25 27 26 24 24

AH

9 14 20 27 35
1.0 37 40 46 43 45
2.0 42 30 43 47 50

kr 4.0 31 32 39 57 54
8.0 56 31 65 72 61
16.0 41 63 — 75 68

M
ax

im
u

m
D

el
ta

AH

9 14 20 27 35
0.7 22 24 23 24 24
1.0 23 23 24 24 24

kr 1.5 22 25 25 24 24
2.0 19 24 25 24 24
4.0 29 32 27 24 24

AH

9 14 20 27 35
0.7 28 46 51 65 54
1.0 39 31 43 70 78

kr 1.5 33 45 62 78 80
2.0 33 36 70 79 86
4.0 77 96 101 108 99

S
p

an

AH

9 14 20 27 35
0.7 22 25 24 24 24
1.0 22 25 25 24 24

kr 1.5 21 25 25 24 24
2.0 20 25 29 24 24
4.0 28 31 31 24 24

AH

9 14 20 27 35
0.7 45 44 65 71 64
1.0 36 61 58 65 57

kr 1.5 54 37 — 80 78
2.0 32 53 — 81 81
4.0 64 110 — 108 100

Table 4.1: IDP iterations required to reach 99% or 99.9% of the optimal performance
indexΦoptimal for the 25 stage Park-Ramirez optimal control problem. One state grid
and five random test controls were used. A ‘—’ indicates the target performance index
was not reached within 200 iterations.
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TargetΦ
0.99Φoptimal 0.999Φoptimal

M
ek

ar
ap

iru
k-

Lu
u

s AH

9 14 20 27 35
0.7 27 25 27 27 27
1.0 29 26 26 27 27

kr 1.5 26 52 27 27 27
2.0 29 47 27 27 27
4.0 83 83 28 27 27

AH

9 14 20 27 35
0.7 55 50 48 42 45
1.0 61 41 41 41 44

kr 1.5 57 — 48 45 44
2.0 56 — 45 45 42
4.0 — — 127 52 43

A
ve

ra
g

e
D

el
ta

AH

9 14 20 27 35
1.0 28 25 27 27 27
2.0 37 26 26 27 27

kr 4.0 25 26 27 27 27
8.0 50 60 28 27 27
16.0 57 30 29 27 27

AH

9 14 20 27 35
1.0 39 33 49 49 49
2.0 43 — — 37 46

kr 4.0 38 42 — 40 49
8.0 — — 46 40 45
16.0 — 51 45 46 40

M
ax

im
u

m
D

el
ta

AH

9 14 20 27 35
0.7 24 43 26 27 27
1.0 23 54 27 27 27

kr 1.5 48 99 28 27 27
2.0 47 69 29 27 27
4.0 72 76 30 27 27

AH

9 14 20 27 35
0.7 — — 44 41 45
1.0 42 — 44 43 44

kr 1.5 — — 38 39 46
2.0 — — 49 42 43
4.0 — — 66 43 43

S
p

an

AH

9 14 20 27 35
0.7 32 60 26 27 27
1.0 28 51 29 27 27

kr 1.5 64 54 26 27 27
2.0 57 75 30 27 27
4.0 71 29 28 27 27

AH

9 14 20 27 35
0.7 36 — 41 38 48
1.0 — — 35 42 48

kr 1.5 — — 41 42 51
2.0 — — 44 51 49
4.0 — 71 72 43 56

Table 4.2: IDP iterations required to reach 99% or 99.9% of the optimal performance
indexΦoptimal for the 50 stage Park-Ramirez optimal control problem. One state grid
and five random test controls were used. A ‘—’ indicates the target performance index
was not reached within 200 iterations.
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set of parameters used for step one of most two-step solutions for the rest of the study

are in Table 4.3.

In general, the history iterations should be large enough that there is a high prob-

ability that several representative control changes happen within the history. This can

be determined by running IDP on the model and observing how often test controls are

chosen. Unless high efficiency is very important, it is easier and safer to err by picking

the history iterations too large.

Stage control discretization Stagewise constant
Stage length mode Fixed uniform stage length

Iterations 40
State grids 1

Random test controls 5
Adaptive control region method Maximum Delta
Adaptive control region history 27 iterations

Adaptive control regionkr 1.5

Table 4.3: Default IDP parameters for step one of the two-step procedure for the Park-
Ramirez optimal control problem. Model parameters are in Table 2.1 (page 8).
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4.5.3 Stopping criteria

For the original IDP algorithm with a fixed number of iterations and passes, the

stopping criterion was simply that the number of iterationsand passes was complete.

For adaptive region size, it can be useful to have stopping criteria so that the algorithm

can finish as soon as possible.

One possible method would be to stop when the performance index falls below

some threshold, but this is problematic because the best performance index will change

as model parameters change. A better method is to stop IDP when the performance

index stops improving. The relative improvement stopping parameterγstop is defined as

γstop=
ΦH −Φ0

Φ0 ·AS
(4.9)

whereΦH is the performance index furthest back in the stopping history, Φ0 is the

current performance index, andAS is the number of stop history iterations.

Stopping works well when there is continuous and predictable improvement

(such as the Park-Ramirez optimal control problem to reasonable precision), but not

for high precision or difficult problems, because improvements may be sudden after

many iterations with little or no improvement. For these problems a fixed number of

iterations is still advised. Also, most solutions in this study use a fixed number of it-

erations for presentation simplicity. Figure 4.7 presentsfinal solutions for a range of

γstop. Notice that more stages require a smallerγstop to obtain a smooth control profile,

as explained in Section 5.1.1.

4.6 Performance index control sensitivity

If two additional test controls are added, one slightly higher and one slightly

lower than the current optimal control, performance index control sensitivity informa-

tion can be extracted during each IDP iteration. IDP always integrates the model to

the final time and obtains the performance index for every test control evaluation, so
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Figure 4.7: Effect of stopping parameterγstopon the two-step IDP solution of the Park-
Ramirez optimal control problem. Table 4.3 (page 38) gives the IDP parameters for the
first step. The IDP parameters for the second step were the same as the first except for
using 3 random test controls and 2 pivot point test controls (Section 5.1.6).A2 is the
number of iterations for step two to reachγstop.
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this is trivial to implement. In the current implementation, the forward and backward

sensitivities are used instead of a central difference sensitivity so that information about

which controls have reached a bound does not have to be stored.

The forward and backward normalized performance index control sensitivities

ξ+
Φu andξ−Φu for each control and stage are defined as

ξ−Φu =

∣

∣

∣

∣

∆Φ ·Mu j ·K

MΦ(u j −∆u j)

∣

∣

∣

∣

(4.10)

and

ξ+
Φu =

∣

∣

∣

∣

∆Φ ·Mu j ·K

MΦ(u j +∆u j)

∣

∣

∣

∣

(4.11)

where∆Φ is the change in performance index corresponding to controlchange∆u j , MΦ

is a typical or maximum value of the performance index used tonormalize the term,

Mu j is a typical or maximum value of controlu j used to normalize the term, andK is

the number of stages. For this study∆u j = 0.001Mu j . Because sensitivity calculation

is only run once at the end, the integrator relative tolerance was conservatively chosen

to be 10−7 for sensitivity calculation.

Figure 4.8 shows the normalized performance index control sensitivities for the

Park-Ramirez optimal control program. The sensitivities are not particularly low, as

might be expected given the discussion of the active controlproblem in Section 5.1.1.

A more precise explanation is that active controls are a problem where the sensitivity

to the specific values of the controls are low even if the sensitivity to the average val-

ues of the controls are not. In other words, any model that acts to filter the effect of

active controls will have this problem, so any problem wherethe effect of a control is

integrated will have this problem to some degree. Many optimal control problems have

this characteristic, so if a large number of stages are needed to resolve a control profile

accurately, this will generally be a problem with IDP.
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Figure 4.8: Optimal substrate feed (top) and normalized performance index sensitivity
(bottom) for the Park-Ramirez optimal control problem. The+ and× symbols are the
forward and backward difference sensitivities respectively.



Chapter 5

Iterative dynamic programming control smoothing

This study proposes a two-step approach, introduced in Section 3.7, to solve

the optimal control problem as rapidly and robustly as possible, where the problem

is first solved with the basic IDP algorithm using adaptive control region size to a cer-

tain point, then solved the rest of the way using IDP with control smoothing techniques.

This chapter discusses the second step in this process by describing several methods for

IDP control smoothing and using them during the second step of the two-step method

for the Park-Ramirez optimal control problem. A summary of these methods and rec-

ommendations for their use in the context of the whole process is given in Chapter

8. Stagewise linear controls are also discussed here since they can obtain a smoother

control profile for a given number of stages.

5.1 The active control problem

For certain problems, IDP tends to find highly active controlpolicies unless a

large number of iterations is used. As more stages are used, this problem becomes even

more severe. An examination of this problem in Section 5.1.1will be followed by an

evaluation of techniques designed to address it: a control filtering algorithm in Section

5.1.3, a new simulated annealing control filter in Section 5.1.4, control damping using

modifications to the performance index function in Section 5.1.5, and a new kind of IDP

test control in Section 5.1.6. Stagewise linear controls inSection 5.2 can also decrease
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the average deviation of the calculated optimal control from the true optimal control,

and can also decrease the active controls problem indirectly by requiring fewer stages

for a given control resolution.

5.1.1 Examination of the active control problem

The objective of the optimal control problem is to minimize the performance

index (Equation 3.2). The basic IDP algorithm always chooses controls that decrease

the performance index at every decision, which can sometimes lead to situations where

the performance index quickly approaches the optimal valuebut the controls at each

stage are not similarly close to their optimal value until many orders of magnitude

more computation. The short explanation for this behavior is that the performance

index sensitivity for any given control at a stage may be verylow, and thus its precise

value doesn’t affect the performance index much. Because IDP is a stochastic algorithm

that tries controls randomly across the control region, this problem affects it much more

severely than gradient algorithms, which normally try nearby controls.

Consider the simple fed-batch bioreactor described by

Ẋ = g(S)−
q
V

X

Ṡ = −
1
Y

g(S)+
q
V

(Sf −S) (5.1)

V̇ = q

whereX is cell concentration,g(S) is a growth rate function with a maximum at some

concentration of substrateS∗, q is the substrate feed rate,Sf is the substrate feed con-

centration,Y is the growth yield on substrate, andV is the system volume.

If the objective is to maximize final cell concentration, theintuitively obvious

solution is to controlq so thatS= S∗ at all times in order to maximizeg(S) at all times

and thus maximum final cell concentration.
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To discover why IDP has trouble with active controls in this case, suppose that

Figure 5.1 is part of the substrate state and substrate feed control profiles when the

performance index is close to the optimum. The final stage is represented bykf , andq∗

is the optimal control. The control values at stageskf −2 andkf are higher than optimal,

and at stageskf −3 andkf −1 are lower than optimal.

Stage

q

q∗

S

S∗

kfkf −2kf −3 kf −1

Figure 5.1: State and control for intermediate IDP solutionof a simple bioreactor prob-
lem.

First consider how the IDP algorithm could improve the control for the final

stagekf for the case of a single state grid. Because the final performance index of the

last stage is only affected by the choice of control for the last stage, any change must

decrease the overall deviation ofS from S∗ over stagekf . However, it is clear that any

significant decrease in the control for the last stage will increase this deviation and will

not be chosen.

IDP works backwards from the final stage, so after choosing the new control at

stagekf, the control at stagekf −1 is found. Since the optimal for stagekf was already

chosen too high, the value of control for stagekf −1 will need to be too low in order to
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keep from increasing the deviation ofS from S∗.

In other words, because IDP only looks at one stage at a time, it is stuck for this

type of model once it gets reasonably close to the optimal control. In practice, because

the objectiveS= S∗ is not quite met, there is a small window of control change to work

with, but it is obvious that it will take a very large number ofiterations to smooth the

control. This effect is the reason for the unexpected resultreported by Tholudur and

Ramirez (1997) that increasing the number of stages increases IDP’s control activity.

As the number of stages increases, the window of possible control change narrows,

increasing the effect described above.

For the case of multiple state grids, the situation is more complex. In that case,

state grids other than the first are generated with test controls instead of the previous

stage optimal control, so it becomes possible that the stateat stagekf allows a control

move towards the optimal at stagekf − 1. However, the computational load of IDP

is directly proportional to the number of state grids (Equation 4.2), so increasing the

number of state grids is not a good solution to this problem.

5.1.2 Solving the Park-Ramirez optimal control problem using basic IDP

Figures 5.2 and 5.3 present the basic IDP solutions to the Park-Ramirez optimal

control problem for several combinations of stages and iterations. Each subfigure of

Figures 5.2 and 5.3 is a separate IDP solution; they do not show a progression of a

single run through more and more iterations. All subfigures of all Park-Ramirez optimal

control solution figures share the same x and y scaling throughout this study.

As expected from the discussions in Section 3.7 and 5.1.1, the basic IDP al-

gorithm quickly finds a performance index within 1% of the true optimal, but with

active controls when using 25 or more stages. Clearly a largeamount of computation is

needed to obtain the correct control trajectory for the Park-Ramirez bioreactor problem

with the basic stagewise constant IDP algorithm.
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Figure 5.2: Solutions to the Park-Ramirez optimal control problem using the basic IDP
algorithm. Table 4.3 (page 38) gives the IDP parameters usedexcept for the number
of iterations which is shown on this figure. The dashed line isthe true solution to the
problem withΦ = 32.76. All subfigures share the same X and Y scale.
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algorithm. Table 4.3 (page 38) gives the IDP parameters usedexcept for the number
of iterations which is shown on this figure. The dashed line isthe true solution to the
problem withΦ = 32.76. All subfigures share the same X and Y scale. An integrator
relative tolerance of 10−6 was used for this figure.
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Stages Iterations Equivalent integrations Computer Time (sec)

10 60 1.4×104 3.5
25 1000 1.5×106 420
50 4000 2.4×107 3700

Table 5.1: Computational cost of the basic IDP algorithm to obtain a visually smooth
control profile for the Park-Ramirez optimal control problem. Table 4.3 (page 38) gives
the IDP parameters used except for the number of iterations which is shown on this
table. The processor used was an AMD Athlon 2100+. Equivalent integrations were
found using Equation 4.2.

Although all other solutions of the Park-Ramirez optimal control problem in this

study use an integrator relative tolerance of 10−4, a relative tolerance of 10−6 was

required for the cases in Figure 5.3 to obtain smooth controlprofiles, especially with 50

stages. This is probably because the available control window for smoothing described

in Section 5.1.1 was so small that a higher relative tolerance was required to find it,

although this hypothesis was not tested.

Notice that the basic IDP algorithm with 10 stages finds a stable control profile

with just 60 iterations, although the performance index is nearly 2% from the true

optimal performance index (Figure 2.4), and the controls have a large average deviation

from the true optimal control because of the coarse discretization. Table 5.1 displays

the computational cost and actual computer time for the visually smooth solution for

10, 25, and 50 stages. This demonstrates again what a profound effect the number of

stages has on the solution to the optimal control problem with IDP.

5.1.3 Control filtering

Tholudur and Ramirez (1997) proposed smoothing overactivecontrols by apply-

ing a first-order or median filter to the control policy after each IDP iteration. The

general idea is that by forcing the control to a suboptimal but smoother policy after

each iteration, the controls that are moved towards the optimal will stay there while the
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controls that are moved away from the optimal by the filter will be moved back by the

regular IDP algorithm.

The first-order filter for a single control is

ua+1
k = βfu

a
k +(1−βf)u

a
k−1 k = 2, . . . ,N (5.2)

wherek is the stage index,ua+1
k is the control for the next iteration at stagek, ua

k is

the control for the current iteration at stagek, andβf is an adjustable tuning factor. If

βf = 1.0, the filter has no effect, and as the filter moves towards 0 thefilter is more

active. Tuning factor values in the range of 0.90 to 0.999 aretypical.

The median filter replaces each control by the median of the surroundingF con-

trols, whereF is an adjustable filter window. The median filter is less effective than the

first-order filter and is not considered further.

Figures 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6 show the effect of the first-order control filter on the

Park-Ramirez optimal control solution for 10, 25, and 50 stages respectively. The filter

works well, and is much better than unfiltered IDP at returning a smooth control profile.

However, because the filter changes the control outside of the regular IDP algorithm and

normally harms the performance index, there is a balance between too much and not

enough filtering. The ideal selection of the first-order filter tuning parameterβf depends

on the problem, number of stages and number of iterations. The filter is applied every

iteration so the more iterations, the more filtering. The filter parameterβf should be

adjusted along with the number of iterations or the expectednumber of iterations if

using a stopping criterion other than a fixed number of iterations.

When first-order filtering is used throughout the IDP solution (without the two-

step method), the case in Figure 5.6 withβf = 0.99 reaches a local minima ofΦ = 32.19

even though the control profile appears similar to the other cases (results not shown).

This problem with local minima was seen for all the smoothingtechniques to some

degree but it was worst with first-order control filtering andcontrol damping. If a
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solution is needed as quickly as possible with the least riskof finding local minima, the

simulated annealing filter (Section 5.1.4) is a better choice.
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Figure 5.4: Two-step IDP solutions to the 10 stage Park-Ramirez optimal control prob-
lem using first-order control filtering during the second step. Table 4.3 (page 38) gives
the IDP parameters for the first step. The IDP parameters for the second step were
the same as the first except for using first-order control filtering with βf shown on this
figure and the number of iterations shown on this figure. The dashed line is the true
solution to the problem withΦ = 32.76. All subfigures share the same X and Y scale.
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Figure 5.5: Two-step IDP solutions to the 25 stage Park-Ramirez optimal control prob-
lem using first-order control filtering during the second step. Table 4.3 (page 38) gives
the IDP parameters for the first step. The IDP parameters for the second step were
the same as the first except for using first-order control filtering with βf shown on this
figure and the number of iterations shown on this figure. The dashed line is the true
solution to the problem withΦ = 32.76. All subfigures share the same X and Y scale.
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Figure 5.6: Two-step IDP solutions to the 50 stage Park-Ramirez optimal control prob-
lem using first-order control filtering during the second step. Table 4.3 (page 38) gives
the IDP parameters for the first step. The IDP parameters for the second step were
the same as the first except for using first-order control filtering with βf shown on this
figure and the number of iterations shown on this figure. The dashed line is the true
solution to the problem withΦ = 32.76. All subfigures share the same X and Y scale.
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5.1.4 Simulated annealing control filtering

The IDP algorithm with filtering alternates between reducing the performance

index and smoothing the control profile, which are often opposing goals. While work-

ing with the filtering technique, it was seen that sometimes parts of the control profile

that were important and correct were changed when the filter factor was high enough to

quickly get a smooth profile. The simulated annealing filter is an attempt to modify the

effect of filter smoothing so that it smooths more vigorouslywhere the negative effect

on performance index is less. In keeping with the stochasticnature of IDP, it is also

randomized, and the most obvious way to do that is with a simulated annealing type

algorithm.

The simulated annealing filter is implemented by modifying the iteration algo-

rithm at the point where the best test control is chosen (ie. Algorithm 5 step 11 for

stagewise constant controls). The test control selection step is modified from “choose

the test control with the best resulting performance index”to Algorithm 6. A test con-

trol is considered smoother in step 5 of Algorithm 6 if it is closer to the average of

the controls at the stage before and after it. For the first or last stage, a test control is

smoother if it is closer to a line drawn through the closest two interior points.

Algorithm 6 Test control selection for simulated annealing filter
1. if any test controls result in an improvement over the previousoptimal performance

indexthen
2. choose the test control with the best performance index as normal
3. else
4. for each test controldo
5. if test control leads to a smoother control profile than the current optimal

controlthen
6. Assign this test control the selection indexγs from Equation 5.3
7. end if
8. end for
9. Choose the test control with the largest selection index

10. end if
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The equation for the selection indexγs is

γs = exp

[

−∆Φ
T ·MΦ

]

−R(0,1) (5.3)

where∆Φ is the change in performance index for the test control,T is the temperature,

MΦ is a typical or maximum value of the performance index used tonormalize the term,

andR(0,1) is a random number between 0 and 1.MΦ was chosen to be 30.0 for the

Park-Ramirez optimal control problem as a typical value of the performance index seen

during the course of the solution.

The temperatureT cools with the control region size and iteration:

T =

[

Ti

J

J

∑
j

r j

r j ,0

]

·

[

1+
a
A

(αA−1)
]

(5.4)

whereTi is the initial temperature,j is each ofJ controls, rj is the region size for

control j averaged over all stages, rj ,0 is the initial region size for controlj averaged

over all stages,a is the current iteration index,A is the number of iterations, andαA

is the iteration cooling parameter. The first term in Equation 5.4 cools the temperature

as the control region shrinks, and the second term cools the temperature as iterations

progress. The second term in Equation 5.4 will equalαA at the final iteration. For the

Park-Ramirez optimal control problemαA was chosen to be 0.5. This value is small

enough that smoothing has lessened at the end of the solutionto prevent it from picking

a poor control during the final iterations, but large enough to converge as quickly as

possible.

The first test control always contains the previous iteration optimal control, so∆Φ

will be 0 and the exponential term in Equation 5.3 will be 1. Ifthe temperature is very

low, any test control which decreases the performance indexwill cause the exponential

term to tend towards 0 and won’t be selected. If the temperature is very high, the

exponential term will tend towards 1 and the test control will be chosen randomly from

those that smooth the control profile, regardless of the effect on performance index.
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5.1.4.1 Simulated annealing filtering with the two-step method

Figures 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9 show the effect of the simulated annealing filter for 10,

25 and 50 stages respectively. An initial temperature in therange of 0.0005–0.001

worked best for all cases examined. Lower temperatures do not smooth the control

profile, while higher temperatures lead to wild oscillationcaused when poor choices

made by the filter are over-corrected.

5.1.4.2 Simulated annealing filtering without the two-stepmethod

The simulated annealing filter was the smoothing method least likely to find the

most common local minimum for the 25 and 50 stage cases when used without the two-

step procedure (results not shown). It is the best choice to find a solution quickly with

a good performance index if control smoothness is not critical. The control will not be

as smooth as with pivot point test controls (Section 5.1.6),but it seems to be much less

likely to find local minima.
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Figure 5.7: Two-step IDP solutions to the 10 stage Park-Ramirez optimal control prob-
lem using simulated annealing control filtering during the second step. Table 4.3 (page
38) gives the IDP parameters for the first step. The IDP parameters for the second step
were the same as the first except for using simulated annealing control filtering withTi

shown on this figure and the number of iterations shown on thisfigure. The dashed line
is the true solution to the problem withΦ = 32.76. All subfigures share the same X and
Y scale.
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Figure 5.8: Two-step IDP solutions to the 25 stage Park-Ramirez optimal control prob-
lem using simulated annealing control filtering during the second step. Table 4.3 (page
38) gives the IDP parameters for the first step. The IDP parameters for the second step
were the same as the first except for using simulated annealing control filtering withTi

shown on this figure and the number of iterations shown on thisfigure. The dashed line
is the true solution to the problem withΦ = 32.76. All subfigures share the same X and
Y scale.
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Figure 5.9: Two-step IDP solutions to the 50 stage Park-Ramirez optimal control prob-
lem using simulated annealing control filtering during the second step. Table 4.3 (page
38) gives the IDP parameters for the first step. The IDP parameters for the second step
were the same as the first except for using simulated annealing control filtering withTi

shown on this figure and the number of iterations shown on thisfigure. The dashed line
is the true solution to the problem withΦ = 32.76. All subfigures share the same X and
Y scale.
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5.1.5 Control damping

5.1.5.1 Fixed control damping

Another way to reduce control activity is to punish it in the performance index

function, by adding the control damping termψud to the regular performance index

functionψ in Equation 3.2. The control damping term used in this study is the normal-

ized discrete second derivative

ψud =
MΦ
K

J

∑
j

[

βu j

Mu j

K

∑
k=3

∣

∣u j ,k +u j ,k−2−2u j ,k−1
∣

∣

]

(5.5)

whereMΦ is a typical or maximum value of the performance index,K is the number

of stages,j is each ofJ controls,βu j is a non-negative damping factor for each control

u j , Mu j is a typical or maximum value of controlj, andu j ,k is the value of controlj at

stagek. Larger values ofβu j will lead to smoother control policies.

Because the control damping term changes the problem, it is best to use a small

amount of damping. Much like the tolerances of an integratorshould be tested by

changing them to see if the solution changes, the control damping should be varied to

make sure that it isn’t changing the solution.

5.1.5.2 Relative control damping

A problem with the control damping technique described in the previous section

is that because the damping termψud is added to the performance index, the effect of

the control damping factorsβu j depend on the value of the performance index. The

value of the performance index can be very different even fordifferent runs of the same

model due to different initial conditions, so unlessMΦ is updated for each new case,

the damping will be inconsistent.

To deal with this problem relative damping is used, where thefixed damping

factorsβu j are adjusted after each iteration so that the control damping term ψud is
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some fraction of the performance index. The first-order adjustment equation is

βa+1
u j

= βa
u j

+
βa

u j

τuA

[

βuΦ ·Φ
ψud

−1

]

j = 1. . .J (5.6)

whereβa+1
u j

is the value ofβu j for the next iteration,βa
u j

is the value ofβu j at the current

iteration,τuA is the first-order time constant (in iterations), andβuΦ is the desired value

of ψud as a fraction ofΦ. This formula requires initial values for all theβu j and keeps

the ratio between them fixed. For this studyτuA = 5 and the initialβu j were 10−10.

5.1.5.3 Control damping with the two-step procedure

Figures 5.10, 5.11 and 5.12 show the effect of relative control damping on the

Park-Ramirez optimal control solution for 10, 25 and 50 stages respectively. This tech-

nique is effective for smoothing the Park-Ramirez optimal control problem using the

two-step procedure. However, simulated annealing controlfilter and pivot point test

controls lead to a smooth control profile with less rounding of sharp but correct control

changes at discontinuities, so this technique is not a first choice for smoothing. It is

recommended in combination with other methods withβuΦ < 10−3.

5.1.5.4 Control damping without the two-step procedure

Control damping is not recommended above a minimal amount when used through-

out the IDP solution (without the two-step procedure). During testing of these tech-

niques using many different combinations of parameters, this technique often found

local minima and poor control profiles when used withβuΦ > 10−3, so it is not rec-

ommended above this amount. It is hypothesized that this is because large damping

severely limits the potential control paths.
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5.1.5.5 Control damping for subtle smoothing

Even if other techniques are used to address the active control problem, a small

amount of damping may be useful if a smooth control policy is preferred over a non-

smooth control policy. Figure 5.13 illustrates this effect. Both subfigures of Figure

5.13 have 50 stages, stagewise linear continuous controls and identical IDP parameters

exceptβuΦ. They are both solved to convergence. The zigzag in the undamped case

moves the transition from exponential to zero feed slightlyforward in time. The perfor-

mance index payoff for the more optimal transition time is higher than the cost for the

suboptimal zigzag, so the algorithm chooses it. With a smallamount of damping this

balance is shifted, and the algorithm chooses to move the transition forward in time by

reaching zero feed a stage later. The performance index (excluding the damping term)

is only 0.01% worse for the damped case, but the control profile is clearly smoother.

However, this only addresses the goal of control smoothness, not of control profile ac-

curacy. The control profile in the damped case is probably no closer to the optimal con-

trol profile than the undamped case. Control damping in the range 10−4 < βuΦ < 10−3

seems useful for this kind of smoothing effect.
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Figure 5.10: Two-step IDP solutions to the 10 stage Park-Ramirez optimal control
problem using relative control damping during the second step. Table 4.3 (page 38)
gives the IDP parameters for the first step. The IDP parameters for the second step
were the same as the first except for using relative control damping withβuΦ shown on
this figure and the number of iterations shown on this figure. The dashed line is the true
solution to the problem withΦ = 32.76. All subfigures share the same X and Y scale.
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Figure 5.11: Two-step IDP solutions to the 25 stage Park-Ramirez optimal control
problem using relative control damping during the second step. Table 4.3 (page 38)
gives the IDP parameters for the first step. The IDP parameters for the second step
were the same as the first except for using relative control damping withβuΦ shown on
this figure and the number of iterations shown on this figure. The dashed line is the true
solution to the problem withΦ = 32.76. All subfigures share the same X and Y scale.
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Figure 5.12: Two-step IDP solutions to the 50 stage Park-Ramirez optimal control
problem using relative control damping during the second step. Table 4.3 (page 38)
gives the IDP parameters for the first step. The IDP parameters for the second step
were the same as the first except for using relative control damping withβuΦ shown on
this figure and the number of iterations shown on this figure. The dashed line is the true
solution to the problem withΦ = 32.76. All subfigures share the same X and Y scale.
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Figure 5.13: Example of the effect of minimal control damping on the Park-Ramirez
optimal control problem with 50 stages and stagewise linearcontinuous controls. The
damped case performance index is 0.01% worse than the undamped case.
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5.1.6 Pivot point test controls

The examination of why IDP may have difficulty smoothing active control pro-

files in Section 5.1.1 led to an observation: once close to theoptimal control, theaver-

agevalue of the control needs to remain approximately the same,but thespecificvalues

at a given stage need to change. A new kind of test control, called a “pivot point” test

control, is added to the test control gridTestControlGrid in the IDP algorithm to ac-

complish this.

If a control is assumed to be near optimal and the average control trajectory is

assumed to be correct, a natural way to try to improve the control is to increase the value

of the control at the current stage while decreasing the value of the control at the next

stage by the same amount (or the inverse). This will be calleda “pivot point” control

strategy in this study. For pivot point test controls, the control for the stage immediately

following the test stage is derived from the test stage control instead of using the value

in OptimalControlGrid . This control is changed the same amount from the optimal

as the current test control under consideration, but in the opposite direction. For stages

after that, the controls are found as normal fromOptimalControlGrid .

Because the use of pivot point test controls assumes the average control trajec-

tory is correct, control dependency is discounted and each control is tested indepen-

dently. This is accomplished in the algorithm by giving eachpivot point control in

TestControlGrid 1
J odds (whereJ is the number of controls) of being active for any

given stage and control. Inactive pivot point test controlsuse the previous iteration

optimal fromOptimalControl .

Half of the time, this strategy causes adjacent stage controls to move closer to-

gether, and half the time to move apart. This is a good thing because discontinuities

can also become stuck in the same way as described for smooth controls.

It’s important that the pivot point strategy works within the IDP philosophy of
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testing several alternative control strategies and remembering the one that reduces the

performance index the most. Unlike control filtering, it doesn’t force the controls into

suboptimal trajectories, and unlike control damping, it doesn’t change the problem by

changing the performance index function. Finally, it is theonly parameterless method

of smoothing active controls with IDP. While the fraction oftest controls that are

pivot points can be considered a parameter, the choice of this value is not critical. If

this value is chosen poorly, an increase in iterations will make up for the poor choice,

unlike control filtering where increasing iterations can lead to over-filtering.

5.1.6.1 pivot point test controls with the two-step procedure

Figures 5.14, 5.15 and 5.16 show the effect of pivot point test controls on the

Park-Ramirez optimal control solution for 10, 25 and 50 stages respectively. Pivot

points converge to smooth trajectories for this problem more quickly than filters or

damping, and without the rounding effect seen at the end of the exponential arc with

damping. Approximately 50% pivot point test controls seemsto be a good fraction,

although there is clearly a large range where the technique works well.

5.1.6.2 pivot point test controls without the two-step procedure

When used without the two-step procedure, pivot point test controls converge

the 25 stages case to a smooth control profile withΦ = 32.50 in just over 20 itera-

tions and the 50 stages case to a smooth control profile withΦ = 32.55 in just over

60 iterations (results not shown). Unfortunately, pivot point test controls converge so

quickly that they can lead to local minima. The two-step method was originally devised

to address this problem with pivot point test controls and isespecially successful with

them because they always improve the original performance index in Equation 3.2, un-

like all other smoothing methods in this study. Because the performance index always

improves, pivot point test controls used with the two-step method will never find any
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local minima that the basic IDP algorithm has passed in the first step of the two-step

procedure.

Another interesting effect seen when pivot point test controls are used without

the two-step procedure is that the solution may go through extremely active control

trajectories in early iterations when the control region size is large, sometimes even

alternating values to the control limits. This is possible because the algorithm always

finds a control policy with a lower performance index, and with this particular problem

high control activity doesn’t hurt the performance index much.
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Figure 5.14: Two-step IDP solutions to the 10 stage Park-Ramirez optimal control
problem using pivot point test controls during the second step. Table 4.3 (page 38)
gives the IDP parameters for the first step. The IDP parameters for the second step
were the same as the first except for using pivot point test controls with fraction of
test controls that are pivot point test controls shown on this figure and the number of
iterations shown on this figure. The dashed line is the true solution to the problem with
Φ = 32.76. All subfigures share the same X and Y scale.
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Figure 5.15: Two-step IDP solutions to the 25 stage Park-Ramirez optimal control
problem using pivot point test controls during the second step. Table 4.3 (page 38)
gives the IDP parameters for the first step. The IDP parameters for the second step
were the same as the first except for using pivot point test controls with fraction of
test controls that are pivot point test controls shown on this figure and the number of
iterations shown on this figure. The dashed line is the true solution to the problem with
Φ = 32.76. All subfigures share the same X and Y scale.
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Figure 5.16: Two-step IDP solutions to the 50 stage Park-Ramirez optimal control
problem using pivot point test controls during the second step. Table 4.3 (page 38)
gives the IDP parameters for the first step. The IDP parameters for the second step
were the same as the first except for using pivot point test controls with fraction of
test controls that are pivot point test controls shown on this figure and the number of
iterations shown on this figure. The dashed line is the true solution to the problem with
Φ = 32.76. All subfigures share the same X and Y scale.
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5.1.7 Solo test controls

IDP random test controls choose random values for all controls. When there is

more than one control, the curse of dimensionality means that a set of test controls is

much less likely to improve the performance index as the number of controls increases.

If the control profile is assumed to be close to the optimal control profile (as with step

two of the two-step method), it may greatly increase convergence speed if only one

control is tested at a time. “Solo” test controls choose a random test value for a single

control, but use the previous iteration optimal control forthe other controls. Which

control will have a test value is chosen randomly. This method is not demonstrated for

the Park-Ramirez optimal control problem since it only has one control, but the method

was found to increase convergence speed for multi-control problems and was used in

the hybrid identification problem in Chapter 6.

5.2 Stagewise linear continuous IDP

In addition to control filtering, control damping, and pivotpoint test controls, an-

other potential way to decrease the average deviation of thecalculated optimal control

trajectory from the real optimal control trajectory is to use stagewise linear controls

instead of stagewise constant controls. Luus (1993) presented an algorithm for stage-

wise linear continuous controls which is also detailed in Chapter 7 of his bookIterative

Dynamic Programming(Luus, 2000). That algorithm requires only a minor change in

the basic stagewise constant IDP algorithm, but has two deficiencies:

• The initial and final controls for the final stage are both chosen simultane-

ously, so the final stage is dimension 2J instead of dimensionJ for the rest

of the stages. This problem becomes more severe as the numberof controlsJ

increases.

• Because the control for the start of the last stage is alreadychosen when the
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next to last stage is being considered, there is no way to use more than one

state grid.

Algorithm 7 is a replacement for Algorithm 5 that solves the two problems above

and implements stagewise linear continuous controls for IDP. The main difference

between this algorithm and the stagewise linear continuouscontrol algorithm by Luus

is that the first stage instead of the last stage has both initial and final controls chosen.

This may seem like a trivial change, but in fact requires several changes to the algorithm

and solves both the problems of the original algorithm. The code to implement this new

algorithm is also slightly more complex than for the algorithm by Luus.

For stagewise linear control, there are two controls for each stage: one at the

start of the stage and one at the end of the stage. In this new algorithm, the end of

stage control is the control under decision, and the start ofstage controls are obtained

in several ways as detailed in the algorithm.TestControlGrid , OptimalControlGrid

andOptimalControl contain start and end controls for stage 1, but only end controls

for the remaining stages. With this scheme, all control decisions are of dimensionJ,

and multiple state grids may be used.

Figure 5.17 presents solutions to the Park-Ramirez optimalcontrol problem using

stagewise continuous controls. The performance index value using stagewise linear

continuous controls is roughly the same as with stagewise constant controls. With 10

stages, the exponential feed part of the control profile is much more accurate, but the

transitions and zero-feed parts of the control profile are poor. The 25 and 50 stage

cases illustrate that stagewise linear controls may still need a high number of stages to

accurately match the optimal control profile, but the control profile accuracy is higher

than with stagewise constant controls for the same number ofstages. There was no

downside to using this method for the two problems in this study, and it is used for all

the remaining examples.
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Algorithm 7 Iteration algorithm for stagewise linear continuous controls
1. Execute Algorithm 3 (TestControlGrid andStateGrid generation algorithm)
2. for each stage backward fromK..1 do
3. for each of theSstate gridsdo
4. Choose the state condition at the start of the stage fromStateGrid
5. for each of theR test controlsdo
6. Choose the start of stage controls fromTestControlGrid using the

test controls used to generate the current state grid
7. Choose the end of stage controls fromTestControlGrid for the cur-

rent test controls
8. Integrate the test stage
9. for each of the remaining stagesdo

10. Choose the start of stage controls to be the end side controls
from the previous stage

11. Choose the state grid inStateGrid whose state is closest to the
current system state

12. Choose the end of stage controls fromOptimalControlGrid
corresponding to the state grid in the previous step

13. Integrate to the next stage
14. end for
15. If performance index is the best of the test controls being evaluated,

store test control inOptimalControlGrid for this stage and state
grid

16. end for
17. end for
18. end for
19. for each of theR test controls {stage 1 start side controls}do
20. Choose the start of stage controls fromTestControlGrid
21. Choose the end of stage controls fromOptimalControlGrid corresponding

to state grid 1
22. Integrate to the next stage
23. Integrate the remaining stages as in steps 9 – 14
24. If performance index is the best of the test controls being evaluated, store test

control inOptimalControlGrid for this stage and state grid
25. end for
26. Execute Algorithm 4 to extractOptimalControl from OptimalControlGrid
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Figure 5.17: Two-step IDP solutions to the Park-Ramirez optimal control problem us-
ing stagewise linear continuous controls. Table 4.3 (page 38) gives the IDP parameters
for the first step with the exception that stagewise linear continuous controls are used.
The IDP parameters for the second step were the same as the first step except that 3 ran-
dom test controls and 2 pivot point test controls were used, control damping was used
with βuΦ = 10−4, and the number of iterations is shown on this figure. The dashed line
is the true solution to the problem withΦ = 32.76. All subfigures share the same X and
Y scale.
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5.3 Stagewise linear discontinuous IDP

Section 5.2 presented a version of the single iteration algorithm using stagewise

linear continuous controls. That algorithm requires a continuous control policy so that

only one value of control is required per stage, as with the stagewise constant controls

algorithm. If many discontinuities are expected it may still be an advantage to use stage-

wise linear controls instead of stagewise constant controls, but without the restriction

that they be continuous.

Algorithm 8 is a replacement for Algorithm 5 that uses stagewise linear controls

with discontinuities at the stage boundaries. This requires two values of control for each

stage since there must be a starting and ending control for each stage, soTestControl-

Grid , OptimalControlGrid andOptimalControl contain start and end controls for

all stages. Because there are two values of control for each stage, stagewise linear

discontinuous problems have twice as many effective stagescompared with a stagewise

constant or stagewise linear continuous problem with the same number of actual stages.

Figure 5.18 presents solutions to the Park-Ramirez optimalcontrol problem with

stagewise linear discontinuous controls. Notice that the linear discontinuous case de-

velops very active control policies compared with the linear continuous case, even with

many more iterations. Part of the reason is that there are twice as many test controls for

a given number of stages, but the effect is too large to be explained only by the increase

in effective stages. Interestingly, the 25 stage linear discontinuous case has an equiv-

alent control profile and higher performance index than the 50 stage linear continuous

case in Figure 5.17, although the total number of iterationswas significantly higher for

the 25 stage linear discontinuous case.

The 50 stage linear discontinuous case is a very poor solution with poor perfor-

mance index and control profile. This is caused by poor convergence during step one,

even if step one iterations were increased to 180 iterations(results not shown). This al-
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Algorithm 8 Iteration algorithm for stagewise linear discontinuous controls
1. Execute Algorithm 3 (TestControlGrid andStateGrid generation algorithm)
2. for each stage backward fromK..1 do
3. for each of theSstate gridsdo
4. Choose the state condition at the start of the stage usingStateGrid for

this state grid
5. for each of theR test controls {Find the best end side controls}do
6. Choose the start of stage controls fromTestControlGrid using the

test controls used to generate the current state grid
7. Choose the end of stage controls fromTestControlGrid for the cur-

rent test controls
8. Integrate to the next stage
9. for each of the remaining stagesdo

10. Choose the state grid inStateGrid whose state is closest to the
current system state

11. Choose the start of stage and end side controls fromOptimal -
ControlGrid corresponding to the state grid in the previous
step

12. Integrate to the next stage
13. end for
14. If performance index is the best of the test controls being evaluated,

store test control inOptimalControlGrid for this stage and state
grid

15. end for
16. for each of theR test controls {Find the best start side controls}do
17. Choose the start of stage controls fromTestControlGrid for the

current test controls
18. Choose the end of stage controls fromOptimalControlGrid corre-

sponding to the current state grid
19. Integrate to the next stage
20. Integrate the remaining stages as in steps 9 – 13
21. If performance index is the best of the test controls being evaluated,

store test control inOptimalControlGrid for this stage and state
grid

22. end for
23. end for
24. end for
25. Execute Algorithm 4 to extractOptimalControl from OptimalControlGrid
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gorithm is not discussed further because the problems in this study do not have a large

number of discontinuities.

Stage discretization Stagewise linear discontinuous
Iterations 80

State grids 1
Random test controls 5

Adaptive control region method Maximum Delta
Adaptive control region history 40 iterations

Adaptive control regionkr 1.5

Table 5.2: IDP parameters for step one of the two-step procedure for the stagewise
linear discontinuous Park-Ramirez optimal control problem. Model parameters are in
Table 2.1 (page 8).
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Figure 5.18: Two-step IDP solutions to the Park-Ramirez optimal control problem us-
ing stagewise linear discontinuous controls. Table 5.2 (page 80) gives the IDP parame-
ters for the first step. The IDP parameters for the second stepare the same as the first
except that 3 random test controls and 2 pivot point test controls were used, control
damping was used withβuΦ = 10−4, and the number of iterations is shown on the fig-
ure. The dashed line is the true solution to the problem withΦ = 32.76. All subfigures
share the same X and Y scale.
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5.4 Variable stage lengths

Bojkov and Luus (1996) introduced a modification to the basicIDP algorithm to

allow variable stage lengths. This was accomplished by adding the stage length as an

additional control and transforming the ODE equation so that a new adjusted time is

used. For the fixed final time case, a punishment factor is alsoadded to the performance

index as a way to force the final time to be correct. Their technique allows variable

stages with only one additional dimension added to the problem.

However, for some problems even a single additional dimension may be a bur-

den. For this reason, a variation proposed here is to alternate an iteration improving

the controls with an iteration improving the stage lengths.This approach doubles the

number of iterations but does not increase the dimension of the optimal control prob-

lem. If stage lengths are found sequentially after the controls instead of simultaneously

with the controls, the assumption must be made that the problem is smooth with respect

to the interaction between the two. Also, the stage length iteration only uses a single

state grid, since the assumption of problem smoothness in the stage length implies that

a single state grid will be sufficient.

This study is concerned with obtaining the best performanceindex and most

accurate control profile with the least amount of computation for fixed final time prob-

lems, so variable stages are only used during the second stepin the two-step procedure.

However, the cases presented in this section were all tried with variable stages during

both steps of the two-step procedure and no difference was seen (results not shown).

For minimal-time optimal control or other problems where the final time is not fixed,

variable stages may need to be found simultaneously with controls for both steps of the

two-step procedure since the stage length is part of the problem and not just a way to

get a more accurate switching time for discontinuities.

The stage length region size used with variable stages can use adaptive region size
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update analogous to the adaptive control region size update. For this study, all cases

with variable stage lengths updated the stage length regionsizes after each iteration

using the Maximum Delta method of adaptive region size adjustment with 27 history

iterations andkr = 1.0.

One additional parameter needed for variable stage lengthsis the stage length

initial region sizesi :

si =
βstf
K

(5.7)

whereβs is the stage length initial region parameter,tf is the model final time, andK is

the number of stages. Ifβs = 1 thensi will be the same as the initial value of the stage

lengths, so reasonable values ofβs are between 0 and 1.

Figures 5.19 and 5.20 show variable stage length IDP solutions of the Park-

Ramirez optimal control problem for 10 and 25 stages respectively. The reason to

try variable stage lengths for this problem is to reduce the number of stages, so only

the 10 and 25 stage cases were evaluated. Variable stage lengths should allow the stage

boundaries to move to discontinuities and for stagewise linear continuous controls it

should allow the length of the stages crossing the discontinuities to shrink. This can

be seen clearly in Figure 5.20 with 60 iterations, where the performance index is sig-

nificantly closer to the optimal performance index than withfixed stage length linear

continuous controls with 50 stages (Figure 5.17 on page 77).The high performance

index indicates that the switching time is found more accurately since the performance

index is very sensitive to the discontinuity switching times. However, the control pro-

file is not as close to the optimal control profile as the 50 stage case with fixed stage

lengths and linear continuous controls. For this problem, variable stage lengths help

achieve a higher performance index, but do not help reduce the number of stages if

control profile accuracy is important. With 10 stages, theredoes not appear to be any

difference between variable stage lengths and the comparable fixed stage length case in
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Figure 5.17.
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Figure 5.19: Two-step IDP solutions to the 10 stage Park-Ramirez optimal control
problem using variable stage lengths solved sequentially after controls. Table 4.3 (page
38) gives the IDP parameters for the first step with the exception that stagewise linear
continuous controls were used. The IDP parameters for the second step were the same
as the first except that variable stage lengths solved sequentially after controls were
used, 3 random test controls and 2 pivot point test controls were used, the number
of iterations is shown on this figure, and the variable stage parameterβs is shown on
this figure. The dashed line is the true solution to the problem with Φ = 32.76. All
subfigures share the same X and Y scale.
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Figure 5.20: Two-step IDP solutions to the 25 stage Park-Ramirez optimal control
problem using variable stage lengths solved sequentially after controls. Table 4.3 (page
38) gives the IDP parameters for the first step with the exception that stagewise linear
continuous controls were used. The IDP parameters for the second step were the same
as the first except that variable stage lengths solved sequentially after controls were
used, 3 random test controls and 2 pivot point test controls were used, the number
of iterations is shown on this figure, and the variable stage parameterβs is shown on
this figure. The dashed line is the true solution to the problem with Φ = 32.76. All
subfigures share the same X and Y scale.
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5.5 Adaptive control region parameters for the two-step procedure

Section 4.5.2 examined the adaptive control region parameters for the first part

of the two-step procedure, but it is also interesting to see their effect on the complete

procedure. The goal of the two-step procedure is not only to obtain a performance

index close to the optimal performance index, but also to also obtain a control profile

that is close to the optimal control profile, so a simple test of performance index as

in Section 4.5.2 is not sufficient. Instead, each test case was compared to a reference

control profile generated using a conservative applicationof the two-step procedure

with a fixed region size program. The reference control profile was generated using a

first step of 4 passes of 40 iterations per pass withγC = 0.95 andγR= 0.72 and 5 random

test controls. The second step was 6 passes of 50 iterations per pass withγC = 0.95,

γR = 0.8, 3 random test controls and 2 pivot point test controls.

Each tested combination of adaptive region size method,AH , andkr resulted in a

normalized sum squared error between the test case controlsand the reference controls:

SSEn =
1

J ·K

J

∑
j

1

Mu j
2

K

∑
k

(u∗j ,k−u j ,k)
2 (5.8)

whereJ is the number of controls,K is the number of stages,Mu j is a typical or maxi-

mum value of controlj used to normalize the term,u∗j ,k is the value of reference control

j at stagek, andu j ,k is the value of test case controlj at stagek.

Tables 5.3 and 5.4 show the two-step normalized sum squared error for 25 and

50 stages, respectively. For the 25 stage case, the error is generally lowest after 20 step

two iterations usingAH = 9. This indicates that the control region forAH > 9 is larger

than needed, leading to more test controls which are not selected. On the other hand,

the results for 20 step two iterations usingAH = 9 are the most variable, so there seems

to be a tradeoff between efficiency and stability. For 60 steptwo iterations, there is very

little difference among methods and parameters.

For the 50 stage case with 20 step two iterations a similar trend is seen forAH = 9
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where some values ofkr led to the lowest error but some led to higher error. The best

results for the 50 stage case are with 60 step two iterations andAH > 9. This is expected

since the 50 stage problem is more difficult and a largerAH leads to a more gradual

region contraction. The Mekarapiruk-Luus method has generally poor results in this

case except atAH = 35. It is interesting that the Mekarapiruk-Luus method gives a fair

result atAH = 14 andkr = 0.7 orkr = 4.0 but not intermediate values ofkr .

These results suggest that the number of history iterationsis a more important

parameter thankr . For basic IDP or two-step IDP, faster solution may be possible using

small values ofAH , but large values ofAH are more likely to get a good solution reliably.
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SSEn×104 after 20 step 2 iterations SSEn×104 after 60 step 2 iterations
M

ek
ar

ap
iru

k-
Lu

u
s AH

9 14 20 27 35
0.7 22 19 18 18 18
1.0 32 9 18 18 18

kr 1.5 23 47 18 18 18
2.0 8 86 18 18 18
4.0 11 4 18 18 18

AH

9 14 20 27 35
0.7 10 10 10 10 9
1.0 10 10 11 10 10

kr 1.5 10 15 9 13 13
2.0 10 14 16 10 12
4.0 10 13 9 10 11

A
ve

ra
g

e
D

el
ta

AH

9 14 20 27 35
1.0 9 52 18 18 18
2.0 9 52 18 18 18

kr 4.0 20 52 18 18 18
8.0 8 52 18 18 18
16.0 8 52 18 18 18

AH

9 14 20 27 35
1.0 10 10 10 10 11
2.0 10 10 10 10 11

kr 4.0 10 10 10 10 11
8.0 10 11 9 10 11
16.0 10 10 10 11 11

M
ax

im
u

m
D

el
ta

AH

9 14 20 27 35
0.7 13 52 18 18 18
1.0 7 52 18 18 18

kr 1.5 15 55 18 18 18
2.0 7 41 18 18 18
4.0 26 23 18 18 18

AH

9 14 20 27 35
0.7 10 10 10 10 11
1.0 10 11 9 10 11

kr 1.5 10 10 12 11 11
2.0 10 10 10 12 11
4.0 10 11 11 24 10

S
p

an

AH

9 14 20 27 35
0.7 8 52 18 18 18
1.0 8 52 18 18 18

kr 1.5 4 55 18 18 18
2.0 7 41 18 18 18
4.0 26 22 18 18 18

AH

9 14 20 27 35
0.7 10 10 9 10 11
1.0 10 11 9 10 11

kr 1.5 10 10 12 11 11
2.0 10 10 10 12 11
4.0 10 11 8 24 10

Table 5.3: Adaptive region size method and parametersAH andkr effect onSSEn (Equa-
tion 5.8) for two-step IDP solutions to the 25 stage Park-Ramirez optimal control prob-
lem. Table 4.3 (page 38) gives the IDP parameters for the firststep. The IDP parameters
for the second step were the same as the first except for using 3random test controls, 2
pivot point test controls, and the adaptive region size parameters shown on this table.
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SSEn×104 after 20 step 2 iterations SSEn×104 after 60 step 2 iterations
M

ek
ar

ap
iru

k-
Lu

u
s AH

9 14 20 27 35
0.7 45 32 32 32 32
1.0 33 44 32 32 32

kr 1.5 54 40 32 32 32
2.0 44 55 32 32 32
4.0 76 46 32 32 32

AH

9 14 20 27 35
0.7 24 13 14 24 13
1.0 29 20 26 23 14

kr 1.5 22 19 22 24 13
2.0 23 43 26 24 13
4.0 64 15 27 27 24

A
ve

ra
g

e
D

el
ta

AH

9 14 20 27 35
1.0 29 29 32 32 32
2.0 29 29 32 32 32

kr 4.0 27 29 32 32 32
8.0 47 31 32 32 32
16.0 52 34 32 32 32

AH

9 14 20 27 35
1.0 12 5 5 16 12
2.0 12 6 5 16 12

kr 4.0 11 6 5 16 12
8.0 37 12 5 16 12
16.0 19 13 16 12 12

M
ax

im
u

m
D

el
ta

AH

9 14 20 27 35
0.7 23 29 32 32 32
1.0 25 29 32 32 32

kr 1.5 42 30 32 32 32
2.0 30 35 32 32 32
4.0 52 59 32 32 32

AH

9 14 20 27 35
0.7 13 14 5 16 12
1.0 14 5 12 16 12

kr 1.5 15 10 3 12 13
2.0 10 14 4 10 20
4.0 16 20 14 19 13

S
p

an

AH

9 14 20 27 35
0.7 22 29 32 32 32
1.0 25 29 32 32 32

kr 1.5 18 28 32 32 32
2.0 25 36 32 32 32
4.0 33 63 32 32 32

AH

9 14 20 27 35
0.7 12 14 5 16 12
1.0 9 12 12 15 12

kr 1.5 10 7 3 3 13
2.0 11 14 3 19 19
4.0 23 11 14 9 13

Table 5.4: Adaptive region size method and parametersAH andkr effect onSSEn (Equa-
tion 5.8) for two-step IDP solutions to the 50 stage Park-Ramirez optimal control prob-
lem. Table 4.3 (page 38) gives the IDP parameters for the firststep. The IDP parameters
for the second step were the same as the first except for using 3random test controls, 2
pivot point test controls, and the adaptive region size parameters shown on this table.
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5.6 Two-step conclusions

This section presents a conservative guideline for finding asmooth solution with-

out finding local minima. Although conclusions drawn on the solution of one model are

limited, a few suggestions may be useful. The two-step method was clearly superior to

basic IDP with smoothing techniques for the Park-Ramirez optimal control problem, so

the two-step method should be used. In general, stagewise linear continuous controls

should be used since they appear to have no downside. A low or intermediate number

of stages should be tried (10-20), only increasing this if the problem requires it. For

the second step, two random test controls and two pivot pointtest controls should be

used. If more smoothing is needed add control damping withβuΦ = 10−4, simulated

annealing filter withTi = 10−3 andαA = 0.01, and increase the number of iterations.

If these suggestions do not work, a more intuitive feel for the IDP algorithm

will probably be needed to know what to try next. A more complete summary of IDP

recommendations is in Chapter 8.

5.7 Comparison with previously reported results

5.7.1 IDP Implementation

Part of this study is a new C library implementation (Webb, 2006) of all the IDP

variations presented. All options (ie. control stage discretization, filter modes, etc.)

are built into a single dynamically-linked library and available via runtime settings.

The code is written in ISO1999 C in an object-oriented style and released1 under a

free software license (Free Software Foundation, 1991), soit is easy to extend, and the

extended versions can also be freely distributed.

For the Park-Ramirez optimal control problem, the IDP C library developed for

this study is approximately 9 times slower than the FORTRAN implementation used

1 See Appendix A
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by Luus (2000). The C library performs about 300 equivalent integrations per second

of the Park-Ramirez bioreactor model on a Pentium II/360 processor when used with

a Runga-Kutta 4/5 integrator with a relative tolerance of 10−6. Based on the results

reported in Luus (2000), the FORTRAN code used in that study performs about 2700

equivalent integrations per second on a Pentium II/350 processor. Part of this difference

is the price paid for using an abstract library implementation of the algorithm, with its

large volume of pointer passing and function calls, which would be expected to reduce

the speed of an abstract C library compared to a FORTRAN implementation somewhat.

Part of the difference may also be explained by the observation that the Runga-Kutta

4/5 integrator used in this study often overestimates the local relative error and thus

solves at higher precision than requested (results not shown) and that Runga-Kutta 4/5

may not be as efficient as the integrator used by Luus.

This difference should not be too surprising to someone skilled in computer pro-

gramming. Problems implemented in FORTRAN are nearly as fast as hand-optimized

assembler code; the lack of pointers and other features allow a FORTRAN compiler

to highly optimize the resulting machine code. C programs require more manual op-

timization effort to achieve a similar performance, and even then will not match the

performance of FORTRAN. The C library implementation has not had much optimiza-

tion work, and there is probably room for improvement.

On the other hand, IDP implemented in the high-level interpreted language Mat-

lab was approximately 20 times slower than the C library (results not shown). The C

library is a middle ground between the extensibility and reusability of an interpreted

language implementation and the speed of a FORTRAN implementation. For problems

where the model evaluation is expensive, the difference between implementations will

rest almost entirely on the efficiency of the model evaluation and integrator, since the

model integration accounts for almost all computation.
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Stages
Iterations Equivalent Integrations Computer Time (sec)

Basic IDP Two-step Basic IDP Two-step Basic IDP Two-step
10 60 60 1.4×104 1.4×104 3.5 5.0
25 1000 70 1.5×106 1.1×105 420 25
50 4000 100 2.4×107 6.1×105 3700 57

Table 5.5: Computational cost of the basic IDP algorithm compared with the two-step
method using pivot point test controls to obtain a visually smooth control profile for
the Park-Ramirez optimal control problem. The basic IDP case is identical to Table
5.1 (page 49). The two-step IDP case is the same as the basic IDP case except with
2 pivot point test controls and 3 random test controls duringthe second step. The
processor used was an AMD Athlon 2100+, and equivalent integrations were found
using Equation 4.2.

5.7.2 Two-step method

To compare algorithmic efficiency independently of implementation efficiency,

algorithmic cost will be reported in “equivalent integrations” (Ieq). See Section 4.1

(page 21) for the definition of equivalent integrations and how they are calculated. Table

5.5 compares the basic IDP algorithm with the two-step method using pivot point test

controls. For this particular problem where performance index is only expected within

0.1% of the optimal, the two-step method greatly reduces thecomputation cost of many

stages.

Chapter 9 of Luus (2000) explores the Park-Ramirez optimal control problem ex-

tensively using the basic stagewise constant controls IDP algorithm. The initial solution

was with 15 stages and 2000 iterations forIeq = 1.0×106. In order to get a completely

smooth control profile iterations were continued for an additional Ieq= 2.5×106. A

case with 20 stages was then discussed, with a very smooth control profile atIeq> 7.1×107.

These values are consistent with the equivalent integrations required to obtain a visually

smooth control profile using the basic IDP algorithm implemented for this study.



Chapter 6

Hybrid dynamic model identification

Hybrid mechanistic/empirical dynamic models are a way to model a system when

some information about the system’s structure is well known, but some information is

poorly known. An example of this is in bioreactor modeling, where it is common to

know the functional form of the reaction stoichiometry but not the functional form

of the reaction rates. Splitting the model into known and unknown structures brings

more information into the model than a strictly empirical model, with less work than

developing a comprehensive mechanistic model. However, model identification can be

more difficult than with purely empirical models or purely mechanistic models, and this

topic has not been fully explored.

Section 6.1 discusses the two methods currently used for hybrid dynamic model

identification along with their limitations. Sections 6.2 and 6.3 introduce a novel and

more general identification technique where the identification problem is treated as an

optimal control problem. The hybrid Park-Ramirez model is identified using artificial

data and this new method in Sections 6.4–6.8, and a discussion follows.

6.1 Identification methods

Consider the simple one-dimensional ODE hybrid dynamic model

Ẋ = ν(X,ω) ·X (6.1)

X(t = 0) = X0
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whereX is the state variable andν(X,ω) represents a neural network or other function

estimator that takesX and a vector of static parametersω as its input. The function

estimatorν will be called a “parameter function” because it is used as a dynamic model

parameter to be identified using data.

The identification problem for this model is to find the valuesof the static pa-

rametersω given a set of measured state (Xm) vs. time data. This set may come from

multiple system runs with different state initial condition for each run. The basic dif-

ficulty of this problem is that it is not immediately obvious how to link the parameters

ω with the state errors (measured state values vs. predicted state values) since there

is an intermediate mathematical step (the ODE integration)between them. There are

currently two methods to identifyω: the derivative method and the integral method.

6.1.1 Derivative method

If only a single run is considered, Equation 6.1 can be rearranged to

ν(t) =
Ẋ
X

. (6.2)

We call this method the derivative method because the key step is obtaining the state

derivative estimate from the state data. The state derivative estimate is normally ob-

tained by curve-fitting the data and taking the derivative ofthe curve-fit. This means

there are really two identification steps with the derivative method: first theν(t) iden-

tification for each run using curve-fitting, then theω identification using the results of

theν(t) identification.

To identify ω usingν(t), a discrete set of input-output training data is extracted

from theν(t) data for all runs along with the corresponding states. The neural networks

ν(X,ω) are then be trained normally on the input-output set.
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6.1.2 Limitations of the derivative method

One disadvantage of the derivative method is that noise in the data amplifies the

uncertainty of theẊ estimate (Himmelblau, 1970). State estimators can be used,but

the problem of accurately estimatingẊ is still theoretically a problem with this method

if data are noisy, especially if the number of data for each run is very limited (Oliveira,

2004). Tholudur et al. (1999) overcame this problem by developing an accurate curve-

fit method for the system they studied. Laursen et al. (2007) obtained good results

using the derivative method with smoothing spline fits to very noisy industrial data. The

problem of noise therefore can be addressed successfully for the derivative method.

A more important limitation of this method is that it requires all states be mea-

sured and to have sufficient data for curve-fitting. For the system modeled by the Park-

Ramirez bioreactor model, the total protein concentrationis expected to be more dif-

ficult to measure than the secreted protein, so an interesting question is if the model

parameters can be identified with very little or no total protein concentration data.

6.1.3 Integral method

Another way to identifyω is to minimize the sum squared error between the

measured state data and the model prediction:

E =
Z

∑
z

Pz

∑
p

(Xp
m−Xp)2 (6.3)

whereZ is the number of runs,Pz is the number of data for each runz, Xp
m is the mea-

sured state value for samplep, andXp is the model predicted state value corresponding

to samplep.

The integral method finds∂E
∂ω so that theω which minimizesE can be found

using standard minimization techniques such as Levenberg-Marquardt. It is called the

integral method because the sensitivity information whichlinks ω andE is obtained

during a model integration that has additional sensitivityequations.
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The integral method can be broken into four parts:

(1) Take the partial derivative of Equation 6.3 with respectto X to get ∂E
∂X .

(2) Take the partial derivative of the model equation with respect toν to get ∂X
∂ν .

This results in the sensitivity equation, which for Equation 6.1 is

dG
dt

= νG+X (6.4)

whereG = ∂X
∂ν . The sensitivity equation is integrated together with the model

equation with the initial conditionG = 0 since the state at the initial condition

is fixed and thus does not depend onν.

(3) Take the partial derivative of the parameter functionν with respect toω. For

the case of feedforward neural networks the backpropagation technique gives

∂ν
∂ω .

(4) The multiplication chain rule for derivatives gives

∂E
∂ω

=
∂E
∂X

∂X
∂ν

∂ν
∂ω

. (6.5)

The integral method is executed by integrating the model equations and the sensitivity

equations once for each data run to build a final value for∂E
∂ω at the end of all integra-

tions. The evaluation of∂E
∂ω is called by a nonlinear parameter identification algorithm

such as Levenberg-Marquardt to solve forω. This is a direct method, whereω is iden-

tified directly from E, unlike the derivative method and the Webb-Ramirez method

proposed in Section 6.2.

This method would seem to be a better training method than thederivative method

because it avoids noise amplification during derivative estimation and can handle un-

measured states. Oliveira (2004) found it superior to the derivative method for two

problems with noisy data. There are also other examples of this method in the literature

(Psichogios and Ungar, 1992; Teixeira et al., 2005).
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6.1.4 Limitations of the integral method

The integral method is not possible if the partial derivatives in steps 2 or 3 cannot

be evaluated. An example of a model where∂X
∂ν is difficult to evaluate is the bioreactor

model by Xu et al. (1999), where logic elements within the model make it difficult to

obtain numerical or analytical derivatives.

An example of a function estimator where∂ν
∂ω is difficult to calculate is a radial

basis function (RBF) neural network when some states are estimated. RBF training

starts by executing a clustering algorithm on the input data. If any estimated states

are input for the RBF neural network, these states must come from the model, which

changes each iteration as the training progresses. The clustering algorithm must oper-

ate on changing states, so the derivative∂ν
∂ω can’t be calculated because the clustering

algorithm has no derivative. RBF neural networks are particularly attractive for the hy-

brid dynamic identification problem, because they can have both a training data density

estimator and an output confidence bound for all predictions(Leonard et al., 1992).

These confidence indicators are important because they allow model-based optimiza-

tion to avoid parts of the state domain where data density or prediction confidence is

low.

Finally, the integral method requires that the model statesbe continuous. If states

have discontinuities, the sensitivity equation becomes meaningless and there is no way

to link parameter weights with the error. A practical case where state discontinuity is

useful for identification will be shown in Section 6.8.8. Although state discontinuity is

not currently common in dynamic models, optimization of mixed continuous/discrete

systems is an active topic of research (Barton et al., 1998).
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6.2 Optimal control for identification (Webb-Ramirez method)

The more general formulation of the hybrid model identification problem is:

given the model

g(Ẋ,X,ν(X,ω)) = 0 (6.6)

X(t = 0) = X0 (6.7)

find the static parametersω that minimize the error

E =
Z

∑
z

Pz

∑
p

(Xp
m−Xp)2 (6.8)

whereX is a state vector,ν(X,ω) is a vector of functions which takeX andω as input,

Z is the number of runs,Pz is the number of data for each runz, Xp
m is the vector of

measured state values for samplep, andXp is the vector of model predicted state values

corresponding to samplep.

The Webb-Ramirez method proposed here to identifyω is:

(1) Identify ν(t) for each run by treating Equations 6.6–6.8 as an optimal control

problem whereν(t) are the controls, Equation 6.6 is the system model and

Equation 6.8 is the objective function to be minimized (Φ = E).

(2) Identify ω with ν(t) and state data from step 1 using normal identification

methods forν(X,ω), such as backpropagation for feed-forward neural net-

works.

If IDP is the optimal control algorithm used in step 1, there are no limitations on the

system model or the parameter functions except that there must be an algorithm to

move the model states forward in time (ie. an ODE integrator for an ODE model, a

DAE integrator for a DAE model, etc.).
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Algorithm 9 Limit enforcement algorithm for state low limit during optimal control
1. ΩX = 0
2. ΩX̄ = 0
3. if X ≥ Xl then
4. return
5. end if
6. if X ≤ XL then
7. ΩX = 1+ XL−X

XL
8. X = XL

9. if Ẋ < 0 then
10. ΩX̄ = −Ẋ
11. Ẋ = 0
12. end if
13. return
14. end if
15. if Ẋ < 0 then
16. λ = 2−exp

[

ln(2) Xl−X
Xl−XL

]

17. Ẋ = λẊ
18. ΩX = 1−λ
19. ΩX̄ = (λ−1)Ẋ
20. end if

symbols:
X state value (from integrator)
Xl state soft limit
XL state hard limit
Ẋ state derivative (from model equation evaluation)
λ state derivative adjustment
ΩX state punishment term
ΩX̄ derivative punishment term
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6.3 Ensuring feasible states for dynamic models

For many dynamic models, states are all self-limiting. For example, with bioreac-

tor models the cell concentration can never run away becausesubstrate limits the max-

imum growth rate. Substrate concentration can’t fall completely to zero because cells

take up less substrate as the substrate concentration falls, and so on. With the Webb-

Ramirez identification scheme, states can run away because the model is no longer

self-limiting. The IDP algorithm may choose the maximum value for the growth rate

even when substrate is gone, which will lead to runaway cell concentration and negative

substrate concentration if substrate concentration is notlimited.

This causes two problems with numerical integrators. First, some models are not

defined for some state values, such as negative values of cellconcentration or substrate

concentration for a bioreactor model. When states are running away, the derivative of

other states may be so high that the integrator takes steps into illegal values of the state

during test steps. More importantly, runaway states can create a stiff model even if the

model is normally non-stiff. This stiffness will cause an efficient non-stiff integrator

such as Runga-Kutta 4/5 to slow down immensely.

States should be limited within a reasonable range regardless of the parameter

function values. Algorithm 9 is the limit enforcement algorithm, and is always executed

after the system model equation (Equation 6.6) is evaluated. This allows it to modify

the state derivatives or states seen by the integrator. In Algorithm 9, there is a “soft”

and “hard” limit for each stateX. States are never allowed to go beyond the hard limits.

Between the soft and hard limits the states are not changed but the derivative is adjusted

towards zero.

For example, if substrate concentration in the Park-Ramirez bioreactor model has

a soft lower limit of 0.01g
L and a hard lower limit of 0.001gL , an integrator that calls the

model function with a substrate concentration of 0.0005g
L will have the substrate con-
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centration changed to 0.001gL and the derivative returned will be zero. If the integrator

calls the model with a substrate concentration of 0.005g
L , the substrate concentration

will not be changed, but if the derivative is negative it willbe adjusted towards zero

(Algorithm 9 step 17). This provides a gradual adjustment ofthe derivative instead of

a sharp cutoff to avoid numerical problems.

The soft and hard low limits were 10−4 and 10−5, and the soft and hard high

limits were 20 and 25 for all states except volume for the Park-Ramirez model. Volume

can never run away for this model if the feed rate is bounded sono limits were needed.

Additionally, there may need to be a way to encourage the optimal control algo-

rithm to move the parameter function away from the hard limits. This is accomplished

by adding the state punishment variableΩX and the derivative punishment variableΩX̄

to the performance index:

Φ∗ = Φ−ΩX −ΩX̄ (6.9)

and using the modified performance indexΦ∗. The punishment variables are propor-

tional to how far past the limit a state or derivative is, but the specific magnitude of

these punishments should not be critical since the optimizer should move away from

them by the end of the optimization anyway for the identification problem. This punish-

ment method is similar to the method used by Mekarapiruk and Luus (1997), with the

exception that all boundary punishment is combined into a single punishment state in

this implementation. For the Webb-Ramirez identification of the Park-Ramirez model,

punishment was found to harm the results by finding poor localminima, and was not

used. A hypothesis for the reason is that punishment limits potential solution paths,

much like control damping is hypothesized to harm the optimal control solution by

limiting solution paths.

An addition comment should be made here on the state change instep 8 of Al-

gorithm 17. Because most integrators do not allow the state derivatives user routine
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to change the values of the states, a custom version of the Runga-Kutta 4/5 integrator

was created which allows states to be changed by the user state derivatives function. A

runtime option in the library can also disable the state change so that other integrators

can be used.

6.4 Identifying the hybrid Park-Ramirez model

The Park-Ramirez bioreactor model introduced in Chapter 2 is a hybrid dynamic

model if the three reaction rates are replaced with neural networks. This model was

used to explore hybrid dynamic model identification with thefollowing steps:

(1) Generate artificial state data sets for one or more runs using the Park-Ramirez

bioreactor model and the mechanistic parameter functions (Equations 2.3, 2.4,

and 2.5). Noise may be added to this data.

(2) Using the artificial state data runs from step 1, identifythe parameter func-

tion values with respect to timeν(t) using the Webb-Ramirez identification

technique with IDP for each run.

(3) Usingν(t) values for all runs from step 2 simultaneously, identify theparam-

eter function neural networksν(X,ω) using backpropagation training.

(4) Compare the identified neural network parameter functions ν(X,ω) with the

mechanistic parameter functions from step 1.

(5) Compare the optimal substrate feed profile found for the mechanistic model

with the optimal substrate feed profile for the identified model.

6.5 Artificial data

Generating artificial data means the parameter function andstate values will be

known, so the identification technique can be evaluated moreeasily than if real data
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are used. There are five basic decisions to make when generating artificial data for this

evaluation:

(1) How many data runs are created?

(2) What are the initial state values for each data run?

(3) How many state data are recorded for each data run?

(4) What is the control profile for each data run?

(5) How much noise is added to the state data?

To reduce the complexity of the identification study, the initial state values used for

all runs of the Park-Ramirez bioreactor model were identical and are given in Table

2.1 (page 8). To generate an artificial data run, the Park-Ramirez model equations were

integrated using controlqz(t) from Figure 6.1 wherez is the run index. The mechanistic

parameter functions were used during this integration: growth rate (µ, Equation 2.3),

protein production rate (fP, Equation 2.4), and protein secretion rate (φ, Equation 2.5).

Gaussian white noise was added to the state data when generating the artificial

data sets. The noisy state valueX∗ is

X∗ = X +N(µ= 0,σ = σNX) (6.10)

whereX is the state value, N is a random variable of the normal distribution,µ is the

mean of N, andσ is the standard deviation of N. The standard deviation parameterσN

is 0 or 0.01 for this study.
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Figure 6.1: Park-Ramirez model substrate feed rate used to generate artificial state data
for identification studies. Each control profileqz corresponds to data runz.
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6.6 Identifying the hybrid Park-Ramirez model parameter functions ν(t)

6.6.1 Evaluating the effect of IDP parameters on Webb-Ramirezν(t) identifi-

cation

In Sections 6.6.2–6.6.5, the hybrid Park-Ramirez model parameter function val-

uesµ(t), fP(t), andφ(t) are identified using one run of artificial data generated with

control profileq1 from Figure 6.1. Since the initial state values, control profile, and

data generation parameters were all constant, the same state data set was used for all

cases. This allowed the effect of IDP parameters on the Webb-Ramirez identification

technique to be determined for the Park-Ramirez model.

The first step in the overall process was to determine the appropriate adaptive

region update parameters for IDP. By observing the change inperformance index and

through some trial and error, the history iterations were chosen to be 100, 150, and

200 iterations for 10, 25, and 50 stages respectively. Thesevalues are much larger than

for the Park-Ramirez optimal control problem because thereare three “controls” and

the identification problem is much more difficult. The adaptive region parameterkr

was chosen to be 1.5, although it was determined in Section 4.5.2 that the value of this

parameter is probably not critical as long as it is within a reasonable range.

6.6.2 Webb-Ramirezν(t) identification using basic IDP

Figures 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4 present theν(t) identification using basic IDP for 10, 25,

and 50 stages respectively. The performance index for Webb-Ramirez identification is

the state sum squared error (Equation 6.8), so the algorithm’s only objective is choosing

parameter functions that get the state lines through the state data points in Figures 6.2–

6.4. This objective was mostly accomplished after 1800 iterations for 10, 25, and 50

stages. The total protein is not fit perfectly because there is noPT data. However, the

real goal of the identification is to obtain the correct parameter function values, and
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that goal was not accomplished forfP or φ for any of the cases. Notice that the 25 and

50 stage cases have the kind of control action seen with the basic IDP solution of the

Park-Ramirez optimal control problem (Figures 5.2 and 5.3 on pages 47 and 48).

The value of the growth rate parameter functionµ is very important for the per-

formance index since all states are strongly affected by thecell concentration, so the

growth rate parameter function fits much better than the other two parameter functions.

The protein production rate parameter functionfP is more important to the state fit until

the last one third of the run, so it fits relatively well until then. The protein secretion

rate parameter function is the least sensitive and is very difficult to capture since it only

affects one state. Also, for the middle three-fourths of therun, the value of the protein

secretion rate parameter function doesn’t affect the stateat all, so its value is essentially

random. This problem will be discussed more in Section 6.7.1.

Number of state data (exceptPT) 100
Number ofPT data 0, 5, or 100

Data noise (Equation 6.10)σN = 0 or σN = 0.01
Stage control discretization Stagewise linear continuous

Stage length mode Fixed uniform stage length
Iterations (for single-step IDP) 1800

Iterations (first step for two-step IDP) 600
Iterations (second step for two-step IDP) 1200

State grids 1
Random test controls 6

Adaptive control region method Maximum Delta
Adaptive control region history (10 stages) 100 iterations
Adaptive control region history (25 stages) 150 iterations
Adaptive control region history (50 stages) 200 iterations

Adaptive control regionkr 1.5

Table 6.1: Data generation and IDP parameters for the hybridPark-Ramirez identifica-
tion problem. Model parameters are in Table 2.1 (page 8).
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Figure 6.2: Webb-Ramirez identification of the hybrid Park-Ramirez bioreactor model
parameter functionsµ(t), fP(t), andφ(t) from artificial dataX, S, andPM using basic
IDP with 10 stages. The data generation and IDP parameters used are in Table 6.1
(page 107) with0 PT data andσN = 0.01. Controlq1 from Figure 6.1 (page 105) was
used to generate the artificial state data for the run in this figure, which are represented
by the+ symbol. Only every fifthX, S, andPM datum is shown for for clarity. Dashed
lines are the parameter function and state values during theartificial data generation,
and solid lines are the identified parameter function valuesand their corresponding
states. TheΦ plot shows the performance index vs. iterations and the finalperformance
index.
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Figure 6.3: Webb-Ramirez identification of the hybrid Park-Ramirez bioreactor model
parameter functionsµ(t), fP(t), andφ(t) from artificial dataX, S, andPM using basic
IDP with 25 stages. The data generation and IDP parameters used are in Table 6.1
(page 107) with0 PT data andσN = 0.01. Controlq1 from Figure 6.1 (page 105) was
used to generate the artificial state data for the run in this figure, which are represented
by the+ symbol. Only every fifthX, S, andPM datum is shown for for clarity. Dashed
lines are the parameter function and state values during theartificial data generation,
and solid lines are the identified parameter function valuesand their corresponding
states. TheΦ plot shows the performance index vs. iterations and the finalperformance
index.
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Figure 6.4: Webb-Ramirez identification of the hybrid Park-Ramirez bioreactor model
parameter functionsµ(t), fP(t), andφ(t) from artificial dataX, S, andPM using basic
IDP with 50 stages. The data generation and IDP parameters used are in Table 6.1
(page 107) with0 PT data andσN = 0.01. Controlq1 from Figure 6.1 (page 105) was
used to generate the artificial state data for the run in this figure, which are represented
by the+ symbol. Only every fifthX, S, andPM datum is shown for for clarity. Dashed
lines are the parameter function and state values during theartificial data generation,
and solid lines are the identified parameter function valuesand their corresponding
states. TheΦ plot shows the performance index vs. iterations and the finalperformance
index.
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6.6.3 Webb-Ramirezν(t) identification using basic IDP with smoothing

This section presents theν(t) identification using basic IDP with smoothing (sim-

ulated annealing filter and control damping). The cases are identical to Section 6.6.2,

except that IDP smoothing techniques were used with the smoothing parameters in Ta-

ble 6.2. Figures 6.5, 6.6, and 6.7 show theν(t) identification results for 10, 25, and 50

stages respectively. The states fit approximately the same as without smoothing, but the

parameter function identification is clearly superior, especially for fP.

Random test controls 2
Solo test controls 2

Pivot point test controls 2
Control damping βuΦ = 0.001
First-order filter off

Simulated annealing filter Ti = 0.01,αA = 0.01
Performance index magnitudeMΦ = 5×10−5

Table 6.2: IDP smoothing parameters for the hybrid Park-Ramirez identification prob-
lem. Parameters in this table supersede those in Table 6.1 when both are used.
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Figure 6.5: Webb-Ramirez identification of the hybrid Park-Ramirez bioreactor model
parameter functionsµ(t), fP(t), and φ(t) from artificial dataX, S, and PM using
smoothed basic IDP with10 stages. The data generation and IDP parameters used
are in Tables 6.1 (page 107) and 6.2 (page 111) with0 PT data andσN = 0.01. Control
q1 from Figure 6.1 (page 105) was used to generate the artificialstate data for the run
in this figure, which are represented by the+ symbol. Only every fifthX, S, andPM

datum is shown for for clarity. Dashed lines are the parameter function and state values
during the artificial data generation, and solid lines are the identified parameter func-
tion values and their corresponding states. TheΦ plot shows the performance index vs.
iterations and the final performance index.
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Figure 6.6: Webb-Ramirez identification of the hybrid Park-Ramirez bioreactor model
parameter functionsµ(t), fP(t), and φ(t) from artificial dataX, S, and PM using
smoothed basic IDP with25 stages. The data generation and IDP parameters used
are in Tables 6.1 (page 107) and 6.2 (page 111) with0 PT data andσN = 0.01. Control
q1 from Figure 6.1 (page 105) was used to generate the artificialstate data for the run
in this figure, which are represented by the+ symbol. Only every fifthX, S, andPM

datum is shown for for clarity. Dashed lines are the parameter function and state values
during the artificial data generation, and solid lines are the identified parameter func-
tion values and their corresponding states. TheΦ plot shows the performance index vs.
iterations and the final performance index.
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Figure 6.7: Webb-Ramirez identification of the hybrid Park-Ramirez bioreactor model
parameter functionsµ(t), fP(t), and φ(t) from artificial dataX, S, and PM using
smoothed basic IDP with50 stages. The data generation and IDP parameters used
are in Tables 6.1 (page 107) and 6.2 (page 111) with0 PT data andσN = 0.01. Control
q1 from Figure 6.1 (page 105) was used to generate the artificialstate data for the run
in this figure, which are represented by the+ symbol. Only every fifthX, S, andPM

datum is shown for for clarity. Dashed lines are the parameter function and state values
during the artificial data generation, and solid lines are the identified parameter func-
tion values and their corresponding states. TheΦ plot shows the performance index vs.
iterations and the final performance index.
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6.6.4 Webb-Ramirezν(t) identification using two-step IDP

The two-step method for IDP introduced in Section 3.7 found optimal control

profiles with less likelihood of finding local minima than basic IDP with smoothing, so

it is interesting to see if this method obtains similar results to basic IDP with smoothing

for the Park-Ramirez identification problem.

For the Park-Ramirez optimal control problem, the number ofstep one iterations

was chosen based on obtaining the performance index within some tolerance. Here,

however, it is more important to obtain the correct parameter function profile, so instead

of using the performance index as a guide, the step one iterations were chosen based

on the control profile activity during the solution shrinking some arbitrary amount. Ob-

serving that the control profiles of the runs in Section 6.6.2no longer changed much

after 600 iterations, step one of the two-step IDP method waschosen to have 600 itera-

tions.

Figures 6.8, 6.9, and 6.10 present the Webb-Ramirezν(t) identification using

two-step IDP for 10, 25, and 50 stages respectively. The total number of iterations

for each of the four cases presented in each figure is the same as in the previous two

sections, but they are split into 600 step one iterations plus 1200 step two iterations.

The control profile used for these studies was controlq1 from Figure 6.1, and the data

generation parameters used are given in Table 6.1 withPT = 0 andσN = 0.01.

Although Webb-Ramirez identification was presented as a wayto identify the

parameter functions when some states are unmeasured, it is not magic. In Figure 6.9,

the total protein concentration is very poorly identified starting in the middle of the run.

This does not hurt the performance index because the measured state data are still fit

very well. The problem is that the missingPT data allows the alternate (and wrong)

combination offP too high around 7 hours andφ too low between 9 and 15 hours. In

optimization terms, the system must still be observable to get good results no matter
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what identification method is used.

The two-step IDP method appears to give similar results to basic IDP with smooth-

ing, although the difference is not significant. However, since the number of iterations

is the same, the two-step method should be preferred since ithas less likelihood of

finding local minima.
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Figure 6.8: Webb-Ramirez identification of the hybrid Park-Ramirez bioreactor model
parameter functionsµ(t), fP(t), andφ(t) from artificial dataX, S, andPM using two-
step IDP with10 stages. The data generation and IDP parameters used are in Tables
6.1 (page 107) and 6.2 (page 111) with0 PT data andσN = 0.01. Control q1 from
Figure 6.1 (page 105) was used to generate the artificial state data for the run in this
figure, which are represented by the+ symbol. Only every fifthX, S, andPM datum is
shown for for clarity. Dashed lines are the parameter function and state values during
the artificial data generation, and solid lines are the identified parameter function values
and their corresponding states. TheΦ plot shows the performance index vs. iterations
and the final performance index. Iterations for steps one andtwo of two-step IDP are
each counted from 1 which causes the discontinuity in theΦ plot.
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Figure 6.9: Webb-Ramirez identification of the hybrid Park-Ramirez bioreactor model
parameter functionsµ(t), fP(t), andφ(t) from artificial dataX, S, andPM using two-
step IDP with25 stages. The data generation and IDP parameters used are in Tables
6.1 (page 107) and 6.2 (page 111) with0 PT data andσN = 0.01. Control q1 from
Figure 6.1 (page 105) was used to generate the artificial state data for the run in this
figure, which are represented by the+ symbol. Only every fifthX, S, andPM datum is
shown for for clarity. Dashed lines are the parameter function and state values during
the artificial data generation, and solid lines are the identified parameter function values
and their corresponding states. TheΦ plot shows the performance index vs. iterations
and the final performance index. Iterations for steps one andtwo of two-step IDP are
each counted from 1 which causes the discontinuity in theΦ plot.
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Figure 6.10: Webb-Ramirez identification of the hybrid Park-Ramirez bioreactor model
parameter functionsµ(t), fP(t), andφ(t) from artificial dataX, S, andPM using two-
step IDP with50 stages. The data generation and IDP parameters used are in Tables
6.1 (page 107) and 6.2 (page 111) with0 PT data andσN = 0.01. Control q1 from
Figure 6.1 (page 105) was used to generate the artificial state data for the run in this
figure, which are represented by the+ symbol. Only every fifthX, S, andPM datum is
shown for for clarity. Dashed lines are the parameter function and state values during
the artificial data generation, and solid lines are the identified parameter function values
and their corresponding states. TheΦ plot shows the performance index vs. iterations
and the final performance index. Iterations for steps one andtwo of two-step IDP are
each counted from 1 which causes the discontinuity in theΦ plot.
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6.6.5 Webb-Ramirezν(t) identification using two-step IDP andPT data

In the previous section it was discovered that although the Webb-Ramirez identi-

fication method works well with two-step IDP, the system is not fully observable with

total protein concentration unmeasured. This section repeats the cases from the pre-

vious section except with 5PT data per run. Figures 6.11, 6.12, and 6.13 present the

Webb-Ramirezν(t) identification using two-step IDP for 10, 25, and 50 stages respec-

tively for these new cases withPT measured.

There are still some identification problems when only 5PT data are used. In

Figure 6.13,fP is much too low andφ is much too high at the beginning of the run.

As when noPT data were measured, the lack ofPT data at the beginning allows the

underdetermined dependency between these two parameters to degrade the solution.

However, even this small amount ofPT data greatly improves theν(t) identification

overall and allows all the model parameter functionsν(X,ω) to be identified as will be

seen in Section 6.8.
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Figure 6.11: Webb-Ramirez identification of the hybrid Park-Ramirez bioreactor model
parameter functionsµ(t), fP(t), andφ(t) from artificial dataX, S, PT , andPM using two-
step IDP with10 stages. The data generation and IDP parameters used are in Tables
6.1 (page 107) and 6.2 (page 111) with5 PT data andσN = 0.01. Control q1 from
Figure 6.1 (page 105) was used to generate the artificial state data for the run in this
figure, which are represented by the+ symbol. Only every fifthX, S, andPM datum is
shown for for clarity. Dashed lines are the parameter function and state values during
the artificial data generation, and solid lines are the identified parameter function values
and their corresponding states. TheΦ plot shows the performance index vs. iterations
and the final performance index. Iterations for steps one andtwo of two-step IDP are
each counted from 1 which causes the discontinuity in theΦ plot.
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Figure 6.12: Webb-Ramirez identification of the hybrid Park-Ramirez bioreactor model
parameter functionsµ(t), fP(t), andφ(t) from artificial dataX, S, PT , andPM using two-
step IDP with25 stages. The data generation and IDP parameters used are in Tables
6.1 (page 107) and 6.2 (page 111) with5 PT data andσN = 0.01. Control q1 from
Figure 6.1 (page 105) was used to generate the artificial state data for the run in this
figure, which are represented by the+ symbol. Only every fifthX, S, andPM datum is
shown for for clarity. Dashed lines are the parameter function and state values during
the artificial data generation, and solid lines are the identified parameter function values
and their corresponding states. TheΦ plot shows the performance index vs. iterations
and the final performance index. Iterations for steps one andtwo of two-step IDP are
each counted from 1 which causes the discontinuity in theΦ plot.
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Figure 6.13: Webb-Ramirez identification of the hybrid Park-Ramirez bioreactor model
parameter functionsµ(t), fP(t), andφ(t) from artificial dataX, S, PT , andPM using two-
step IDP with50 stages. The data generation and IDP parameters used are in Tables
6.1 (page 107) and 6.2 (page 111) with5 PT data andσN = 0.01. Control q1 from
Figure 6.1 (page 105) was used to generate the artificial state data for the run in this
figure, which are represented by the+ symbol. Only every fifthX, S, andPM datum is
shown for for clarity. Dashed lines are the parameter function and state values during
the artificial data generation, and solid lines are the identified parameter function values
and their corresponding states. TheΦ plot shows the performance index vs. iterations
and the final performance index. Iterations for steps one andtwo of two-step IDP are
each counted from 1 which causes the discontinuity in theΦ plot.
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6.7 Identifying ν(X,ω) using ν(t) data

6.7.1 Parameter function sensitivity for improved identification

For either the derivative method or the Webb-Ramirez method, the first step is

to identify parameter functionν(t) values for each run. These identifiedν(t) values

are then used along with the corresponding states to train a neural network or other

universal function approximator to represent the parameter function.

However, there may be parts of the time domain whereν(t) is identified but is

meaningless. For example, for the Park-Ramirez bioreactormodel, protein secretion

requires a driving force of higher total protein concentration than secreted protein con-

centration in the broth. If this driving force does not existfor parts of the time domain

then the identified secretion parameter function value is meaningless since any value is

as good as any other. If these meaningless data are used to train a neural network to

represent the parameter function, the resulting neural network will be degraded.

The method used here to deal with this problem is to replicateν(X,ω) training

data more whereν(t) has more effect on the errorE in Equation 6.8. Analytical values

of ∂E
∂ν(t) could be used via a sensitivity equation analogous to the sensitivity equation

used with the integral method, but since part of the reason for proposing the Webb-

Ramirez method was to avoid the analytical sensitivity equation it makes more sense to

use the numerical approach from Section 4.6 (page 39) which is already easily available

when using IDP. The forward and backward sensitivities fromSection 4.6 are used in

Algorithm 10 which is described in the next section.

6.7.2 Extracting ν(X,ω) training data from identified ν(t) data andν(t) sensi-

tivity

The second step of the Webb-Ramirez identification method isto train the pa-

rameter functionsν(X,ω) usingν(t) data from the first step. How to best extract the
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training data is an open question, but it was accomplished for this study with Algorithm

10. Algorithm 10 integrates the model through each run, extracting input-output train-

ing pairs for eachν(X,ω) identification. The training pairs are created at IDP stage

midpoints, which results in significantly less noise than ifthe training pairs are created

at the stage boundaries. Training pairs are replicated proportionally to their sensitivity,

so that more sensitive parts of the set receive more emphasisduring training.

Algorithm 10 can use predicted or data state values for the training inputs. Nor-

mally, predicted state values should be used since these values are always available,

even for unmeasured states. Also, if predicted state valuesare so bad that using data

state values is necessary, it is important to make sure theν(t) identification is good

enough to produce a meaningful identification ofν(X,ω). In the case of the Park-

Ramirez model studied here, the parameter functions need tobe identified over a sub-

strate concentration of approximately five orders of magnitude (10−3 g
L –102 g

L ). For very

low substrate concentration, even slight errors in the growth rate function will lead to

huge relative errors in the substrate concentration, so it was better to use substrate data

values for this model.

6.7.3 Neural network domain transformation

Neural networks are best at handling inputs with a domain of(−1,1) or (0,1), so

another consequence of the large range of substrate concentration used for this model is

that the neural networks needed a logarithmically transformed substrate concentration

S◦. Substrate concentration was transformed so that

S= 10−3 ⇒ S◦ = 0

and

S= 102 ⇒ S◦ = 1
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Input neurons 1

Output neurons 1
Hidden neurons (µ) 5

Hidden neurons (fP) 4
Hidden neurons (φ) 3

Input neuron activation function Linear
Hidden neuron activation function Logistic sigmoid
Output neuron activation function Linear

Training epochs 20,000

Table 6.3: Neural network parameters for Park-Ramirez model ν(X,ω) identification.

using the transformation

S◦ =
log10S+3

5
. (6.11)

6.7.4 Neural network training

Once the input-output set is created using all runs, it is used to train the param-

eter functionsν(X,ω) with an appropriate identification technique for the particular

function estimator used. Feedforward neural networks wereused in this study, and the

FANN neural network software library (Nissen, 2003) was used to train the neural net-

works using the parameters in Table 6.3. A naïve applicationof neural network training

was used, without generalization techniques such as validation and early stopping. Al-

though these techniques might improve the parameter function capture somewhat, a

better way to improve results may be to use an outlier detection algorithm since the

Webb-Ramirez identification method produced many outliersin the ν(X,ω) training

sets shown in the remainder of the chapter.

6.8 Identifying ν(X,ω) for the Park-Ramirez model

The parameter function neural network identification forµ(S◦,ω1), fP(S◦,ω2),

andφ(S◦,ω3) was explored using several scenarios:
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Algorithm 10 Algorithm to extractν(X,ω) input-output training data fromν(t) data.
1. for each data rundo
2. Initialize the system model
3. for each stagedo
4. for each parameter functiondo
5. Create training point using predicted or data state values for inputs

andν(t) for output
6. Replicate training pointβR times
7. Integrate to the next stage usingν(t) parameter function values
8. end for
9. end for

10. end for

For this study:

βR(µ) = MIN

[

1,floor

(

βA(µ) ·
tf

tf − t
·MAX

[

ξ−Φu(µ),ξ+
Φu(µ)

]

)]

(6.12)

βR( fP) = MIN

[

1,floor

(

βA( fP) ·
tf

tf − t
·MAX

[

ξ−Φu( fP),ξ+
Φu( fP)

]

)]

(6.13)

βR(φ) = MIN

[

1,floor

(

βA(φ) ·
tf

tf − t
·MAX

[

ξ−Φu(φ),ξ+
Φu(φ)

]

)]

(6.14)

The normalized performance index control sensitivitiesξ−Φu andξ+
Φu are described in

Section 4.6 (page 39).MΦ in Equations 4.10 and 4.11 is 5×10−5. The training data
replication Equations 6.12–6.14 were chosen so that data had 0 or 1 replicates. The
term with final timetf and timet compensates for the fact that earlier data points af-
fect states for more of the simulation. The data replicationadjustment termβA is an
arbitrary adjustment term for each parameter function. Forthis study,βA(µ) = 0.001,
βA( fP) = 0.08, andβA(φ) = 0.2. These values were chosen manually by reducing each
one until the corresponding data lost most obvious outliers. The floor operator converts
a floating point value to the integer value closest to zero.
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No PT Data

Noiseless Data Section 6.8.1 (page 129)

Noisy Data Section 6.8.2 (page 134)

5 PT Data

Noiseless Data Section 6.8.3 (page 136)

Noisy Data Section 6.8.4 (page 141)

Noisy Data, no Sensitivity Section 6.8.5 (page 143)

100PT Data

Noiseless Data Section 6.8.6 (page 145)

Noisy Data Section 6.8.7 (page 150)

Discontinuous Substrate Section 6.8.8 (page 155)

Noisy data had 1% noise added as described in Section 6.5 (page 103). The eight

control profiles in Figure 6.1 (page 105) and the data generation parameters in Table 6.1

(page 107) were used to generate eight artificial data runs for the cases in this section.

The first step of the Webb-Ramirez identification technique was applied to each of the

data runs, then the eight runs of identifiedν(t) data were used to create an input-output

data set and each parameter function neural networkν(X,ω) was trained following the

method in Section 6.7.2. Unless otherwise specified, the sensitivity data replication

scheme was used during the creation of the input-output neural network training set.

To provide a quantitative way to compare identification quality for different cases,

Equation 6.15 was used to give an arbitrary but consistent measure of the goodness of fit

between the parameter functions used to generate the data and the identified parameter

functions. It is integrated across the logarithmically transformed substrate so that good-

ness of fit is important across all five orders of magnitude of substrate concentration.

This measure is shown for each parameter function in the figures.

SSE=

Z 1

0
[ν(S◦)real−ν(S◦)model]

2dS◦ (6.15)
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6.8.1 Identifying Park-Ramirez ν(X,ω): 0 PT data, no noise

Given the results of theν(t) identification withoutPT state data in Section 6.6.4

(page 115), theµ and fP parameter function neural networks were expected to do a

reasonably good job of capturing the mechanistic kinetic rate functions with noPT data,

but theφ parameter function was not. The first step of the Webb-Ramirez identification

is shown for run 1 of the 8 artificial data runs in Figures 6.14,6.15, and 6.16 for the

10, 25, and 50 stages IDP cases respectively. Figure 6.17 shows the original parameter

function values, the input-output training data from the process described in Section

6.7.2 (page 6.7.2), and the trained parameter function neural networks. The growth

rate neural networkµ(S◦,ω1) captured the mechanistic kinetic rate function very well

because growth rate does not depend onPT data, but surprisingly,fP is also captured

very well, probably becausePM follows PT very closely most of the time. As expected,

the unresolved dependency betweenfP andφ severely degraded the identification ofφ.
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Figure 6.14: Webb-Ramirez identification of the hybrid Park-Ramirez bioreactor model
parameter functionsµ(t), fP(t), andφ(t) from artificial dataX, S, andPM using two-
step IDP with10 stages. The data generation and IDP parameters used are in Tables
6.1 (page 107) and 6.2 (page 111) with0 PT data andσN = 0. Controlq1 from Figure
6.1 (page 105) was used to generate the artificial state data for the run in this figure,
which are represented by the+ symbol. Only every fifthX, S, andPM datum is shown
for for clarity. Dashed lines are the parameter function andstate values during the
artificial data generation, and solid lines are the identified parameter function values
and their corresponding states. TheΦ plot shows the performance index vs. iterations
and the final performance index. Iterations for steps one andtwo of two-step IDP are
each counted from 1 which causes the discontinuity in theΦ plot.
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Figure 6.15: Webb-Ramirez identification of the hybrid Park-Ramirez bioreactor model
parameter functionsµ(t), fP(t), andφ(t) from artificial dataX, S, andPM using two-
step IDP with25 stages. The data generation and IDP parameters used are in Tables
6.1 (page 107) and 6.2 (page 111) with0 PT data andσN = 0. Controlq1 from Figure
6.1 (page 105) was used to generate the artificial state data for the run in this figure,
which are represented by the+ symbol. Only every fifthX, S, andPM datum is shown
for for clarity. Dashed lines are the parameter function andstate values during the
artificial data generation, and solid lines are the identified parameter function values
and their corresponding states. TheΦ plot shows the performance index vs. iterations
and the final performance index. Iterations for steps one andtwo of two-step IDP are
each counted from 1 which causes the discontinuity in theΦ plot.
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Figure 6.16: Webb-Ramirez identification of the hybrid Park-Ramirez bioreactor model
parameter functionsµ(t), fP(t), andφ(t) from artificial dataX, S, andPM using two-
step IDP with50 stages. The data generation and IDP parameters used are in Tables
6.1 (page 107) and 6.2 (page 111) with0 PT data andσN = 0. Controlq1 from Figure
6.1 (page 105) was used to generate the artificial state data for the run in this figure,
which are represented by the+ symbol. Only every fifthX, S, andPM datum is shown
for for clarity. Dashed lines are the parameter function andstate values during the
artificial data generation, and solid lines are the identified parameter function values
and their corresponding states. TheΦ plot shows the performance index vs. iterations
and the final performance index. Iterations for steps one andtwo of two-step IDP are
each counted from 1 which causes the discontinuity in theΦ plot.
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Figure 6.17: Hybrid Park-Ramirez model parameter functionneural network identifica-
tion. The data generation and IDP parameters used for theν(t) identification are given
in Table 6.1 (page 107) and 6.2 (page 111) with0 PT data andσN =0. The dashed lines
are the mechanistic parameter functions (Equations 2.3–2.5). Neural network training
data from Algorithm 10 are marked with+ symbols, and the solid lines are the neural
network outputs. SSE is a measure of the goodness of fit between the mechanistic pa-
rameter functions and the identified functions, and is defined by Equation 6.15 (page
128).
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6.8.2 Identifying Park-Ramirez ν(X,ω): 0 PT data, with noise

This section repeats the case in Section 6.8.1 except that the artificial data was

generated usingσN = 0.01 instead ofσN = 0. The first step of the Webb-Ramirez

identification for run 1 of the 8 artificial data runs is the same as the case in Section

6.6.4 (Figures 6.8–6.10 starting on page 117), and theν(X,ω) input-output data and

training is shown in Figure 6.18.

Theν(X,ω) identification results for the case with noise are similar tothe noise-

less case in the previous section. The 50 stage case is most affected, which is not

surprising since the 50 stage case is more prone to noise in general.
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Figure 6.18: Hybrid Park-Ramirez model parameter functionneural network identi-
fication. The data generation and IDP parameters used for theν(t) identification are
given in Table 6.1 (page 107) and 6.2 (page 111) with0 PT data andσN =0.01. The
dashed lines are the mechanistic parameter functions (Equations 2.3–2.5). Neural net-
work training data from Algorithm 10 are marked with+ symbols, and the solid lines
are the neural network outputs. SSE is a measure of the goodness of fit between the
mechanistic parameter functions and the identified functions, and is defined by Equa-
tion 6.15 (page 128).
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6.8.3 Identifying Park-Ramirez ν(X,ω): 5 PT data, no noise

This section repeats the case from Section 6.8.1 except withfive PT data per run

instead of none. The results of theν(t) identification for run 1 of the 8 artificial data

runs are shown in Figures 6.19, 6.20, and 6.21 for the 10, 25, and 50 stages IDP cases

respectively, and theν(X,ω) training is shown in Figure 6.22.

As expected, the small amount ofPT data dramatically improved the capture of

theφ(S◦,ω3) neural network. Although the capture is not perfect, it is reasonably good

considering only 8 data runs were used and the large range of substrate concentration

captured by the model. One remaining deficiency in the identification is thatφ for

S> 1g
L is not captured because there is no training data in that region.
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Figure 6.19: Webb-Ramirez identification of the hybrid Park-Ramirez bioreactor model
parameter functionsµ(t), fP(t), andφ(t) from artificial dataX, S, PT , andPM using two-
step IDP with10 stages. The data generation and IDP parameters used are in Tables
6.1 (page 107) and 6.2 (page 111) with5 PT data andσN = 0. Controlq1 from Figure
6.1 (page 105) was used to generate the artificial state data for the run in this figure,
which are represented by the+ symbol. Only every fifthX, S, andPM datum is shown
for for clarity. Dashed lines are the parameter function andstate values during the
artificial data generation, and solid lines are the identified parameter function values
and their corresponding states. TheΦ plot shows the performance index vs. iterations
and the final performance index. Iterations for steps one andtwo of two-step IDP are
each counted from 1 which causes the discontinuity in theΦ plot.
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Figure 6.20: Webb-Ramirez identification of the hybrid Park-Ramirez bioreactor model
parameter functionsµ(t), fP(t), andφ(t) from artificial dataX, S, PT , andPM using two-
step IDP with25 stages. The data generation and IDP parameters used are in Tables
6.1 (page 107) and 6.2 (page 111) with5 PT data andσN = 0. Controlq1 from Figure
6.1 (page 105) was used to generate the artificial state data for the run in this figure,
which are represented by the+ symbol. Only every fifthX, S, andPM datum is shown
for for clarity. Dashed lines are the parameter function andstate values during the
artificial data generation, and solid lines are the identified parameter function values
and their corresponding states. TheΦ plot shows the performance index vs. iterations
and the final performance index. Iterations for steps one andtwo of two-step IDP are
each counted from 1 which causes the discontinuity in theΦ plot.
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Figure 6.21: Webb-Ramirez identification of the hybrid Park-Ramirez bioreactor model
parameter functionsµ(t), fP(t), andφ(t) from artificial dataX, S, PT , andPM using two-
step IDP with50 stages. The data generation and IDP parameters used are in Tables
6.1 (page 107) and 6.2 (page 111) with5 PT data andσN = 0. Controlq1 from Figure
6.1 (page 105) was used to generate the artificial state data for the run in this figure,
which are represented by the+ symbol. Only every fifthX, S, andPM datum is shown
for for clarity. Dashed lines are the parameter function andstate values during the
artificial data generation, and solid lines are the identified parameter function values
and their corresponding states. TheΦ plot shows the performance index vs. iterations
and the final performance index. Iterations for steps one andtwo of two-step IDP are
each counted from 1 which causes the discontinuity in theΦ plot.
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Figure 6.22: Hybrid Park-Ramirez model parameter functionneural network identifica-
tion. The data generation and IDP parameters used for theν(t) identification are given
in Table 6.1 (page 107) and 6.2 (page 111) with5 PT data andσN =0. The dashed lines
are the mechanistic parameter functions (Equations 2.3–2.5). Neural network training
data from Algorithm 10 are marked with+ symbols, and the solid lines are the neural
network outputs. SSE is a measure of the goodness of fit between the mechanistic pa-
rameter functions and the identified functions, and is defined by Equation 6.15 (page
128).
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6.8.4 Identifying Park-Ramirez ν(X,ω): 5 PT data, with noise

This section repeats the study of Section 6.8.3 except that the artificial data was

generated usingσN = 0.01 instead ofσN = 0. The first step of the Webb-Ramirez

identification for run 1 of the 8 artificial data runs is the same as the case in Section

6.6.5 (Figures 6.11–6.13 starting on page 121), and theν(X,ω) input-output data and

training is shown in Figure 6.23.

For the 5PT cases, noise seems to degrade the training data slightly forthe 25

and 50 stage cases, but makes no noticeable difference in the10 stage case. In general,

these results suggest that fewer IDP stages should be used asdata noise increases.
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Figure 6.23: Hybrid Park-Ramirez model parameter functionneural network identi-
fication. The data generation and IDP parameters used for theν(t) identification are
given in Table 6.1 (page 107) and 6.2 (page 111) with5 PT data andσN =0.01. The
dashed lines are the mechanistic parameter functions (Equations 2.3–2.5). Neural net-
work training data from Algorithm 10 are marked with+ symbols, and the solid lines
are the neural network outputs. SSE is a measure of the goodness of fit between the
mechanistic parameter functions and the identified functions, and is defined by Equa-
tion 6.15 (page 128).
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6.8.5 Identifying Park-Ramirez ν(X,ω): 5 PT data, with noise, no sensitivity

To see the difference made by the sensitivity data replication scheme in Algo-

rithm 10, the neural network training for the case in the previous section (Figure 6.23)

was repeated using one data replicate for all data points in Algorithm 10 (βR = 1). The

neural network training for this case is shown in Figure 6.24.

The µ and fP data and neural network appear to be similar whether or not sen-

sitivity data replication is used, but theφ identification changes drastically. The points

missing from theφ training set were verified to be from parts of the run data where se-

cretion was low, so this method appears to accomplish the same effect as an analytical

sensitivity would.
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Figure 6.24: Hybrid Park-Ramirez model parameter functionneural network identi-
fication without sensitivity data replication. The data generation and IDP parameters
used for theν(t) identification are given in Table 6.1 (page 107) and 6.2 (page111)
with 5 PT data andσN =0.01. The dashed lines are the mechanistic parameter func-
tions (Equations 2.3–2.5). Neural network training data from Algorithm 10 are marked
with + symbols, and the solid lines are the neural network outputs.SSE is a measure
of the goodness of fit between the mechanistic parameter functions and the identified
functions, and is defined by Equation 6.15 (page 128).
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6.8.6 Identifying Park-Ramirez ν(X,ω): 100PT data, no noise

This section repeats the case from Section 6.8.3 except with100 PT data per

run instead of 5. The results of theν(t) identification for run 1 of the 8 artificial data

runs are shown in Figures 6.25, 6.26, and 6.27 for the 10, 25, and 50 stages IDP cases

respectively, and theν(X,ω) training is shown in Figure 6.28.

The fP(t) and φ(t) identifications are nearly perfect when using 100PT data,

leading toν(X,ω) identification that is nearly perfect as well. The exceptions are a

little error in the 10 stage case, a few outliers in theν(X,ω) training sets, and the lack

of φ data forS> 1g
L .
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Figure 6.25: Webb-Ramirez identification of the hybrid Park-Ramirez bioreactor model
parameter functionsµ(t), fP(t), andφ(t) from artificial dataX, S, PT , andPM using two-
step IDP with10 stages. The data generation and IDP parameters used are in Tables
6.1 (page 107) and 6.2 (page 111) with100 PT data and σN = 0. Control q1 from
Figure 6.1 (page 105) was used to generate the artificial state data for the run in this
figure, which are represented by the+ symbol. Only every fifthX, S, PT , andPM datum
is shown for for clarity. Dashed lines are the parameter function and state values during
the artificial data generation, and solid lines are the identified parameter function values
and their corresponding states. TheΦ plot shows the performance index vs. iterations
and the final performance index. Iterations for steps one andtwo of two-step IDP are
each counted from 1 which causes the discontinuity in theΦ plot.
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Figure 6.26: Webb-Ramirez identification of the hybrid Park-Ramirez bioreactor model
parameter functionsµ(t), fP(t), andφ(t) from artificial dataX, S, PT , andPM using two-
step IDP with25 stages. The data generation and IDP parameters used are in Tables
6.1 (page 107) and 6.2 (page 111) with100 PT data and σN = 0. Control q1 from
Figure 6.1 (page 105) was used to generate the artificial state data for the run in this
figure, which are represented by the+ symbol. Only every fifthX, S, PT , andPM datum
is shown for for clarity. Dashed lines are the parameter function and state values during
the artificial data generation, and solid lines are the identified parameter function values
and their corresponding states. TheΦ plot shows the performance index vs. iterations
and the final performance index. Iterations for steps one andtwo of two-step IDP are
each counted from 1 which causes the discontinuity in theΦ plot.
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Figure 6.27: Webb-Ramirez identification of the hybrid Park-Ramirez bioreactor model
parameter functionsµ(t), fP(t), andφ(t) from artificial dataX, S, PT , andPM using two-
step IDP with50 stages. The data generation and IDP parameters used are in Tables
6.1 (page 107) and 6.2 (page 111) with100 PT data and σN = 0. Control q1 from
Figure 6.1 (page 105) was used to generate the artificial state data for the run in this
figure, which are represented by the+ symbol. Only every fifthX, S, PT , andPM datum
is shown for for clarity. Dashed lines are the parameter function and state values during
the artificial data generation, and solid lines are the identified parameter function values
and their corresponding states. TheΦ plot shows the performance index vs. iterations
and the final performance index. Iterations for steps one andtwo of two-step IDP are
each counted from 1 which causes the discontinuity in theΦ plot.
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Figure 6.28: Hybrid Park-Ramirez model parameter functionneural network identi-
fication. The data generation and IDP parameters used for theν(t) identification are
given in Table 6.1 (page 107) and 6.2 (page 111) with100 PT data andσN =0. The
dashed lines are the mechanistic parameter functions (Equations 2.3–2.5). Neural net-
work training data from Algorithm 10 are marked with+ symbols, and the solid lines
are the neural network outputs. SSE is a measure of the goodness of fit between the
mechanistic parameter functions and the identified functions, and is defined by Equa-
tion 6.15 (page 128).
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6.8.7 Identifying Park-Ramirez ν(X,ω): 100PT data, with noise

This section repeats the study of Section 6.8.6 except that the artificial data was

generated usingσN = 0.01 instead ofσN = 0. The first step of the Webb-Ramirez iden-

tification is shown for run 1 of the 8 artificial data runs in Figures 6.29, 6.30, and 6.31

for the 10, 25, and 50 stages IDP cases respectively, and theν(X,ω) input-output data

and training is shown in Figure 6.32. The results are nearly the same as the noiseless

case in the previous section, although the noise slightly affects theφ(t) identification

when 50 IDP stages are used.
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Figure 6.29: Webb-Ramirez identification of the hybrid Park-Ramirez bioreactor model
parameter functionsµ(t), fP(t), andφ(t) from artificial dataX, S, PT , andPM using two-
step IDP with10 stages. The data generation and IDP parameters used are in Tables
6.1 (page 107) and 6.2 (page 111) with100 PT data andσN = 0.01. Controlq1 from
Figure 6.1 (page 105) was used to generate the artificial state data for the run in this
figure, which are represented by the+ symbol. Only every fifthX, S, PT , andPM datum
is shown for for clarity. Dashed lines are the parameter function and state values during
the artificial data generation, and solid lines are the identified parameter function values
and their corresponding states. TheΦ plot shows the performance index vs. iterations
and the final performance index. Iterations for steps one andtwo of two-step IDP are
each counted from 1 which causes the discontinuity in theΦ plot.
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Figure 6.30: Webb-Ramirez identification of the hybrid Park-Ramirez bioreactor model
parameter functionsµ(t), fP(t), andφ(t) from artificial dataX, S, PT , andPM using two-
step IDP with25 stages. The data generation and IDP parameters used are in Tables
6.1 (page 107) and 6.2 (page 111) with100 PT data andσN = 0.01. Controlq1 from
Figure 6.1 (page 105) was used to generate the artificial state data for the run in this
figure, which are represented by the+ symbol. Only every fifthX, S, PT , andPM datum
is shown for for clarity. Dashed lines are the parameter function and state values during
the artificial data generation, and solid lines are the identified parameter function values
and their corresponding states. TheΦ plot shows the performance index vs. iterations
and the final performance index. Iterations for steps one andtwo of two-step IDP are
each counted from 1 which causes the discontinuity in theΦ plot.
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Figure 6.31: Webb-Ramirez identification of the hybrid Park-Ramirez bioreactor model
parameter functionsµ(t), fP(t), andφ(t) from artificial dataX, S, PT , andPM using two-
step IDP with50 stages. The data generation and IDP parameters used are in Tables
6.1 (page 107) and 6.2 (page 111) with100 PT data andσN = 0.01. Controlq1 from
Figure 6.1 (page 105) was used to generate the artificial state data for the run in this
figure, which are represented by the+ symbol. Only every fifthX, S, PT , andPM datum
is shown for for clarity. Dashed lines are the parameter function and state values during
the artificial data generation, and solid lines are the identified parameter function values
and their corresponding states. TheΦ plot shows the performance index vs. iterations
and the final performance index. Iterations for steps one andtwo of two-step IDP are
each counted from 1 which causes the discontinuity in theΦ plot.
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Figure 6.32: Hybrid Park-Ramirez model parameter functionneural network identi-
fication. The data generation and IDP parameters used for theν(t) identification are
given in Table 6.1 (page 107) and 6.2 (page 111) with100 PT data andσN =0.01. The
dashed lines are the mechanistic parameter functions (Equations 2.3–2.5). Neural net-
work training data from Algorithm 10 are marked with+ symbols, and the solid lines
are the neural network outputs. SSE is a measure of the goodness of fit between the
mechanistic parameter functions and the identified functions, and is defined by Equa-
tion 6.15 (page 128).
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6.8.8 Substrate discontinuity for improvedν(X,ω) identification

It is clear from the previous results in Section 6.8 thatφ is not being identified

well for S> 1g
L . It is easy to understand why: ifS is high, fP falls near zero, and thus

any secretion whileS is high only lasts until the existing internal protein is secreted.

The time constant for this secretion is around 10 minutes, soit is difficult to capture

this fleeting measurement by raisingSusing the maximum substrate feed rate.

A better solution is to cause a step change inS to a high concentration, which al-

lows a short time whereSis high and secretion is happening. This can be accomplished

for the experimental system by dumping a measured amount of substrate manually into

the tank. In the simulation, the model function was modified to manually setS once

each run att = 14.7hr. The time 14.7hr was chosen because that is the start of the last

stage for 50 stages. Only the 50 stage case was examined for this technique because 10

or 25 stages are not able to capture the very fast dynamics. Toget data for a range of

substrate concentration, the substrate at 14.7 hr was set toS= (z+2) g
L wherez is the

run index from Figure 6.1 (page 105). The cases in this section were generated in the

same way as previous identification cases except with this manual substrate discontinu-

ity.

Figure 6.33 presents the case with noiseless artificial data, and Figure 6.34 presents

the case with noisy artificial data. For both the noiseless and the noisy cases,φ was iden-

tified well only with 100PT data. This makes sense; the substrate increase results in

a short-lived dynamic where the difference betweenPT andPM is crucial, so sufficient

PT andPM data are a prerequisite. It is hard to draw conclusions aboutthe effect of

noise, because significant random variation was seen for this case depending on initial

conditions or random number seed.
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Figure 6.33: Hybrid Park-Ramirez model parameter functionneural network identifica-
tion with manual substrate discontinuity. The data generation and IDP parameters used
for theν(t) identification are given in Table 6.1 (page 107) and 6.2 (page111) with0,
5 or 100 PT data andσN =0, with the exception thatSwas increased manually to
z+2g

L wherez is the run index. The dashed lines are the mechanistic parameter func-
tions (Equations 2.3–2.5). Neural network training data from Algorithm 10 are marked
with + symbols, and the solid lines are the neural network outputs.SSE is a measure
of the goodness of fit between the mechanistic parameter functions and the identified
functions, and is defined by Equation 6.15 (page 128).
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Figure 6.34: Hybrid Park-Ramirez model parameter functionneural network identifi-
cation with manual substrate discontinuity. The data generation and IDP parameters
used for theν(t) identification are given in Table 6.1 (page 107) and 6.2 (page111)
with 0, 5 or 100 PT data andσN =0.01, with the exception thatS was increased
manually to z+2g

L where z is the run index. The dashed lines are the mechanistic
parameter functions (Equations 2.3–2.5). Neural network training data from Algorithm
10 are marked with+ symbols, and the solid lines are the neural network outputs.SSE
is a measure of the goodness of fit between the mechanistic parameter functions and
the identified functions, and is defined by Equation 6.15 (page 128).
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6.8.9 Optimal control of the identified hybrid model

One test of the quality of the identification in this chapter is to see if the optimal

control for the identified model is the same as the optimal control for the model used

to generate the artificial data. Figure 6.35 presents the optimal control found using IDP

with 50 stages for the mechanistic model (Equations 2.3–2.5starting on page 7) and the

identified model corresponding to the 100PT data case in Figure 6.33. The optimal feed

rate for the identified model is lower, and the final performance index is significantly

lower. This difference is explained by the fact that the identified µ and fP are slightly

lower than the mechanistic versions. A modified model was created by increasingµand

fP by 8%, leading to a much closer match to the expected optimal control. Because the

kinetic parameters are integrated, errors in the kinetic parameters are amplified when

finding an optimal control based on a final measure such as the total secreted protein

production. This indicates that effort spent improving theν(X,ω) identification from

ν(t) data will probably be a good investment. In this case a betterfit would probably

have been obtained if outlier detection and more sophisticated neural network training

had been used. Figure 6.36 presents the same results as Figure 6.35 for the case with

noisy artificial data (Figure 6.34), with no significant differences in the result.

Another test of the quality of the identification in this chapter is to apply the

optimal control for the identified model to the mechanistic model used to generate the

artificial data. This is what would happen in practice if thismethod were used since the

real model would not be known. Whenqidentified from Figure 6.35 was applied to the

mechanistic Park-Ramirez model, the performance index was23.2, and whenqidentified

from Figure 6.36 was applied to the mechanistic Park-Ramirez model, the performance

index was 24.0. Once again, a small error in thefP andφ parameter functions caused

significant harm to the goal of optimizing the system. This kind of problem is not

unique to this method, though. Any system where the objective is highly sensitive to the
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values of the model parameters will be difficult to optimize offline. In reality, almost

any system complex enough to need the kind of advanced modeling work discussed

here will also need to use online model predictive control instead of offline optimal

control to achieve the best results.

Although the identified optimal control does not perfectly match the mechanis-

tic model optimal control, it is close enough that the same same four control features

are seen: an exponential phase where growth is maximized, a drop to zero feed while

substrate concentration drops, a constant feed phase whereprotein production is max-

imized, and finally a short time at maximum feed rate to stimulate secretion. Because

the basic features of the real optimal control were seen and the kinetic parameters were

relatively close to the real values, it should be expected that model predictive control of

the real system using the identified model would have very good results.

6.9 Discussion

6.9.1 Identification methods

This study introduced a new more general method for identifying hybrid dynamic

models, and verified that it can identify the hybrid Park-Ramirez model using only a

few data runs. The Webb-Ramirez identification method has obvious value in situations

where the limitations of the derivative and integral methods preclude their use, but more

research is needed to make evidence-based recommendationsabout which method is

superior for any given problem.

For problems where it can be used, the integral method will probably be the

best method. It should be the least affected by state noise since it trains on all runs

simultaneously, and it is very efficient. There is also no need with the integral method

for sensitivity analysis as in Section 6.7.1.

There still may be two advantages to using a two-step identification method even
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Figure 6.35: Optimal substrate feed rate for the hybrid Park-Ramirez model found using
IDP with 50 stages. Model parameters are given in Table 2.1 (page 8).qmechanisticis the
optimal substrate feed rate found when using the mechanistic kinetic rate parameters
(Equations 2.3–2.5 starting on page 7).qidentified is the optimal substrate feed rate found
when using the parameter function neural networks identified in the 100PT data case
in Figure 6.33.qidentified∗ is the optimal substrate feed rate found when using the same
model asqidentifiedexcept thatµ and fP are increased by 8%. The theoretical optimalΦ
is approximately 32.7, and is not shown because it overlapsqmechanisticso closely.
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Figure 6.36: Optimal substrate feed rate for the hybrid Park-Ramirez model found using
IDP with 50 stages. Model parameters are given in Table 2.1 (page 8).qmechanisticis the
optimal substrate feed rate found when using the mechanistic kinetic rate parameters
(Equations 2.3–2.5 starting on page 7).qidentified is the optimal substrate feed rate found
when using the parameter function neural networks identified in the 100PT data case
in Figure 6.34.qidentified∗ is the optimal substrate feed rate found when using the same
model asqidentifiedexcept thatµ and fP are increased by 8%. The theoretical optimalΦ
is approximately 32.7, and is not shown because it overlapsqmechanisticso closely.
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if the integral method is possible: first, run-to-run variation of parameter function pro-

files may be observable that would not be observable when training ω directly, espe-

cially in the case of outliers. Second, it may be better to break the large problem into

several smaller problems. This is similar to the principle of dynamic programming that

it is better to break a large sequential decision problem into smaller problems and solve

them separately. Because IDP can be used to find the values ofν(t), it may be less

likely that the final solution will result in local minima, even with complex interactions

between the differentν. Both of these hypotheses are left for future study.

Finally, the derivative method has the compelling advantage of simplicity. For

this one simple reason, it should probably be the first methodattempted for any problem

where all the states are measured.

6.9.2 State data noise

Data noise is a big problem for the Webb-Ramirez identification method with

two-step IDP since it caused a significant amount of error in the ν(t) values. The

state data noise seems to lead to numerous local minima very close to the optimal

control, a relatively uncommon case for optimal control problems. This affects the

integral identification method less than the Webb-Ramirez identification method even

though the objective function is the same, because the integral method uses all runs

simultaneously and noise is reduced through averaging. Some potential solutions to the

state noise problem are presented in Section 9.2 as a topic for future research.



Chapter 7

The Flux-balance bioreactor model

7.1 Introduction

A number of protein pharmaceuticals are currently being produced using recom-

binant DNA technology. By adding DNA plasmids to a host bacterium, the genetic

code is modified, which allows production of large amounts offoreign protein. This

method is important because for many complex proteins a direct chemical synthesis

is either impossible or more expensive than production using a recombinant bacterial

cultivation. There are several aspects of bacterial cultivation that are difficult and ex-

pensive. Some major concerns for industrial cultivation are optimizing product yield,

reducing product variability, and providing a good on-linecontrol system. Because

pilot-plant experiments are expensive, these goals shouldbe accomplished with as few

test cultivations as possible. All these goals suggest thata good predictive model of the

system is desirable.

A good model for this application should have the following properties:

• It should predict the system states moderately well withoutexperimental data.

This allows the model to be used even for early development when data is

minimal.

• It should be simple enough that it can be used for model predictive control.
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• It should contain as much fundamental and experimental knowledge as possi-

ble. An example of fundamental knowledge is conservation principles, which

always apply. An example of experimental knowledge is the behavior of the

overflow metabolism ofE. coli reported by many researchers (Chang et al.,

1999).

We propose a model that meets these requirements by combining concepts pre-

sented in several previous works, and test this model using data from an industrial pilot

plant. As much as possible, it is based on literature values of simple kinetic parameters

such as the Monod growth parameters. In addition, an ideal model would improve as

more data become available, which would only be possible by incorporating this model

into a hybid model with a data-driven component.

7.2 Model Development

There have been many cell growth models presented in the literature (Domach

et al., 2000; Ramirez and Bentley, 1999; Tholudur and Ramirez, 1999; Schubert et al.,

1994). The goal of this research is to combine and improve on past modeling ap-

proaches to be useful for industrial cultivation.

7.2.1 Overall model structure and state equations

Our approach is to start with a simple mass conservation model that is similar to

past approaches (Ramirez and Bentley, 1999; Tholudur and Ramirez, 1996; Lin et al.,

2001; Xu et al., 1999). The component mass balances reflect that mass is conserved

for any physical component. In general, the terms of the state differential equations are

accumulation, generation (such as the cell growth rate), input (glucose flow rate to the

reactor) and the dilution effect (D). Equation 7.1 defines differential equations for each

of the mass fraction states in the model: cell mass fraction (X), dead cell mass fraction
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(Xd), glucose mass fraction (S), acetate mass fraction (A), foreign protein mass fraction

(P), and oxygen mass fraction (O). The full symbol list for Equations 7.1 and 7.2 is

given in Table 7.1.

Cells: Ẋ =
(

µX −µX,d−D
)

·X

Dead Cells: Ẋd = µX,d ·X−D ·Xd

Glucose: Ṡ= −qS·X +
ḟSCS

T
−D ·S

Acetate: Ȧ = (µA−qA) ·X−D ·A

Protein: Ṗ = µP ·X−D ·P

Oxygen: Ȯ = (Osat−O) ·kO−qO ·X−D ·O

(7.1)

Equation 7.2 is the differential equation for the system total mass (T). Tempera-

ture and pH are assumed constant in this model.

TotalMass: Ṫ = ḟS (7.2)

Cell consumption rates are denoted byqi , while cell production rates are denoted

by µi , where i is replaced by a subscript representing the particular state. The units of

all theqi andµi rates are mass of i per mass cells per time. Initial conditions are chosen

using data.

7.2.2 Kinetic Model

The accumulation, input and dilution rates are straightforward, so the complexity

of the model is contained in the generation terms. The model differential equations are

derived from mass conservation principles, but the cell consumption and production

rates must be obtained from a fundamental understanding of the process, or estimated

using a data-driven technique such as neural networks.

The first widely-used model for cell growth rate was reportedby Monod. This
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X,Xd,S,A,P,
O

system concentration states mass fraction

T total mass of the reactor mass

D dilution rateD =
(

ḟS
T

)

1 / time

µX cell production rate function 1 / time
µX,d cell death rate function 1 / time

qS glucose consumption rate function 1 / time
µA acetate production rate function 1 / time
qA acetate consumption rate function 1 / time
µP protein production rate function 1 / time
ḟS mass flow rate of glucose feed mass / time

CS concentration of glucose feed mass fraction
Osat oxygen saturation concentration mass fraction

kO oxygen mass transfer coefficient function 1 / time
qO oxygen consumption rate function 1 / time

Table 7.1: Symbols for Model Differential Equations.
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model is still used because the parameters are easy to determine experimentally and it

represents many systems reasonably well. It also makes sense because the shape is the

same as the Michaelis-Menten reversible enzyme equation. Many of the relationships

in this kinetic model are represented by a Monod form when theshape of the data

suggests such a relationship.

Figure 7.1 is a block diagram of the overall kinetic model. Mass flows are rep-

resented by solid lines and information flow is represented by dotted lines. The model

is a simplified flux-balance model for glucose and oxygen, andthus the carbon and

oxygen mass balances close automatically. Uptake capacityis the uptake rate of a sub-

stance if the concentration of the substance is “high”. Bothglucose and oxygen uptake

rate capacities are assumed to depend on growth rate. These uptake rate capacities are

then used along with glucose and oxygen concentration to findthe glucose and oxy-

gen uptake rates. Glucose and oxygen are then consumed by maintenance and cell

growth. Part of cell growth is diverted to foreign protein production after induction.

Any remaining oxygen is available for acetate consumption.

This model is most similar to the model presented by Neubaueret al. (2003), with

several additions: it incorporates maintenance burden dueto acetate as a function of

acetate concentration, it is arranged so that most parameters are from literature sources

and not experiment, and it incorporates oxygen mass transfer limitation due to cell

death.

7.2.3 Uptake Rate Capacities

Glucose and oxygen uptake rate capacities (qS,cap andqO,cap) may change with

growth rate (µX). The model for these uptake rate capacities is a Monod expression

in the growth rate. Lin et al. (2001) developed a method for estimating the maximum

specific uptake capacities of glucose and oxygen, and this technique was used in a

study of anE. coli system by Neubauer et al. (2003). Oxygen uptake rate in continuous
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aerobic systems was explored by Calhoun et al. (1993). Reasonable ranges for the

parameters in Equations 7.3 and 7.4 are derived from these studies. Table 7.3 presents

the values of all parameters.

Growth rate is smoothed using a first order filter to prevent numerical instability.

The filter time constant was one hour, but the value of the timeconstant makes little

difference to the model states within a reasonable range.

qS,cap= qS,cap,min +
(qS,cap,max−qS,cap,min)µX

qS,cap,kc +µX
(7.3)

qO,cap= qO,cap,min +
(qO,cap,max−qO,cap,min)µX

qO,cap,kc +µX
(7.4)

7.2.4 Uptake Rates

Glucose and maximum oxygen uptake (qS andqO,max) in Equations 7.5 and 7.6

are Monod equations with the maximum term replaced by the rate capacities. Note

that the kinetic model is designed so that all glucose uptakeis consumed, but oxygen

is only consumed as required for oxidation and aerobic anabolism, meaning that the

oxygen uptake rate (qO) may be less than the maximum oxygen uptake rate (qO,max).

qS =
qS,capS

(

qS,kc +S
) (7.5)

qO,max =
qO,capO

qO,max,kc +O
(7.6)

7.2.5 Maintenance

Acetate decreases cell yield on glucose (YX
S
) in both continuous (Gonzalez and

Russell, 1997) and batch (O’Beirne and Hamer, 2000) cultures. This is taken into ac-

count in this model by increasing the glucose rate used for maintenance. However,

a more common value seen in the literature is the cell yield. With the assumptions

that glucose goes to either maintenance or cell growth, and that acetate doesn’t affect
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glucose uptake rate, Equation 7.7 describes the maintenance rate (qS,m) vs. acetate con-

centration if aerobic cell yield on glucose (YX
S ,ox) vs. acetate concentration is known.

qS,m = qS,m0−qS

Z A

0

∂YX
S ,ox

∂A
dA (7.7)

In the case of the data reported by O’Beirne and Hamer (2000),the slope of cell

yield vs. acetate is fairly constant, which allows a single parameter (qS,m,kA) to describe

the relationship between maintenance and acetate concentration. Equation 7.8 defines

the system demand for maintenance glucose.

qS,m = qS,m0+qS·qS,m,kA ·A (7.8)

Glucose uptake may be uncoupled from glucose catabolism if glucose concen-

tration is high (Russell and Cook, 1995). Figure 7.2 and Equation sets M1 and N1

describe the calculation within the maintenance block of Figure 7.1. Oxygen yield per

glucose used for energy isYO
S ,en, acetate yield per glucose metabolised anaerobically is

YA
S,anaer, and glucose consumed anaerobically for energy isqS,anaer.

qS = qS,m (M1.1)

qO = qS,m ·YO
S ,en (M1.2)

qS,anaer= (qS,m−qS) (N1.1)

qA = qS,anaer·YA
S,anaer (N1.2)

7.2.6 Cell Growth

Cell growth is assumed to consume the rest of the available glucose, either aero-

bically or anaerobically. The cell growth fluxes are calculated using Equations M2 and
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N2 with Figure 7.2.

qS = qS,avail (M2.1)

qS,anab=
qS·YX

S ,ox

ΨX
S

(M2.2)

qS,en= qS−qS,anab (M2.3)

qO = qS,en·YO
S ,en+qS,anab·YO

S ,anab (M2.4)

qS,anaer=
(

qS,avail−qS
)

(N2.1)

qS,anaer,anab=
qS,anaer·YX

S ,anaer

ΨX
S

(N2.2)

qS,anaer,en = qS,anaer−qS,anaer,anab (N2.3)

qA = qS,anaer,en·YA
S,anaer (N2.4)

Equation set M2 describes glucose and oxygen fluxes of aerobic metabolism.

Glucose transferred to the mass in cells isqS,anab, yield of cells per glucose transferred

to the mass in cells isΨX
S
, and yield of oxygen transferred to the mass in cells per

glucose transferred to the mass in cells isYO
S ,anab.

Equation set N2 describes glucose and oxygen fluxes of anaerobic metabolism,

with the anaerobic equivalents of the entities used in Equation set M2.

7.2.7 Foreign Protein Production

After inducer is added, foreign protein production is estimated to be a fixed frac-

tion of cell growth in a scheme similar to Neubauer et al. (2003). The parameterPα is

fitted to experimental data. This assumes that protein yieldon glucose is the same as

the cell yield on glucose.
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µP = Pα ·µX

µX = (1−Pα)µX

(7.9)

Foreign protein production dependence on inducer concentration is not consid-

ered in this study. With the data available, inducer was usedin large enough concentra-

tion that induction was considered on or off.

7.2.8 Acetate Consumption

Oxygen capacity remaining after all glucose is consumed is available for acetate

oxidation for cell growth. Equation 7.10 is the maximum rateof acetate consumption by

the cells if unlimited oxygen were available, using a Monod term with respect to acetate

concentration, and a second term to account for inhibition by glucose. Equation 7.11

is the cell growth rate due to acetate consumption, Equation7.12 is the rate of acetate

used for energy for this process, and Equation 7.13 is the rate of oxygen consumed in

this process. If the rate of oxygen required exceeds the amount available, Equations

7.10–7.13 are scaled back so that the available oxygen is consumed.

It is assumed that some glucose is fed all the time or available in the system,

since this has been shown to increase acetate consumption (Xu et al., 1999), and this is

a realistic condition for many industrial cultivations.

qA =

[

qA,maxA

qA,kc +A

][

qA,i

qA,i +S

]

(7.10)

µX,A = qA ·YX
A

(7.11)

qA,en= qA−
µX,A

ΨX
A

(7.12)

qO,A = qA,en·YO
A

(7.13)
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7.2.9 Carbon Dioxide generation rate

The carbon dioxide generation rate is assumed proportionalto the oxygen con-

sumption rate for energy.

µCO2 = YCO2
O

·qS,en·YO
S ,en (7.14)

7.2.10 Cell Death

Lewis et al. (2004) used multi-parameter flow cytometry to study the effects of

inclusion bodies on cells. They found huge stress caused by the inclusion bodies, al-

though it is unknown if this stress is caused by the metabolicburden of the foreign pro-

tein, the physical imposition of the inclusion body, or both. Castan and Enfors (2000)

found that the level of free DNA in the cell broth increases after induction. Assum-

ing the free DNA comes from cell lysis, a logical assumption is that inclusion bodies

correlate with cell lysis.

Few modeling studies in the literature address cell death inhigh-density recom-

binant cultivation. This information is important becausea relative small fraction of

cell lysis leads to concentrations of free DNA in the cell broth which will significantly

inhibit oxygen transport.

In this model, the rate of cell death is proportional to the concentration of foreign

protein. With this assumption, predicted dead cell concentration for the current data set

looks qualitatively like the DNA concentration reported byCastan and Enfors (2000).

µX,d = τX,d ·P (7.15)

Because free DNA concentration is not known for this data set, τX,d is fit indi-

rectly through its effect on other states.
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7.2.11 Oxygen Mass Transport

It is well known that oxygen mass transport sometimes decreases during high

density cultivation. Castan and Enfors (2000) made a convincing argument that free

DNA in the cell broth is the culprit in cases with significant cell lysis, and plotted the

relationship between the oxygen mass transport rate and DNAconcentration in the cell

broth. This relationship can be modeled approximately as a simple inhibition by DNA,

and the inhibition parameterkO,i is obtained from this study.

kO = kO,0

(

kO,i

kO,i +Xd

)

(7.16)

7.2.12 Flux-balance Model Yields

There are two kinds of yield used in the model. The first kind isthe traditional

yield given in the literature. An example in this model isYX
S ,ox, which answers the

question: “what is the ratio of mass cells created to mass substrate consumed during

aerobic metabolism?”. Another question is: “what is the ratio of mass cells created

to mass substrate consumed during aerobic metabolism, considering only the substrate

that physically goes into creating the cells, and ignoring the substrate catabolised for

energy to drive the process”. The yield used to answer this second question will be

called the “anabolic yield”, with the symbolΨ. Following Xu et al. (1999), we take

the anabolic yield to be the ratio of carbon content between the two substances. For

example, the anabolic yield of cells from glucose is found inEquation 7.17.

ΨX
S

=
0.033molC

gS

0.04molC
gX

= 0.83
gX
gS

(7.17)

The values and sources for all yields used in the model are presented in Table

7.2.
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Yield Value Range Literature Fitted Units Sensitivity Sources
YX

S ,ox 0.61 0.60–0.61 0.42–0.60 Yes g/g 24 1,2

YX
S ,anaer 0.15 0.15 g/g 0.6 3

YX
A

0.35 0.29–0.40 g/g 0.02 3

YA
S,anaer 0.67 0.67 g/g 2.3 3

YO
S ,en 1.067 1.067 g/g 14 4

YO
S ,anab 0.16 0.16 g/g 3.5 5

YO
A

1.067 1.067 g/g 0.02 4

YCO2
O

1.38 1.38 g/g 0.45 6

ΨX
S

0.83 0.83 g/g 21 5

ΨX
A

0.86 0.86 g/g 0.01 5

1 Luli and Strohl (1990)
2 Han et al. (2003)
3 Xu et al. (1999)
4 stoichiometry
5 chemical formula
6 Andersen and Vonmeyenburg (1980)

Table 7.2: Flux-balance model yields
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Parameter Value Range Literature Fitted Units Sens. Sources
qO,cap,min 0.23 0.233–0.252 0.05-0.16 Yes 1/hr 4.8 1,2,3,4
qO,cap,max 0.32 0.314–0.319 0.26-0.55 Yes 1/hr 13 1,2,3,4
qO,cap,kc 0.15 0.15 1/hr 0.9 1
qS,cap,min 0.54 0.687–0.750 0.13-0.55 Yes 1/hr 3.1 1,2,3
qS,cap,max 0.77 0.697–0.736 0.90–1.5 Yes 1/hr 10 1,2,3
qS,cap,kc 0.10 0.10 1/hr 0.03 1
qO,max,kc 9.6E-9 9.6E-9 g/g 0.05 5
qS,kc 5.0E-5 5.0E-5 g/g 0.01 6
qS,m0 0.04 0.04 1/hr 1.8 6
qS,m,kA 26 26 g/g 1.3 7
qA,max 0.14 0.14 1/hr 0.18 6
qA,kc 0.05 0.05 g/g 0.14 6
qA,i 5.0E-5 5.0E-5 g/g 0.04 8
Pα 0.43 0.380–0.431 N/A Yes fraction 0.47 2
kO,0 1070 1290–1500 N/A Yes 1/hr 0.65
kO,i 4.2E-3 N/A g/g 0.13 9
τX,d 0.51 0.213–0.246 N/A Yes 1/hr 0.06

1 Lin et al. (2001)
2 Neubauer et al. (2003)
3 Han et al. (2003)
4 Calhoun et al. (1993)
5 Alexeeva et al. (2000)
6 Xu et al. (1999)
7 O’Beirne and Hamer (2000)
8 same asqS,kc

9 Castan and Enfors (2000)

Table 7.3: Flux-balance model parameters
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7.3 Results and Discussion

The model fitted parameters were trained using 13 industrialpilot-plant data runs

using SGE strains ofE. coli in a 1000 liter bioreactor to produce recombinant protein.

The system is induced to produce foreign protein nine hours after inoculation. The

software used to train, simulate, and find the optimal control for the system is available

at http://danielwebb.us/research/.

Tables 7.2 and 7.3 show the values of all parameters used in the model and indi-

cate if they were fitted or not. The fitted parameters were found by minimizing the sum

squared error between the model and data for optical density, glucose concentration,

acetate concentration, foreign protein concentration, oxygen concentration, oxygen up-

take rate and carbon dioxide evolution rate. The error for each data type was normalized

by dividing the raw sum squared error by the total number of data points for that data

type and also dividing by the squared maximum data value for that data type.

Representative training results are shown as Figure 7.3. Error plots have the

same ordinate scale as their corresponding state plot. The number of data points was

reduced for clarity in all sub-figures of Figures 7.3 and 7.4 except acetate and protein

concentration.

Most of the states are predicted moderately well by the model, and the error plots

show that there are no consistent run-to-run trends becausethe errors are randomly

distributed between runs. The poorest fit is for acetate concentration (Figure 7.4c),

where the typical error is the same order of magnitude as the average value. Acetate is

extremely difficult for a simple model to predict, because itis essentially the integration

of the difference between glucose uptake capacity and metabolic capacity. Even a small

error predicting these systems will quickly lead to a large error in acetate concentration.

If the model were used for on-line control, this problem could be addressed by slightly

lowering the oxygen uptake capacity parameters to give a margin of safety.
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Another noticable state error is the carbon dioxide transport rate after induction

(Figure 7.3g), which is uniformly under-predicted. This indicates that the model is

under-predicting the fraction of oxygen going to energy production after induction.

Increasing the actetate maintenance parameter (qS,m,kA) 30% brings the prediction of

all states very close to data for four of the thirteen runs, but for the other runs leads

to runaway acetate production which stalls cells growth after induction. In general the

remaining states show run-to-run error that doesn’t suggest any obvious biases other

than the two discussed already.

Parameter sensitivity is defined such that if a 1% change in a parameter causes

a 1% change in the final normalized error, that parameter’s sensitivity is 1.0. This is

defined formally in Equation 7.18.

Sensitivity=

∣

∣

∣

∣

∂Error
∂Parameter

·
Parameter

Error

∣

∣

∣

∣

(7.18)

This sensitivity allows a comparison of different parameters’ importance, and

is reported for each parameter and yield in Tables 7.2 and 7.3. It is obvious that the

oxygen and glucose uptake capacities contain the most important parameters, and these

are also the parameters that show large variations in the literature. This indicates that

a small number of parameters should be able to capture much ofthe behavior of anE.

coli cultivation, but that these parameters will still have to befound experimentally.

The glucose uptake capacity minimum parameterqS,cap,min is probably not very

accurate for this data set, because when growth rate is low, glucose uptake is essentially

limited by the rate of glucose input to the system, not the glucose uptake capacity

parameters.

The Range column in Tables 7.2 and 7.3 gives the range of the parameters seen

when the parameters were fitted one run at a time. To get an ideawhich parameters

vary the system the most, the relative range of each parameter was multiplied by the
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sensitivity (calculation not shown). This calculation shows that most of the system

variability lies in just five parameters:qO,cap,min, qO,cap,max, qS,cap,min, qS,cap,max, and

YX
S ,ox.

An optimal control study was performed using the parametersfound by fitting all

runs simultaneously. The objective function was formulated to maximize final protein

concentration with the restriction that the final mass must be less than 1000 kg. Itera-

tive dynamic programming (Luus, 2000) was used with 30 stages, 10 state points, 15

control points, and with a contraction factor of 0.9. In addition, a first-order filter on the

control (Tholudur and Ramirez, 1997) was used to obtain a smooth control profile. The

initial conditions were chosen using one of the data runs. The oxygen uptake capacity

maximum parameter (qO,cap,max) was reduced 7% to make sure that the model didn’t

overpredict oxygen uptake.

Figure 7.5 presents some of the results from the optimal control study. Points in

the glucose feed rate plot are the smoothed glucose feed ratedata and the line is the

calculated optimal control. For other plots, lines correspond to the optimal control and

points correspond to the model prediction using the data control. The model prediction

for the run chosen was very close to the data.

Optimizing a complex system is often more difficult than simply optimizing the

most difficult subsystem. A common example in bacteria cultivation is controlling glu-

cose feed to hold dissolved oxygen concentration constant,in order to avoid acetate

production and thus hopefully obtain optimal production. This optimal control study

shows that this strategy may not lead to optimal production.Interestingly, the optimal

control has submaximal glucose and oxygen uptake during themiddle part of the culti-

vation, which differs from common industrial practice. Theoptimal control is predicted

to produce a 30% increase in protein compared to the data case.
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7.4 Conclusions

A new more complete flux-balance mathematical model for high-density recom-

binant E. coli cultivation was presented which predicts concentration ofcells, dead

cells, glucose, acetate, foreign protein, and oxygen. Oxygen uptake rate and carbon

dioxide evolution rate are also predicted. The model fits an industrial pilot-plant data

set reasonably well for a simple model with nine adjustable parameters. Acetate was

difficult to fit due to the high sensitivity of acetate production to glucose and oxygen

uptake rates. However, if the main use of the model is optimization or control, the

concentration of acetate is not the main consideration, butits effect on the rest of the

system. For this case, a safety margin could be incorporatedinto acetate production by

slightly lowering oxygen uptake parameters.

The model is simple and fast enough to be used in an industrialon-line optimal

control system. It could also be incorporated into a hybrid model so that the model

improves as more data become available.
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Figure 7.1: Kinetic Model Overview
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Figure 7.3: Training results for model using industrial data. Model (line) vs. data
(points) of a representative run are given for: (a) optical density; (c) glucose concentra-
tion; (e) oxygen transport rate; (g) carbon dioxide transport rate. Errors for all runs are
given in: (b) optical density error; (d) glucose concentration error; (f) oxygen transport
rate error; (h) carbon dioxide transport rate error. Error plots have the same ordinate
scale as the corresponding state plot.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and Recommendations

8.1 Recommendations for IDP optimal control

The optimal control problem can be a very difficult problem, requiring appropri-

ate algorithms, intuition, skill, and sometimes luck to getthe global optimum. Simple

rules and all-purpose algorithms may fail. This section gives some general guidelines

for using the IDP algorithm to solve the fixed final time optimal control problem.

A new problem should always be attempted first using the basicIDP algorithm

with as few stages, state grids, and test controls as possible using stagewise constant

controls or stagewise linear continuous controls. If that gives an acceptable solution,

you can go home early that day because the solution is likely to be fast and stable with

respect to initial conditions and model parameters.

If the solution using a low number of stages is not acceptablebecause the perfor-

mance index is not good enough or because coarse stage discretization causes important

control features to be missed, the basic IDP algorithm with more stages should be tried,

possibly adding variable stage lengths.

8.1.1 General recommendations for all IDP problems

• Use as few stages as possible.

• Use as few test controls as possible. The minimum is two (previous optimal
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plus one test control), but sometimes a few more are needed toreliably get the

global optimal control. It is probably better to increase adaptive region size

history iterations than to use more test controls.

• Use one state grid if possible. Most problems do not need multiple state grids,

but a few can’t be solved without them.

• Integrator tolerances have a major impact on computation speed for IDP. Use

the largest integrator tolerances that still give good results.

• If accurate control values are important, use stagewise continuous linear con-

trols, and try stagewise discontinuous linear controls if there are several control

discontinuities.

• If exact switching times are important for discontinuous controls, use variable

stage lengths solved sequentially after controls.

• Find a reasonable combination of adaptive control region parameterskr and

AH through trial and error. Trykr = 1.5 and watch the progression of an IDP

run to chooseAH (see Section 4.5.2).

8.1.2 Recommendations for two-step IDP

• Run the basic IDP algorithm with adaptive control region size until the per-

formance index is sufficient (see Section 4.3). Use the number of iterations

required plus a few more as the number of iterations for the first step of the

two-step procedure.

• Use a small relative control damping (Section 5.1.5), the simulated annealing

filter with a low initial temperature (Section 5.1.4), and pivot point test controls

(Section 5.1.6).
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• Try different combinations of smoothing techniques from Section 5.1 if the

previous smoothing recommendation does not work.

8.2 IDP smoothing techniques

This section gives recommendations relating to the five smoothing methods de-

scribed in Sections 5.1.3–5.1.7 and considers their strengths and weaknesses for use

during the second step of the two-step IDP method. Although many different combina-

tions of IDP and problem parameters were tested during this study, there were only two

problems used to draw these conclusions, so they should be considered limited. Which

method works best will probably depend somewhat on the problem.

The simulated annealing filter is worth trying on any problemwith a moderate

initial temperature (0.1–1.0) and a small value ofαA, since with these parameters the

filter will be inactive by the end of the run. In this study, thesimulated annealing filter

with a low initial temperature was found to be somewhat useful even during step one

of the two-step procedure for the identification problem.

Control damping seems to be mainly useful in low amounts (βuΦ < 10−3) to

smooth small or subtle control activity such as seen in Figure 5.13. In larger amounts

it seems to do more harm than good.

For smooth problems, pivot point test controls may solve theactive control prob-

lem without the need for other methods, so pivot point test controls should be tried

first. All other smoothing methods were observed to harm the solution if their param-

eters were poorly chosen. There are still ways for pivot point test controls to get hung

up, such as when two consecutive stages are too high balancedby one following stage

that is too low. The simulated annealing filter with a low temperature will break these

hang-ups and allow pivot point test controls to do the rest.

The results for the first-order filter presented in Section 5.1.3 may be slightly

misleading, although this was not intended. Under many other conditions for the Park-
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Ramirez optimal control problem, the first-order filter performed much more poorly

than with the problem parameters chosen for the examples in Chapter 5. The first-order

filter often led to a poor performance index or rounded control profiles when strong

enough to sufficiently smooth the control profile. However, if the simulated annealing

filter gives poor results, the first-order filter should be tried since it works in a different

way.

Solo test controls were not always converge faster than

8.3 Recommendations for Webb-Ramirez identification

• There seems to be an optimal number of IDP stages for this method. Too

few stages will miss fast model dynamics and too many stages will result in

noisy training data. Use as few stages as possible to captureimportant state

dynamics. Use less than half as many control stages as state data if possible.

Noise amplifies quickly as the ratio of stages to data passes1
2.

• If states are dropping to very small values or running away toinfinity, use state

limiting and limit punishment (Section 6.3).

• Use sensitivity data replication (Section 6.7.2) if there are parameter functions

that have sensitivity problems (such asφ in this study).

8.4 Conclusions

A new method for hybrid dynamic model identification was introduced, where

parameter functions are treated as controls in an optimal control problem. The method

was demonstrated on a simple bioreactor model with artificial data, and the neural

network parameter functions were able to capture the functions used to produce the

artificial data. This new method can identify several kinds of models the two current

hybrid model identification methods can not identify.
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The Webb-Ramirez hybrid identification technique is very demanding on the op-

timal control algorithm used with it, because it needs the control profile to be close to

the optimal control profile in addition to minimizing the performance index. Iterative

dynamic programming (IDP) was chosen to solve the optimal control problem because

it places no restrictions on the model, but in its original form it was unsuitable because

of its tendency toward active controls for this kind of problem.

The two-step IDP method of solving the optimal control problem was proposed

to address the active control problem. When used with a control smoothing technique

during the second step, it was found to greatly increase solution speed for 25 stages or

more without increasing the likelihood of finding local minima.

Five smoothing methods were evaluated for use with the two-step IDP method.

All five methods were useful for some of the cases for each of two problems studied,

but more research is needed to draw firm conclusions about therelative merits of these

methods.



Chapter 9

Possible topics for future research

9.1 IDP for high-speed real-time control

IDP is generally considered to be a slow algorithm. Several improvements were

made in this study to improve the speed of IDP convergence foruse with general pur-

pose computers, but another interesting and useful application is implementation on

specialized hardware for embedded real-time control.

Low-cost digital signal processor (DSP) chips are optimized around the multiply-

add cycle, which is a perfect match for both feed-forward neural networks and sim-

ple integrators such as the Euler or Runga-Kutta integrators. Interestingly, the Euler

method can do a fairly good job of solving the Park-Ramirez optimal control problem

even with very large step sizes, as shown in Figures 9.1 and 9.2.

A custom implementation of IDP for these chips would be extremely fast by op-

timal control standards. With the speed improvements discussed in this work, real-time

solution on such a processor should be possible for a problemsimilar to the Park-

Ramirez optimal control problem in well under one second. For example, the 10 stages

case in Figure 9.1 with an Euler stepsize of 0.05 hr and 50 iterations requires 12,500

equivalent integrations (Equation 4.2) and thus 4×106 model evaluations. If a simple

model requires 10 multiply-add operations per model evaluation, this requires approx-

imately 4×107 operations per optimal control solution. Some modern DSPs evaluate

> 108 operations per second, meaning control could respond in sub-second time. Al-
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though this kind of speed is certainly not necessary for thisproblem, there are surely

many problems that could benefit from fast real-time optimalcontrol.

9.2 Dealing with very noisy state data

The noise added to the artificial state data in the identification study in Chapter

6 was relatively low, although large enough to be noticeablein the figures. Industrial

data are often much noisier than that, but very high noise caused the Webb-Ramirez

identification technique to return very poorν(t) values in the first step of the method.

A simple way to deal with high noise, especially if the data are very dense, is to

curve-fit the data and use the curve-fit to create data for the Webb-Ramirez method to

use. However, this is not feasible if there is little data fora state, and one of the reasons

to propose the Webb-Ramirez in the first place was to avoid thecurve-fitting step used

in the derivative method (Section 6.1.1 on page 95).

Another potential technique to deal with the noise problem is to add a damping

term to the optimal control performance index which punishes the state second deriva-

tives (Section 9.2.1). This was only moderately helpful when trying to identify the

hybrid Park-Ramirez model using Webb-Ramirez identification with very noisy data

(results not shown). However, it was observed that theν(t) values returned when very

noisy state data were used were very noisy, but seemingly in arandom way. If the noisy

ν(t) returned from the first step of Webb-Ramirez identification are noisy but random,

the first step of the method could be repeated multiple times with different starting

conditions or random number generator seeds and then averaged, leading to a greatly

improvedν(t) identification.
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Figure 9.1: Solutions to the Park-Ramirez optimal control problem using an Euler in-
tegrator (10 stages).
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Figure 9.2: Solutions to the Park-Ramirez optimal control problem using an Euler in-
tegrator (25 stages).
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9.2.1 State damping for noise reduction

9.2.1.1 Fixed state damping

State damping may be useful for the identification problem when limited state

data are available. No matter what identification techniqueis used some assumption

must be made about the domain between data points. For example, if only the data

points are considered important, Figure 9.3a is a better solution than Figure 9.3b since

all data points are predicted by the model. However, it is intuitively expected that Figure

9.3a is a poor solution that has over-fit the data.

(b)

(a)

Figure 9.3: Example of identification problem overfitting. (a) without state damping,
(b) with state damping.

One way to choose an arbitrary smoothness between states is to add a punishment

term to the performance index. A possible state damping termis

ψXd = tf ·MΦ
I

∑
i

[

βXi

MXi

Z tf

0

∣

∣

∣

∣

d2Xi

dt2

∣

∣

∣

∣

dt

]

(9.1)

wheretf is the final time,MΦ is a typical or maximum value of the performance index

used to normalize the term,i is each ofI states,MXi is a typical or maximum value of
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statei, andβXi is an arbitrary damping factor. Higher values ofβXi will lead to control

policies which cause smoother state profiles.

Like control damping, this technique changes the problem. When a suitable value

of state damping is found it should be checked by solving the problem with a slightly

different value of state damping factor to see if the solution changes significantly.

9.2.1.2 Relative state damping

A problem with the state damping technique described in the previous section is

that because the damping termψXd is added to the performance index, the effect of the

state damping factorsβXi depend on the value of the performance index. The value of

the performance index can be very different even for different runs of the same model

if the amount of noise is different from run to run, so unlessMΦ is updated for each

new case, the damping will be inconsistent.

To deal with this problem relative state damping is used, where the fixed damping

factorsβXi are adjusted after each iteration so that the state damping termψXd is some

fraction of the performance index. The first-order adjustment equation is

βa+1
Xi

= βa
Xi

+
βa

Xi

τXA

[

βXΦ ·Φ
ψXd

−1

]

i = 1. . . I (9.2)

whereβa+1
Xi

is the value ofβXi for the next iteration,βa
Xi

is the value ofβXi at the current

iteration,τXA is the first-order time constant (in iterations), andβXΦ is the desired value

of ψXd as a fraction of performance indexΦ. This formula requires initial values for

all theβXi and keeps the ratio between them fixed.

9.3 Approaching test control and state boundaries

A common theme in stochastic optimization is that more samples should better

cover the problem domain. In the case of IDP, though, more state grids, iterations and

test controls do not always increase the coverage of the state or control domain spaces
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to the full possible domain. To see why, imagine the absurd case of a problem with

1000 IDP stages. With so many stages, the control will appearto be approximately

constant at the expected value of the random variable used togenerate the random test

control values. One way to deal with this might be to give the random variable used

to generate test controls a momentum in time. For example, a high value at stage 10

would mean the value at stage 11 would be likely to be high as well. Another way

to deal with this is to use a uniform permutation of test controls (Tassone and Luus,

1993). This method requires 2J+1 test controls, whereJ is the number of controls, so

it is only useful for smaller numbers of controls.

A more difficult problem is the problem of how to cover more of the possible

state domain within the state bounds. The point of the state grids concept is to increase

coverage of the state domain, but even using many state gridswith a uniform permuta-

tion of test controls there is no guarantee that good coverage of the state domain will

result. Because of this, IDP does not guarantee the ability to find the global optimum

even if infinite state grids and test controls are used. One possibility to span the state

domain better would be to first solve the optimal control problem with the objective of

finding state grids that span the state limits, then startingthe normal IDP solution from

that point. Finding the controls that span the state space could be a difficult optimal

control problem in itself.

Resolving these two problems would bring IDP closer to the goal of finding the

global optimal control even for very difficult problems whensufficient samples are

taken, while still maintaining IDP’s efficiency compared toa direct solution of the

discrete control optimal control problem.
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Appendix A

Software

This appendix summarizes all the software used in the completion of this research

and dissertation. Much of the software used was original work, but as Newton said, “If

I have seen a little further it is by standing on the shouldersof Giants.” This is nearly

always true with software because of the huge foundation that is required for a system

such as this.

A.1 Philosophy

If nature has made any one thing less susceptible than all others of ex-
clusive property, it is the action of the thinking power called an idea,
which an individual may exclusively possess as long as he keeps it to
himself; but the moment it is divulged, it forces itself intothe posses-
sion of every one, and the receiver cannot dispossess himself of it. Its
peculiar character, too, is that no one possesses the less, because every
other possesses the whole of it. He who receives an idea from me, re-
ceives instruction himself without lessening mine; as he who lights his
taper at mine, receives light without darkening me. That ideas should
freely spread from one to another over the globe, for the moral and
mutual instruction of man, and improvement of his condition, seems
to have been peculiarly and benevolently designed by nature, when
she made them, like fire, expansible over all space, without lessening
their density in any point, and like the air in which we breathe, move,
and have our physical being, incapable of confinement or exclusive
appropriation.

Thomas Jefferson; from a letter to Isaac McPherson, Monticello,
August 13, 1813.
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The parallels between the evolution of science and the evolution of software are

compelling. Both build knowledge incrementally. Both consist principally of ideas and

not tangible goods. Once developed, the advances of both canbe spread without cost.

It should seem odd to a scientist that the advances in one of these fields are freely

shared while the advances in the other are hoarded and dispensed like a prized brandy.

Some say that algorithms and methods should be shared freelywhile their software

implementation should not because there is a fundamental difference between them,

but the difference is only a difference of degree, not a difference in kind.

With this in mind, I only used software for this research which allows this Jef-

fersonian expansion of knowledge, and my original softwareis released1 under such a

license as well. I also encourage other researchers to release their original works under

similar licenses so that the progress of software can advance as quickly as the progress

of science. As science becomes more and more dependent on software, I believe it will

become clear that this is as much a practical necessity as a utopian ideal.

A.2 Programming language and compiler tools

Web links are like leprechauns and they disappear as soon as you put them to

paper, so I will refer to all software by name only.

All original software was written in ISO 1999 standard C, andcompiled and

linked using the GNU project’s gcc compiler toolchain, version 3.3.5. The compiler

toolchain is wrapped by the autotools toolchain which provides platform independence

for the build. The operating system for all work was the Debian GNU/Linux distri-

bution, and Vim was used for all text editing. The Subversionversion management

software was used to keep track of the many revisions of software, protect against acci-

dental changes, and to revert to previous versions of the software when ideas failed to

pan out.

1 http://danielwebb.us/research
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A.3 IDP library

The IDP library implementation2 will probably be the most useful to others since

it is novel and I aimed for a professional level of quality. This library has only a few

dependencies, all written in C and included. The use of this library is very simple and

requires only four basic things:

(1) A user function that returns the performance index giventhe state values.

(2) A user function that returns the state initial values.

(3) A user function that returns the state derivatives giventhe state values.

(4) A main function which sets all the needed IDP settings andcalls the IDP solver.

Notice that this is for non-stiff ODE models, for which a custom Runga-Kutta

4/5 integrator was written. The public-domain integrator daskr3 is also included with

the package but has not been as well-tested as the Runga-Kutta ODE integrator. Daskr

can integrate stiff ODE models and DAE models using an implicit method.

An example program (test.c) is included with the library to demonstrate the op-

timal control solution of the Park-Ramirez bioreactor model in about 200 lines of C

code.

A.4 Model framework library

The “model” library is a relatively large library written tomanage the IDP solu-

tion of so many different combinations of IDP parameters. Itis essentially a wrapper

to load and save data, choose IDP settings, and implement theWebb-Ramirez identifi-

cation method. For the studies in this dissertation, the model library was called at the

command line by a bash script which organized the runs by group (ie. the 50 stage case

2 http://danielwebb.us/research/idp
3 written by Linda R. Petzold, Peter N. Brown, Alan C. Hindmarsh, and Clement W. Ulrich.
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of the pivot point test controls study or the 10 stage case of aν(t) identification study).

This bash script, model binaries, and data files were finally passed to remote computers

for execution so that multiple computers could be used. All simulations shown or men-

tioned in this study would require approximately one week using four 2Ghz computers

if run consecutively.

The Webb-Ramirez identification method requires a tricky implementation to ac-

complish the measurement ofE (measured vs. predicted states in Equation 6.8 on page

99). The error before the IDP stage under consideration is fixed, but the error after the

IDP stage under consideration changes with each new test control. For this reason, the

IDP library passes the stage integration back to the model library so that it can handle

the calculation ofE correctly without needlessly complicating the IDP library.

A.5 Dissertation software tools

All typesetting was accomplished with the LATEX typesetting system, which is a

set of macros originally developed by Leslie Lamport to simplify use of the TEX type-

setting system by Donald Knuth. Many extension packages were used, including the

amsmath package for mathematics, the pslatex package for improved Postscript sup-

port, the natbib package for enhanced bibliography support, and the algorithm package

for the algorithm figures. The latex-beamer package was usedto generate the PDF

computer slide presentation for defense of this dissertation. This LATEX source code

was edited using the LATEX plugin for Vim, and was compiled using the Web2C imple-

mentation of LATEX and TEX.

All figures were generated using the gnuplot plotting software. Data was loaded

dynamically by gnuplot from the model library data files, andgnuplot command files

were preprocessed with the m4 text preprocessor to make the large number of figures in

this dissertation manageable. Animations4 were generated by combining a sequence

4 http://danielwebb.us/research/idp
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of gnuplot-generated fixed plots with the ffmpeg mpeg4 videoencoder.



Appendix B

Completeν(t) identification results for one case

Only the first run from the eight runs ofν(t) identification results were shown in

the main text. This appendix presents the remaining seven runs (Figures B.1 – B.7) for

the case with 50 IDP stages, 5PT data and 1% data noise from Section 6.8.4.
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Figure B.1: Webb-Ramirez identification of the hybrid Park-Ramirez bioreactor model
parameter functionsµ(t), fP(t), andφ(t) from artificial dataX, S, PT , andPM using two-
step IDP for data run 2 with50 stages. The data generation and IDP parameters used
are in Tables 6.1 (page 107) and 6.2 (page 111) with5 PT data andσN = 0.01. Control
q2 from Figure 6.1 (page 105) was used to generate the artificialstate data for the run in
this figure, which are represented by the+ symbol. Only every fifthX, S, andPM datum
is shown for for clarity. Dashed lines are the parameter function and state values during
the artificial data generation, and solid lines are the identified parameter function values
and their corresponding states. TheΦ plot shows the performance index vs. iterations
and the final performance index. Iterations for steps one andtwo of two-step IDP are
each counted from 1 which causes the discontinuity in theΦ plot.
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Figure B.2: Webb-Ramirez identification of the hybrid Park-Ramirez bioreactor model
parameter functionsµ(t), fP(t), andφ(t) from artificial dataX, S, PT , andPM using two-
step IDP for data run 3 with50 stages. The data generation and IDP parameters used
are in Tables 6.1 (page 107) and 6.2 (page 111) with5 PT data andσN = 0.01. Control
q3 from Figure 6.1 (page 105) was used to generate the artificialstate data for the run in
this figure, which are represented by the+ symbol. Only every fifthX, S, andPM datum
is shown for for clarity. Dashed lines are the parameter function and state values during
the artificial data generation, and solid lines are the identified parameter function values
and their corresponding states. TheΦ plot shows the performance index vs. iterations
and the final performance index. Iterations for steps one andtwo of two-step IDP are
each counted from 1 which causes the discontinuity in theΦ plot.
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Figure B.3: Webb-Ramirez identification of the hybrid Park-Ramirez bioreactor model
parameter functionsµ(t), fP(t), andφ(t) from artificial dataX, S, PT , andPM using two-
step IDP for data run 4 with50 stages. The data generation and IDP parameters used
are in Tables 6.1 (page 107) and 6.2 (page 111) with5 PT data andσN = 0.01. Control
q4 from Figure 6.1 (page 105) was used to generate the artificialstate data for the run in
this figure, which are represented by the+ symbol. Only every fifthX, S, andPM datum
is shown for for clarity. Dashed lines are the parameter function and state values during
the artificial data generation, and solid lines are the identified parameter function values
and their corresponding states. TheΦ plot shows the performance index vs. iterations
and the final performance index. Iterations for steps one andtwo of two-step IDP are
each counted from 1 which causes the discontinuity in theΦ plot.
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Figure B.4: Webb-Ramirez identification of the hybrid Park-Ramirez bioreactor model
parameter functionsµ(t), fP(t), andφ(t) from artificial dataX, S, PT , andPM using two-
step IDP for data run 5 with50 stages. The data generation and IDP parameters used
are in Tables 6.1 (page 107) and 6.2 (page 111) with5 PT data andσN = 0.01. Control
q5 from Figure 6.1 (page 105) was used to generate the artificialstate data for the run in
this figure, which are represented by the+ symbol. Only every fifthX, S, andPM datum
is shown for for clarity. Dashed lines are the parameter function and state values during
the artificial data generation, and solid lines are the identified parameter function values
and their corresponding states. TheΦ plot shows the performance index vs. iterations
and the final performance index. Iterations for steps one andtwo of two-step IDP are
each counted from 1 which causes the discontinuity in theΦ plot.
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Figure B.5: Webb-Ramirez identification of the hybrid Park-Ramirez bioreactor model
parameter functionsµ(t), fP(t), andφ(t) from artificial dataX, S, PT , andPM using two-
step IDP for data run 6 with50 stages. The data generation and IDP parameters used
are in Tables 6.1 (page 107) and 6.2 (page 111) with5 PT data andσN = 0.01. Control
q6 from Figure 6.1 (page 105) was used to generate the artificialstate data for the run in
this figure, which are represented by the+ symbol. Only every fifthX, S, andPM datum
is shown for for clarity. Dashed lines are the parameter function and state values during
the artificial data generation, and solid lines are the identified parameter function values
and their corresponding states. TheΦ plot shows the performance index vs. iterations
and the final performance index. Iterations for steps one andtwo of two-step IDP are
each counted from 1 which causes the discontinuity in theΦ plot.
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Figure B.6: Webb-Ramirez identification of the hybrid Park-Ramirez bioreactor model
parameter functionsµ(t), fP(t), andφ(t) from artificial dataX, S, PT , andPM using two-
step IDP for data run 7 with50 stages. The data generation and IDP parameters used
are in Tables 6.1 (page 107) and 6.2 (page 111) with5 PT data andσN = 0.01. Control
q7 from Figure 6.1 (page 105) was used to generate the artificialstate data for the run in
this figure, which are represented by the+ symbol. Only every fifthX, S, andPM datum
is shown for for clarity. Dashed lines are the parameter function and state values during
the artificial data generation, and solid lines are the identified parameter function values
and their corresponding states. TheΦ plot shows the performance index vs. iterations
and the final performance index. Iterations for steps one andtwo of two-step IDP are
each counted from 1 which causes the discontinuity in theΦ plot.
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Figure B.7: Webb-Ramirez identification of the hybrid Park-Ramirez bioreactor model
parameter functionsµ(t), fP(t), andφ(t) from artificial dataX, S, PT , andPM using two-
step IDP for data run 8 with50 stages. The data generation and IDP parameters used
are in Tables 6.1 (page 107) and 6.2 (page 111) with5 PT data andσN = 0.01. Control
q8 from Figure 6.1 (page 105) was used to generate the artificialstate data for the run in
this figure, which are represented by the+ symbol. Only every fifthX, S, andPM datum
is shown for for clarity. Dashed lines are the parameter function and state values during
the artificial data generation, and solid lines are the identified parameter function values
and their corresponding states. TheΦ plot shows the performance index vs. iterations
and the final performance index. Iterations for steps one andtwo of two-step IDP are
each counted from 1 which causes the discontinuity in theΦ plot.


